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PREFACE 

A TRANSLATION of the Kharosthi documents published at the 
present time must necessarily be far from perfect. Obscure 

passages remain to be cleared up ; the meaning of many words is still 
unknown. Nevertheless it is time the attempt was made, since it is 
essential for further advance in the study of the many questions, 
philological and other, connected with the documents, that they 
should be made accessible to a wider circle of scholars than has hitherto 
been the case. This can only be done by a translation, literal, and as 
accurate as possible. 

A great deal, of course, can be made out with certainty. In such 
cases the straightforward translation is given. In many cases where 
the meaning of a word is not known, the rest of the sentence is clear, 
and is translated with the unknown word in italics. Titles like cod}o, 
etc., whose meaning is known roughly are normally left in italics. 
Wherever there is doubt about the rendering of a particular passage, 
a question mark is added in brackets at the end. When nothing 
can be made of a passage, a space in brackets containing a question 
mark is inserted. Lacunae in the original are represented by a line 
of dots within square brackets. Set phrases that occur again and 
again are not translated after the first time, being indicated by etc, 
and a line of dots. 

No extensive annotation is given. The basis of the interpretation 
is to be found in my Language of the Kharosthi Documents from Chinese 
Turkestan, to which the reader is referred. Short notes are made 
{a) to correct the readings of the text, (6) wherever the information 
in the above work needs to be supplemented or corrected. At the 
end of the volume there is an index of the words thus discussed in 
the notes. An asterisk is placed before new words resulting from 
improved readings, a cross before those which should be deleted. 

• A certain amount of other information on individual words is also 
incorporated there. 

On the completion of the edition by Professor Rapson and his 
colleagues, the documents were divided between this country and 
India. The originals of Nos. 213-427 and 510-565 are now lodged 
in the British Museum, and the rest are in Delhi. Apart from photo
graphs, therefore, I have only seen the originals of the numbers 
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mentioned above. Corrections in the notes in these documents are 
based on an examination of the originals. In the case of the rest, 
where photographs, as in the majority of cases, are not available, 
they are either based on alternatives suggested by the editors them
selves or conjectural. The lack of access to the originals is a handicap 
in the first two hundred documents. Later, in the second and third 
volumes, when the editors were more sure of themselves it is not so 
serious. 

Documents containing only lists of names, and those too 
fragmentary to translate, are omitted. 

TRANSLATION 

1 

TO BE given to the cozho Tamjaka. 
His majesty the king writes, he instructs the cozho Tamjaka as 

follows : Lyipeya makes a complaint here now that soldiers of Saca 
carried off two cows of his. One cow they sent back, one they ate. 
This dispute must be carefully investigated by you in person and a 
decision made according to law ; if you are not clear about it there, 
they must be sent here in custody. 

3 
His majesty, etc Sugita informs us that he paid a 

price for a woman Sugisae. The price was forty-one rolls of silk^ When 
this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith you must carefully 
inquire in person, whether she was really bought. - A decision must 
be made according to law. Against the law officials must not take 
possession of that woman. If you are not clear about it there, there 
will be a decision when they appear in our presence at the royal court. 

Note: Read dramgadharanam {Edit. n. 3). 

4 
His majesty, etc A letter of command with a full 

statement in writing went from here (ordering you) to send ten camels 
to Calmadana. If you have not sent the camels, then the camels 
must be quickly sent to Calmadana in the hand of Lyipeya. 

5 
His majesty, etc The son of this Lyipeya has gone as 

an envoy, and this Lyipeya is due to stay with the herds in the autumn. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, you must look carefully into 
the matter. Whoever has to stay (?) with the herds [ ], 
must come here in the autumn. By no means must Lyipeya stay here 
with the herds in autumn. In the 26th year, 2nd month, 21st day 
to the royal court in the great city, Kusanasena was brought [. ]. 

Note: line 3 (U.O.) is obscure because not fully read. Either 
thita[ga] or thita[vo] would be possible, ghosa. . is quite obscure. 

In the last line the sentence is broken off. We might complete 
anitalrnti], translating " they brought Kusanasena ", i.e. as a substitute 
for Lyipeya. 

1 B 
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6 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya informs us that they were 

debtors for a camel here along with Socara. Now Socara is producing 
witnesses. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith 
a great oath is to be made, an oath is to be sworn by the witnesses 
of Socara and in that way a decision is to be made. If you are not 
clear there, etc 

7 
His majesty, etc The soflianigci Lyipe informs us that 

three years ago two cows in calf were awarded him from Arsina. 
By the present day one of these calves is under a year old, and the 
other has not been born. Up till now you have not made any decision. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you this dispute is to be carefully 
examined by you in person, and according as was decided at the 
king's court, in such a manner a decision according to law is to be 
made. If you are not clear, etc 

8 
In the 11th year, 5th month, 8th day, at that time people brought 

a sealed wedge-tablet from the royal court (to the effect that) corn 
for subsistence was to be given to the magistrates. 

Note : Nisamgana is probably miswritten for nisaga amna a phrase 
which occurs in similar context in 478 and 641. 

9 
His majesty, etc Opgeya complains that Ca^hi, Parsu, 

Alyaya, and Rasvara carried off a woman of his and beat her. She 
suffered a miscarriage. On the third day they let her go back. This 
dispute, etc 

Note: Read probably taya garbha instead of yo garbha {Edit., 
n. 1). 

10 
His majesty, etc Lyipe informs us that he is a Idasernci 

in Peta-avana by heredity and not an arivaga (guide). When this 
sealed wedge-tablet reaches you (if) this Lyipe is not an arivaga, 
he must be released (from the duty) according to law. 

Note : For complaints of people who have too many duties thrust 
upon them, cf. 430, 439, 562, in all of which documents it appears 
that these offices were assigned by heredity. 
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11 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya complains that he has a 

dispute about a child Apisae adopted from Kungeya. When this sealed 
wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith you must carefully inquire in 
person with oath and witness. According to the law of old recompense 
is paid for a child adopted, and thus a decision is to be made. If it is 
different, etc 

12 and 43 
His majesty the king gives instructions to the cuvalayina Maltsuta 

as follows : The sotharnga Sugita informs us here that his son Livarazma 
found in a gold sakasya (= ?) one karnpo (= ?) and two golden staters, 
and that many people of Cad'ota and the mountains are witnesses. In 
that matter the tagastas are cheating {nikarernti) the owners. When 
this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, etc the tagastas are 
to be stopped from doing injustice to people. 

Note : Nos. 12 and 43 form the two parts of the same document. 
The order is 12 0, 43 0, 12 R, 43 R. The words sakasyami, karnpo, 
and tagastehi occur nowhere else and their meaning is obscure. The 
term tagasta indicates a particular class of individual. The instrumental 
here is used for the nominative by a common confusion {Gramm., 
§ 117). 

13 
His majesty, etc Pugo informs us that in his pasture 

{kabhodhami) there are mares and horses. There the people go hunting 
and wound the mares and horses ; also some ghee there has been lost. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc the people are to be 
prevented from going hunting again. 

The people who went hunting there were Yitaka, Oga[. . ],' 
Sucamma, Vamto, Opgeya, and Cinama. 

Note: The same subject with different culprits appears again 
in 15. 

14 
His majesty, etc Sameka informs us that he went 

as an envoy to Khotan. From Calmadana they gave him a guard and 
he went as far as Saca. From Saca they gave him a guard and he 
went as far as Nina. From Nina to Khotan a guard should have been 
provided from Cad'ota. As far as Khotan [ ]. When this 
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sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, the hire of a guard from Nina to 
Khotan is to be handed over according as it was formerly paid, along 
with an extra sum. A decision is to be made according to the law. 

Note: This document is translated and discussed by Liiders in 
Act. Or., xviii (1939), p. 36. 

15 
] forthwith Koljasa and Sugita are to be prevented from 

going hunting in the pasture. The dispute about the stolen ghee is 
to be carefully investigated with sworn testimony. Also as regards 
the samuta inquiry must be made, etc 

16 

His majesty, etc Peta-avana has now been handed 
over by me the great king to the carnkura Arjuna. Formerly from the 
kilmecis there [ ] camels of over thirteen years old were 
not brought to [. . . .]. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, 
forthwith [ ] careful instructions must be given that a 
camel sent as tax shall not be so many years old. 

Note : For \jo'\dasa read \tro'\dasa. 

17 
His majesty, etc. Pugo and Lyipe inform us that 

Kreya and Sulyita had (some property) deposited in a hidden place. 
Dogs and foxes dug there and brought it out into the open. It was 
on account of a fothi (made of) skin which had been deposited that 
they dug there. Afterwards Masdhige and Pgeya took from that little 
by little, and they say that much has been lost there. They say that 
Masdhige and Pgeya have stolen it. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, forthwith an oath is to be sworn by Masdhige and Pgeya. 
However much they have, they must pay back. No payment is to be 
made which is too much {ajhi) or illegal. Also a law is established here 
that what is taken in time Of war is regarded as cleared. 

18 
His majesty, etc Sugita informs us that Lyimo, Pugo, 

and Opge made a division of all their property. Now Opgeya has 
carried off the people. Along with Lyipeya he upsets the nukarnja 
(= ?), and does not allow them to make cultivation. When this sealed 
wedge-tablet reaches you, etc 

Note: The term nukarnja occurs nowhere else and its meaning 
is quite obscure. 
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19 
His majesty, etc The woman Tamasyanae stayed here 

with the herds in place of Yitasena. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, you must investigate whether Tamasyanae really stayed 
with the herds in place of Yitasena, and according to the old law of 
the kingdom clothing, food, and wages must be given her. If there 
is any dispute there will be a decision in our presence. 

20 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya complains that Kolyisa 

broke the head of his woman Camoae and Augala wounded and struck 
his woman Paluvisae. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

Note : The same dispute appears in 29 and 53. 

21 
His majesty, etc Kame makes a complaint that he 

owns a camel in common with Lyipamma. Two parts of this camel 
Lyipamma [gave ?] to his daughter Dhama&iae [ when] 
this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, this dispute, etc If 
you are not clear about it a letter of information containing the sworn 
testimony of the witnesses is to be sent here in the hand of a letter 
carrier and there will be a decision in our presence. 

22 
His majesty, etc From here Lyimsu [....] and 

Suvarnapala have to go on a mission to Khotan. The guide {arivaga) 
Rutraya must himself go. Lyimsu has two camels. These (people), 
Rutraya and Suvarnapala [. . . . must go, Lyimsu need (?)] not go. 
No delay is to be made. Just as formerly honorific gifts and provisions 
were provided for envoys from the state funds, so now these [ 

Note-. /Sammawa is here taken as = Skt. sammawa. The form could 
equally well correspond to Skt. samdna. 

23 
] of the camels, a camel parnma has been kept back with 

Sarpe and Kake. These camel parnma must be sent here in the hand 
of the yatma Porkota. Here, in our presence, there will be a decision. 

Note: The meaning of the term parnma, which occurs nowhere 
else, is completely obscure. 
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24 
His majesty, etc Sugita reports that Caule is recovering 

a debt of a horse from his slave Sarpiga. They are wilhng to hand 
over this horse, but Caule does not want to take it. He wants to 
take as payment of Sarpiga's debt the house and land which was 
received by Sugita from the feet of his majesty. When this sealed 
wedge-tablet reaches you, you must forthwith carefully investigate 
whether it is really so. Such is not the law, that the property of the 
master should be taken for the debt of the slave. According to the 
former law of the kingdom decision is to be made. If you are not 
clear, etc 

25 
To the vasu Lyipeya of pleasant aspect the Jcdla Kunala sends 

good health, much, infinite, and thus I write. You must learn that 
in Peta-nagara there is corn for paying wages (to the extent of) 
milima [. .]. Further there is corn for the wages of the guard, milima 3, 
and corn for his food, milima 1 khi 10. When this Jamavam[na] arrives 
there, quickly 15 milima of corn is to be given to Jammavamna and 
Thuvaya; no obstruction must be made. They made a decision 
before Pgoco, [. .]kto and Pgita. It is to be given to Kuvineya as his 
ration [ .] is to be given. If the horse arrives in time [fcawe], 
thus you must understand. 

26 
His majesty, etc Phumaseva and Lyimsu have com

plained about a man Lyimge. This Lyimge belonged to Lyimsu. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

Note : For Lyimsu dravya, read Lyimsuvasya. The word dravya 
thus disappears from the Index Verborum. 

27 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya reports that when the queen 

came there to Cad'ota, a camel of his six years old, Lyipta [ 
] 1 mare in foal [ 
] will be [. . 

] " give us the mare and four colts." The mare has not 
been given nor the four colts. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

Note: Dehi appears to be 2nd Sing. Imperative. No other form 
has been noted {Gramm., § 98), 
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28 
His majesty, etc When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches 

you, the kulola of the kala Purnabala called Kulbhu must be sent 
here'in the hand of such a letter-carrier as will get here quickly. 

Note : The term kulola applied to an individual occurs only here 
and its meaning is unknown. 

29 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya and Kolyisa complained 

about the broken head of a woman Camoae. Another woman of 
Lyipeya was wounded by Augala, brother of Kolyisa. Taking into 
account the fact that there were no witnesses here, it was inopportune 
to make a decision here. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

Note : Udisa (= uddisya) is construed with the preceding clause. 
The particle iti, as usually in this language, is dispensed with 
(cf. Gramm., § 134). 

30 
His majesty, etc Kanasaga of Khotan reports that 

Tusana did duty in the tsege in place of Apigo, and in his place Kanasaga 
of Khotan did duty. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 
wages are to be sent her from Apigo to Tusana. 

Note: For bhegesami read tsegeyami and compare 484, 505, and 
556. The meaning of the term tsege has not been ascertained. 

31 and 764 
(764) His majesty, etc Opgeya and Upasena make 

a representation here now. Opge reports : When my son Upasena 
was born Lyimo adopted him, and thus he (Lyimo) spoke ; Whatever 
people there are depending on me, many or few, among these Upasena 
shall be as an eldest son. They shall live in dependence on him. That 
Lpmo died [ ] slave people and the [ ] people of 
the master upset the agreement. They do not obey (?) this Upasena. 
Considering this, of this family Opge [ 

(31) ] whatever Opge shall command the slaves con
cerning the household duties, they must act according to his word, 
they must not transgress. This Upasena is to be regarded as an, 
adopted son in that family. Whatever law of the kingdom and what 
family (?) law the rest of the Cad'otans observe, in such a way these 
people must act. Whoever have doubts whether there is any ruling 
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on that point, shall complain here in our presence and there will 
be a decision. Also as regards the transaction between Lyimo and 
Pugo at the time the kingdom was tranquil, they are now making 
trouble about that here. When the kingdom shall (again) be tranquil, 
there will be a decision about this. , 

Note: For upajiva tusa Lyimo read upajivatu sa Lyimo. nitayamti 
is unintelligible and can hardly be correct. The nearest thing that 
would make sense would be pujayamti. 

In 31 the reading k[ula]d}iama for k.[. . . .] dhama might be 
suggested. 

32 
His majesty, etc The vasu Lyipeya reports that Opave 

took Cinga, the daughter of Sagapeya of Peta avana, in marriage in 
Peta-avana. In return for her [taya lode), he was willing to give his 
sister Cinga in marriage to Sagapeya. He has given this sister to 
someone else, he has not given anything to Sagapeya. When this 
sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

Note : For asu read vasu (U.R.). 

33 
His majesty, etc The tax-collector (svathamgha) 

Lyipeya complains that in a troubled time Sugiya took three ambila 
and one horse from his slave Pataya. When this sealed wedge-tablet, 
etc you must investigate whether it is true that Sugi 
has taken them. He shall give (back) this man's property. If it is 
otherwise, etc 

34 
To the feet of the master sothamgha Lyipeya [ ] sends 

good health, much, infimte. Also Kreya and Camasriae with one 
another [ ] again separation is to be made, so they say. 
When there [ ] This girl will be an opportunity for you 
here. Also [ ] a decision about everything has been made 
by me. Of you no more here [ 

Note : Yiveka " separation " may here refer to divorce. The text 
is too fragmentary to give any connected sense. 

Bhuvi is probably a form of Skt. bhuyas. Other forms occurring 
are bhiyo and 6mo {Gramm., § 91). 
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35 
Sugita is to be prevented. At present there are no merchants 

from China, so that the debt of silk is not to be investigated now. 
As regards the matter of the camel Tarncina is to be pestered. When 
the merchants arrive from China, the debt of silk is to be investigated. 
If there is a dispute, there will be a decision in our presence in the 
royal court. 

36 
His majesty, etc Lyipe complains that Apge of Khotan 

and Kilyage, took some property from the farm of When 
this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

Note: One might suspect a misprint here and read edasa dasa 
Catayasa gothade " from the farm of his slave Cataya . 

37 
His majesty, etc The sotharnga Lyipeya reports that 

as regards their land, when there was a demonstration to the vasus 
about its boundary and that of Samluve, at that time [ ] 
Pugo and Lyipe made a ditch. Now the people of [Yave-]avana are 
measuring out the district {pra\de'\sa). When this sealed wedge-
tablet, etc 

About the ditch between the land of Lyipeya and the people of 
Yave-avana. 

Note: Read sarnluveyasa for snuyaveyasa (cf. Edit., n. 2). 

38 
His majesty, etc The ogu Bhimasena reports that 

Opge, father of Apemna, holds the office of koyimarn there. When this 
sealed wedge-tablet, etc according to the appropriate 
law [ 

39 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya reports that their slave 

Cimikae, without asking their permission, gave her daughter to the 
slaves of Kapge as an adopted child. That adopted child was brought 
up by them. The payment for milk was not given. When, etc 
you must investigate whether really their slave gave an adopted 
child to the slaves of Kapge without asking their permission, and the 
payment for milk has not been given. (If so) a tirsa mare or a tirsa 
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horse is to be taken by Lyipeya from the slaves of Kapge and the 
adopted child will belong entirely to them. If, however, there is 
any dispute, etc 

Note : For tanu tri read tanuvi {Edit., n. 5). 

40 
His majesty, etc Whenever a camel of the royal herds 

becomes weak and is unable to travel it is to be looked after in that 
same province. If [ ] it dies as a result of its load the keeper 
will owe for it. If on the other hand it dies a natural death its pamcare 
is to be delivered in that same province. 

Note : For rachamnae in line 2 read gacharnnae {Edit., n. 4). 
This document is treated by Liiders in Act. Or., xviii (1939), 

pp. 39-43. 

42 
His majesty, etc Just as formerly in Peta-avana there 

the year's tax was assessed, last year's tax was put into the hand of 
the sugnutas. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith 
the vasu Lyipeya is to be questioned about this tax, and it is to be 
quickly sent here all complete in the hand of the a^eta Sa(m)gapeya. 
Just as formerly from Peta-avana there a camel was reckoned in 
the year's tax, and that camel should be neither old nor thin, this 
camel is to be sent here with the above-mentioned tax. If there are 
any arrears of tax, all must be sent here. The tax consisting of ghee 
is to be sent on quickly beforehand. 

Note: Suguta {Suguta) usually appears as a proper name. Here, 
in the genitive plural, it seems to indicate a class of officials. 

For [praYdavo read pruchidavo {Edit., notes). 

43 
{See 12.) 

44 
. . . .  a s ]  h a s  b e e n  d e c i d e d ,  s o  a  d e c i s i o n  i s  t o  b e  m a d e .  

45 
His majesty, ete The vasu Lyipeya reports that the 

daughter of his slave woman Cimikae was adopted by Rutraya. 
Here at the royal court as milk-payment one tirsa horse was awarded. 
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About this matter for the second and third time a sealed wedge-tablet 
has gone there, and up till to-day you have made no decision. When 
this sealed wedge-tablet, etc as was decided at the royal 
court, in such manner is a settlement to be made. If there is any 
other dispute a decision is to be made according to the law, etc 

46 
, His majesty, etc The vasu Lyipeya ( ? ) reports that 

there the magistrates of the king's court examined a dispute. (They 
decided that) the woman Konuma belonged to Peta-avana. Later 
you are treating this dispute differently ; you make the woman belong 
to Catisa-deviyae-avana. When this wedge-tablet, etc you 
must investigate. According to the previous decision of the royal 
court you must hand over the woman Konuma to the vasu Lyipeya. 
Whoever disputes this must be sent to the royal court and there will 
be a decision here. Also he reports that men of Peta-avana are not 
performing the public duties in the " hundred" of Konita and 
Masdhiga. The former custom has been that men perform the public 
duties in the hundred and that women do not perform the public 
duties of the district {kilmi). Of the women two korno (= ?) daughters 
must be handed over to the vasu Lyipeya. Whoever disagrees, at 
the king's court [ 

About Konumae in Peta-avana. 
Note: Yona sagi tornga remains obscure. 

47 
His majesty, etc. Lyipeya reports that his farm and 

living house were flooded with water by Apgeya. When this wedge-
tablet, etc 

49 
' His majesty, etc Tamcgeya complains that his slaves 

gave [ ] to the cozho Samasena, and he is trying to prove 
that it is his own property. On that matter they produce witnesses, 
Sugi, Platga, and Namdhaka (Namsuka). When this wedge-tablet, 
ete The statement is to be written down truthfully and 
sent here. 

Note: For cozho samasena asati[. .y.i, read probably cozbo sama-
senaasa ti[da]ti. The sentence still remains partly mutilated. 
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50 
] the rest of the wages he will give to Argi. 

Note: For argi pradasyati, read argiyasa dasyati {Edit., n. 1). 
The verb pra-dd occurs nowhere else in the documents. 

51 
] if he shall go back on his oath a decision is to be made 

there according to law. 

52 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya reports that he dispatched 

a camel to me the great king according to the klasernna arrangements, 
and its load was stolen. I did not acquire by hire a camel (for carrying) 
a load. This Lyipeya has been favoured by me the great king and 
let off (paying) the hire. There you must think where the hire of 
that camel is to come from. 

53 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya reports that Kolyisa beat 

his woman Camoae and broke her head, while his brother Augala hit 
and wounded (Lyipeya's) woman Paluvisae. This dispute, etc 

Note : Compare 20 and 29. 

54 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya complains that he has a 

dispute about the wages of a woman Suvisae (whom he got) from 
Kakeya. When this wedge-tablet, etc 

55 
His majesty, etc Fodder and water is to be given to 

these camels of the royal herds from city to city, and wherever (a 
camel) shall fall, it must be looked after in that same place. 

Lyipeya, concerning the royal herds. 

56 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya complains that the apsu 

Uyage and Vapo took one cow of his without just cause. On the 
second occasion they took a sheep. Also Cimga (slave ?) of Sagapeya 
was beaten and taken without payment. This dispute, etc 

Note: For uyageva pomca, read the words, separating them 
differently, as uyage vaporn ca. Read varo for aro. 
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57 
His majesty, etc The year's tax has been assessed 

as before. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith the 
arrears and this year's tax must be sent along together. There the 
vasu [  ? . . . ]  m u s t  b e  g i v e n .  A s  t o  t h i s  t a x  i t  m u s t  b e  
made ready in its entirety. Nothing must be kept back. 

58 
] that they have killed her. There is no further state

ment a second time. If she has not been seen or heard of and if 
[ ] is not a witch, that woman is to be made recompense for 
to her full value and (this recompense) is to be taken by Pu^o and 
Lyipeya. A decision is to be made according to law. The property 
they took from her Pugo and Lyipe are to receive along with her 
person. 

Note: The same subject appears in 63. 

59 
] has been sent there. There, inquiry and reckoning is to 

be made [ ] the tax has been written down and it is to 
be sent all complete in the hand of the yatma Jarge (?) and the agetas 
Angi and Tsomgo. As regards the tax of corn, the names of the 
people (paying it) have been written individually on an invoice, and 
each man's parcel is to be brought here separately. As regards the 
grain lent out, the payments due on that are to be sent here. 

Note : Read pricha ganainal in line 1. For suhha muli read suka 
muli {Edit., n. 7). Suka = Skt. Mka in this context probably. 

62 
His majesty, etc Opgeya reports that he has one horse 

(which he lent to Lyimimna). Lyimina died. His dependent (heir) 
Sigayita took it, and refuses to give back the horse to Opgeya. When 
this sealed wedge-tablet, etc you must investigate. You 
must make a careful reckoning (of the value) of the farm and living-
house which Lyimirnna's heir received, and from that he must speedily 
give a horse to Opgeya. 

63 
His majesty, etc Lyipeya reports that they took out 

three witch-women. They killed only the woman belonging to him, 
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the remaining women they released. About this matter you received 
a command from Apgeya that recompense was to be made to Lppeya 
for this woman. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc you 
must inquire, and according as you the cod)o received oral instructions 
here at the king's court, in such manner recompense must be made 
to Lyipeya for this woman. 

Note: The same dispute appears in 58. 

64 
His majesty, etc . The four express {amtagi) camels 

(provided for) the carnkura Vaje& from here are to be sent back from 
Samarsa. From Samarsa four other camels are to be provided. They 
are to be sent back from Snuna, and from Snuna four other camels 
are to be provided. They are to be sent back from Pisali. 

65 
{Fragmentary list.) 

Note. For pachamga yina amna, read perhaps pamcyarayina 
arnna, a phrase which occurs elsewhere. 

68 
His majesty, etc Namdasena reports that Catmage 

and Kuamca ate one parcel of corn belonging to him. They have 
gone there and are now at Tsaga. When this sealed wedge-tablet, 

you must inquire whether this is really the case. (If 
so) this corn along with an additional amount is to be taken by Opge 
and Lyipe. If it is otherwise, and if no decision is made about this 
dispute of theirs, they must be sent here to the king's court and there 
will be a decision here. Also of these people much parnke is to be 
made here in usasa (= ?). Certainly it must be sent here. If you 
do not make a decision there, and do not send it here, have a care. 

Note . In U.O. 4 read esa arnna sa, ayogena. XJsasammi which occurs 
only here is completely obscure. 

69 
] asks after the health of your divine body again and 

again, much, immeasurable, and speaks as follows : You sent the 
monk Cagusena here about the army people. It was inopportune for 
me to remove the people from Bhoti-nagara. For that reason I 
sent Larsu and Tamjaka there to see what news [ j 
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sent a man to say that the people were not to be removed from the 
city. 

Note: Read jarnna in line 4 for arnna {Edit., n. 3). 

70 
His majesty, etc Just as formerly four years' tax was 

kept back in the possession of Maltsaya (so) four camels were kept 
back in the possession of Vugaca. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, this tax, however much has been kept back, is t9 be sent 
here in the hand of Dhaci. 

Note: Read varnti for arnti (U.O. 2). 

71 
His majesty, etc Lyimsu informs us that a female 

camel belongs to them and Simasriae in common. A man called 
Sugika and her daughter Smagasae rode off on this camel from 
Simasriae's farm and fled away. He and his father went after them 
with the frontier-guards and brought this camel back. (As a result) 
two parts of this camel belonged to these two, the father and son, 
and two parts to the guards (for their services). The two parts belonging 
to the frontier-guards, they gave to them. Simasriae is demanding 
her portion of it. This dispute, etc 

72 
] the wheat was two and three times watered. This is 

a register of it. {List follows.) 
Note: Goma is the usual form taken by Skt. godhuma in the 

language of the documents. Other forms are goduma and gohomi. 
In the beginning of this document for [ja]huma ([fira]-), read no doubt 
[go]huma. At the end of the first line pa y'a presumably represents 
pravarnnaga, the usual name for lists of this kind (cf. 59). Pita and 
pitaga ("drunk") means "was watered". In another place (703) 
the causative payita is used. 

74 
{Fragmentary list dealing with camels.) 
Note: The document contains a number of descriptive epithets 

applied to camels, such as sukri uta. Unfortunately they are with 
difficulty legible. 
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77 
. . . .] is to be sent. According to our word [. . . 

] is to be sent here. Also [ ] care is to be exercised. 
Along with the hire [ ] turned back a camel from [ ] 
to us. Instructions are to be given to him. [ ] will make 
ready. We have sent betel. 

82 
On the seventh day of the sixth month, from the vimspa of Suguta, 

and the sata of Cimge, one camel with its keeper for tomgha Apernna, 
one camel with its keeper for Yapgu. 

Note : §ata " hundred " occurs frequently as an administrative 
division. Vimspa which occurs here would seem to be something 
similar. It cannot in form correspond to the Sanskrit vimsa, but could 
only represent visva, which is unsuitable. 

83 
To be opened by my dear brother-in-law, sothamgha Lyipeya. 
To his dear brother-in-law sothamgha Lyipeya of pleasant aspect, 

beloved of men and gods, glorified by a good name Kupsirnta pays 
respect and sends the health of his divine body, much, immeasurable, 
and thus (he says): [ ] Campeya. Do not keep back there 
Natasrrmi and Asdhaya. Everything in your knowledge [ ] 
instruction. With him Carnpeya must come here along with Nam-
tasrrma. When you are going to travel down to the king's court, 
let me hear about the month and day. I must be informed. Also of 
us here at the king's court [ ]. If you are going down to the 
king's court, take care (sM[<^a]) to let me hear (about it). If you are 
not going, let me hear too. You gave instructions about a horse. 
Campeya will bring the horse there later (paca). You have told him 
to hand it over here. Do not neglect to do this. The hire of the camel 
is one arnavaji eight hastas long. I have sent it there in the hand of 
Namta^rrma. The arnavaji is white. As regards the ploughing, barley, 
wheat, and aEirnni is to be carefully [ ] looked after by you. 
Also Lyivrasma must by all means be zealous about it. We have 
sent a present. Sarpinae's present is one Also let 
Lyivrasma make a reckoning of how much grain they use 
there in sowing on the ploughed land. 

Notes : hali in the phrase hali karisyasi is obscure. But the meaning 
is roughly clear. He is telling him to keep to his promise to send 
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a horse. Is it Skt. allka " false ? " The language is somewhat irregular 
as regards h (Grammar, § 28). 

Read (CR. 4) krisi yavi for krisiya vi. 

84 
(R) . . . .] but you [do not do] rightly [ ] instruction. I have 

sent a man of [ ] there. I have kept back a man of Bhoti, a 
horseman. When this man arrives there, quickly a horse and a 
serviceable guard are to be sent here. 

Note : Read sarndesa as in note 3. 

86 
To the caraga Sucamma and the cozho Tgaca, dear to men and 

gods, respected and of pleasant aspect, the sotharnga Lyipeya sends 
the health of their divine bodies, again and again, much, beyond 
measure, and thus (he says), namely : We have made a time (for you 
to come and) do the royal business. You do not want to come here. 
Certainly next morning the sadavidas and karsenavas and the (other) 
officials whose names are mentioned in the list must come here. 

Rev. 
. . . .  t o  d e a r  b r o t h e r  sothamgha cozbo Lyipeya [ ] pays 

respect, etc and thus (says) namely: From there you 
sent Casmina our agent [ ] to get the register, but 14o not 
know which register is to be taken there [ ]. There is every 
reason to fear (an attack) from the Supis. In the city here (we) will 
make a review of the people [ ] we will go there. The 
Khotanese have come here. They are looking for Parncina on account 
of (the matter of) the boundary. Certainly Pamcina must be sent 
here when the cock crows. 

Note: Read probably (0 4) kdrsenava for karsenade. The two 
classes of officials (sadavida and karsenava) are usually mentioned 
together. 

Compare with kuku^ [karya] mana, kukuda ^.[da]ma[na] in 525. 
Obviously it is the same word in both places but in neither case can 
the writing be properly made out. We should restore in all probability 
kukvMa [kuja] mana meaning " when the cock crows " (Skt. kuj-), 
i.e. early in the morning. This is what the sense demands. Compare 
pratu (prdtar) above. 
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88 
0 . . . .] to be opened by the cozbos Kranaya and Lyipeya. 
E ] there is danger from the [Su]pis. You must not be 

slack. Other frontier-guards are to be quickly sent here. On the 
12th month, 10th day. 

90 
In the 30th year, 5th month, 8th day, at that time the witnesses 

of Tamcge appeared concerning the land in Tsaga, Namatga and 
[ ]. Pamcama says that to Tamcgoya belong a vineyard 
and twelve huthala in the misi-land. I have heard it from the mouth 
of hdya Sugiya. The tax-collector Kenika and the scribe Tgaca and 
Rutraya say, " We have heard from the mouth of Sugiya that beginning 
with ( ? ) in a westerly direction [ ] from the east 
side belongs to the ogu Kusarngha." Again Namatga speaks thus 
[ 

Note : In line 3, read in all probability uvataya " starting from ". 

91 
] this is not possible to do (so) do not worry about this 

matter. 

97 
At the feet of his dear brother cozho Tamjaka, the sothamgha 

Lyipeya pays respect, and thus with (bowed) head I inform you : 
As regards the women of the people of Cad'ota and Saca who were 
taken in marriage from each other, a decision was made. Now they 
want [to make] it different [ 

98 
In the 29th year, 1st month, 26th day, at that time corn belonging 

to Kusamta, Lyimsu, and Jayana was measured out to the extent of 
10 khi; in Pgita's office corn was measured out to the extent of [..] 
milima. The witness was Rutrasena. 

100 
To his dear brother cozho Lyimsu, etc Kupsimta 

sends health, etc and thus (he says) namely: There is 
corn belonging to me there on loan. Of you Semniga and Sugita 
[ ] I say. He says there are two instalments of 
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interest. There you must not take (an additional) year. That interest 
which there is consists of two instalments of interest. You know (1) 
about the corn of [ ]na and Semniga. Also I have sent this 
Campe there. What corn [....] is with [ ] let it all be 
investigated. Again the corn from panimcana, that corn is in the 
hand of Samghasena. Samghasena says that that corn has not been 
written down on the receipt together with (the other items). By all 
means let Sarnghasena make a reckoning of this corn together with 
(the other). By all means he must be told to inquire into the corn 
from the [ma]rom[ro] Kungeya. Also whatever corn in your hand 
[?] in Samghasena's hand [?]. 

Note: The document is too imperfectly preserved to translate 
satisfactorily. The same subject appears in another letter of Kupsimta 
(140) which see. 

ca na tu in R. 5 is perhaps " you know ", 2nd Sine, in -tu (Grammar, 
§ 93), c for j (§ 14). 

103 
{List of names.) 
Note: At the end of this document there is a corrupt and un

intelligible verse. 

105 
{List of payments.) 
Note : The phrase paruvarsi tomgasa is of interest, suggesting that 

the office of tornga was an annual appointment. 

106 
To his dear son Lyipeya and Samgha, etc Lepata 

sends health, much, immeasurable, and (says) thus: I told you to 
send a camel in the meanwhile. From there you sent a camel of the 
sacis (= ?). Here it has wounded the hand of Campge and made it 
lame. He cannot do any work. You know what work was left undone 
when you went there ; here day by day there is royal business. Also 
there are three people there. One of those, Sugita, is to be given 
two camels and sent here quickly. When this letter arrives there, 
on that very day Sugita is to be sent here quickly with two camels. 
Also you sold here a man Sarnghadhaiiia to Sagana. That man com
plained before the magistrate ; thus he says : "I am a man belonging 
to the king, Lppeya is selling me without just reason." He is unwilling 
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to do the work of Sagana. What the exact state of affairs is about 
this man you must make out there. A letter from there is to 
be put in the hand of Sugita. Do not neglect to do this. Quickly 
Sugita must be sent with two camels. 

Note : O.U. (4). For kimnita read bhimnita. 

107 
At the feet of the sotharnga Lyipeya dear to men and gods, glorified 

with a good name, by whom the road to heaven is adorned, the cozbos 
Kolyisa and Kunala (pay) respect and ask after (his) good health, 
again and again, much, immeasurable, and thus they say: From 
there, from our farm you put a man to work here. He is now working 
here. But it is heard that the suRe (= ?) officials claim him there again 
in the ayaga works. 

Note : [tu le] sena is completely obscure : ayaga karyesu might mean 
" iron-works " (from ayas) suEe occurs nowhere else. Read suje and 
compare sujaga, su&aga which occur elsewhere ? 

109 
0. To be opened by (my) dear son Lyimsu. 
R ] the sacrifice is to be made, so the sacrifice is to be 

made (when he) comes down to me here there will be a sealed wedge-
tablet concerning the camels ; I will send it there. A letter is coming 
about the klasemcis in the autumn. Your camels are to be sent to the 
kingdom (province). Former letter-carriers have seen that the Supis 
are certainly coming here. Whatever letter-carriers shall come here 
provisions must be sent here. I have sent to mother and father an 
aridi each to Sugita sidha salt, to Sarvasriae one arvdaga and one 
livasa along with alamgila (asamgila), to Samapriae one jewel and to 
Suvornapriae one jewel; so you need not be worried about presents. 

Note : Read madupitusya in line 5. 

110 
In the 23rd year, the 6th month, and the 6th day, concerning the 

women in Peta-avana. 
Namsanae is Opimta's wife etc., etc. 

113 
] told* him to give it. This [ ] there one 

gold necklace and two arnavaji—of these he gave the price to me. 
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Certainly you must at once make a reckoning there. Since you are 
the grandson of Sarngha (?), together [. . . ] the debtors will 
receive from [. . ? 

Note : Read deyamnae for desamnae, and in all probability mu\li] ] 
for mu[tse'\. 

Napatu is to be taken as one word = grandson. 

114 
] The ogu Lyipeya did not give the girl. I gave her. Samgha 

can say nothing. 

115 
In the 7th year of his majesty the great king Vasmana, son of 

heaven, in the 6th month, on the 14th day, at that time the pakes 
took place in Vrganicita. 

(Short list.) 

119 
The cozbo Kunala asks after the health of his dear brothers the 

cozbos Kranaya and Lyipeya, etc and thus (writes): It is 
heard here now that the Supis are coming down on the people of 
Calmadana in the fourth month. You will send a frontier-guard riding 
on a horse here. So we merely make this fact known to you. But 
do not by any means [ 

120 
In the 3rd year, 4th month, 15th day, at this time, it was necessary 

to go to the sitga potge for the second time. All the work-people came 
to the bridge [ ] the water was very muddy {kha[lu]sa). 
Owing to that fault the well-born people came to an agreement. We 
stopped and turned back the magistrates from the sitga potge. The 
well-born people who were there on account of the king's business 
were: Namarazma, the senior cozbo, Pamcimna, [Namjmasura, 
Tgaca, the apsu Apniya, Calmasa, and Kamciya, the ari Lyipana. 

122 
Namarasma gave one royal cow as a present {lasi di(^ ta)) 

in Lominana. 
In Pisalyi one cow was sold to Sotuge; the head of the samgha 

received the price, milimas [. .] of corn. 
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In Calmatana one cow was sold to Vanamkha, the price received [... 
One large cow was lost at Parcona Bridge ; these four cows 

Namarasma [ 

123 
In the 30th year, 1st month, 7th day, at that time Kalyanadhama 

brought news of the army from Saca. On the same day we gave a 
horse to Yitaka to keep watch in Saca. Now it is the second day 
and he is unwilling to go to Saca. The sothamgha Lyipeya has been 
made witness, the tomgha Apemna, Kartsa, Lyipana, Ripti, Rutraya, 
Ap[ . .] Asena, and the an. Lyipena. 

124 
His majesty, etc The cozho Samasena and the vesu 

(= vasu) Lyipeya have complained concerning land in A[sta]sa. On 
the ground that there were no witnesses [no] decision was reached 
here. When this wedge, etc they are to be sent to the 
king's court. Again cod)o Samasena and Lppeya have complained 
about ma[M . .]A;a land. This is to be examined with sworn testimony. 
Whatever further disputes there may be about lands in Peta-avana, 
they are to be examined, etc. 

Note: In U.O. 3 isalnici^hoda, a na is required by the sense and 
should probably be read. It has been supplied in the translation. 

125 
Sakha will look after the camels in place of Mogata. The ari 

Kutgeya is to be removed from the camels. The herd is to be fed. 
The ari Apemna has to ride out on a camel to the aco. Apernna has 
become sick. Later he must go as acovirnna. Do not allow any slackness. 
If he does not bring any beast, his brothers and son are to be beaten. 
Also in the morning we will break open the water in Kolamte's tama. 
Now there is need of more water here. 

Note: Read presumably (R. 1) Kolamtesa tamammi Kolamte 
appears elsewhere as a proper name. The word tamammi is obscure. 
The only thing like it which occurs is tamena, a title or surname of 
Sugita. That brings us little nearer. 

aco seems to be a kind of frontier post. The functions of the acovina 
seem to be much the same as those of the sfasavartma. Compare, 
for instance, 126 with 139. 
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126 
Of their dear brothers of pleasant aspect, the cozhos Kranaya and 

Lyipeya, the tasuca Lapaya and the cozho Patraya ask the health, 
etc and thus (write). As regards the frontier-guard Pago 
whom you sent here to come and hear about the Supis, at present 
the news of the Supis is that all is well. 

127 
0. To be opened at the feet of cozbo Lyipeya of pleasant aspect. 
R. I give instructions to my dear brother cozho Tgaca dear to 

men and gods. W^ithout fail sulyagamdha is to be sent. 
Note : sulyagarndha (only here) may be a proper name. 

130 
To dear brother cozho Lyipeya. 
At the feet of his dear brother cozbo Lyipeya, dear to men and 

gods, of pleasant aspect, cozbo Tarnjaka pays respect, and sends the 
health of his divine body, much, very much; and thus (he writes), 
namely : The cozho Kolyisa and the sramana Sriguda have exchanged 
(?) men. Yogasena has become the property of cozho Kolyisa, (but) 
with Sriguta there is no [? ? ] now it is heard that there 
[ ] cultivation, Yogasena [ ] ? the man is 
not to be sold along with (it). Yogasena, the original debt (?) 
[ ] is the property of [. . . .]. You must act according to 
the law of the world (lokadharma). Also whatever work has been 
done by Tamcge must certainly be brought to my knowledge. 
Instructions must be given to Tarncge that he shall ( ? ) the right 
quantity of wine. 

Note : The document is too imperfectly preserved to be understood 
properly. In U.O. 3 reading parivatitarnti for parivititarnti makes 
good sense, parivat- is used elsewhere in the documents in the sense 
of " exchange ". In U.O. 7 the alternative sadha seems better than 
sarva. The verb parisamisati is obscure. 

131 
(1) Of Apniya and Rutraya the packed (corn) is three milima. 

Of Apniya there are three sheep and three khi of ghee. Of Rutraya 
there are three sheep and three Jchi of ghee. 

(2) Of Apernna, three milima of packed (corn), two sheep, and 
three khi of ghee, etc., etc. 
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132 
In the 30th year, 9th month, 5th day the masimna camels were 

written down. (Then follows a list.) 
Note: Read perhaps utamca and cf. Grammar, § 62. 

133 
0. At the feet of his dear father cozho Lyipeya, etc 

Tgaca rubs his head, etc and thus (writes): From there 
you sent a horseman Kunasena to keep watch here. It is true that 
Ogaca, an acovirnna, came here from Saca. He says that the Supis 
have come to Kogitasasa; with reference to this fact I have sent 
Kunasena there (so) another horseman is to be sent here quickly. 
There is no acovirnna man from there in the mountains. 

R. To his dear neighbour Svaneya, cozbo Namarazma sends 
health. Whatever slaves of ours there are, must all be put in the city. 

Note : Read parvadesu as in n. 2. 

134 
His majesty, etc Ljamirna informs us that they have 

had charge of the royal cows. Now people are putting him in charge 
of the female camels. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you 
forthwith let this be thoroughly investigated. By no means abandon 
the law of the kingdom for the law of these people's mouth {edesa 
dzia dhamena). 

135 
His majesty, etc Now the cuvalayina Phumaseva 

has had to go on a mission to Khotan. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, straightaway this Apita must go on the mission, and the 
cuvalayina Phumaseva must go with him to Khotan. As regards 
the two express camels of cuvalayina Phumaseva, they must be given 
(him), (hkewise) the one camel of Apita must be given (him). Also 
a suitable man is to be given them as guide {arivaga), who will go in 
front of them. This guide must go on his own beast. Just as formerly 
you have provided fodder and water for envoys, so now they are 
to be given to these envoys. 

136 
His majesty, etc Now I the great king have handed 

over a fugitive man to Peta-avana. When this wedge, etc 
forthwith whatever suitable fugitive man there may be, that suitable 
fugitive man is to be sent here in the hand of the couriers. 
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139 
To his dear brother, etc cozho Tarnjaka, etc 

I am pleased because I have heard from you that you are in good 
health; I also am well through your favour; and thus (I write); 
Now they bring grave tidings of danger from the Supis. You must 
yourself (apane) inspect the acovinas and a serviceable acovina is 
to be sent here with his beast. 

140 
To be opened at the feet of the master and mistress sotharnga 

Lyipeya and Sarpinae. 
Also there they are looking for gold. The gold [ ]. I have 

sent Tolayana of The Mountain there. By you, Lyimsu, attention is 
to be paid to this matter and according to how much the price of 
gold is there, this is to be sold. 

To the feet of the masters, dear to men and gods, respected, of 
pleasant aspect, whose life is a hundred years long of divine years 
suited to them, dear brother-in-law sotharngha Ljapeya, dear sister 
Sarpinae and Sugita and Lyimsu, Kupsirnta pays respect and asks 
after their good health and divine body, again and again, much, 
immeasurable ; and first of all I am pleased to hear that your divine 
body is in health; I also am well through your favour and thus 
I address you: In Lyimsu's hand there is some corn of mine on 
loan. As regards the previous (lot) of corn, the vasdhigairn (lot) which 
we received here, you know the reckoning of it. The second lot is 
from the ploughed field (and) you know the reckoning of it. It is ih 
Samghasena's hand. The amount of that corn which has been used 
up or given to others, has been entered on a tablet. The amount of 
corn remaining from that is five milima ten hhi. That corn is to be 
demanded of Samghasena along with interest. As regards the vasdhi
gairn corn, and the corn from the field, reckoning is to be made 
separately. The corn from panirncana is ten hhi. A reckoning of that 
is to be made along with the interest. As regards the previous corn, 
reckoning is to be made in detail for each year individually. As regards 
last year's corn in Campe's hand, Kuteya knows how much came off 
the threshing floor. Also a reckoning is to be made of the corn Campe 
has. Also you know the reckoning of the wine which Kole has. Now 
there is room for some wine from him. I have sent a present as token 
of remembrance, for you a lespa, three sira for each of you, and one 
valu for Sarpinae. 
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Note : vasdhigairn (so read for vasf^u\gaim) is obviously a derivative 
with the -in- suffix {Grammar, § 77, cuvalayina, parncaraina, etc.), 
from vasdhiga. On irn (i.e. in) = ina of Grammar, § 13. The word 
vasdhiga which occurs in the phrase vasdhiga kararnnae is unfortunately 
of uncertain meaning. 

panimca ode is the same word as appears kanicanade (or pa.°) in 
100, a document dealing with the same matter as the present one. 
Read niost probably panirncanade in both cases. The word occurs 
nowhere else and there is nothing to indicate its meaning. 

dyoga meaning something which accrues, is added, can plausibly 
be rendered interest, since from 142 we see there was a rule that what 
was borrowed (avamici as in this document) was to be paid back 
double. 

142 ' r':-

R. Ljapeya lent food (to the extent of) one milima one hhi. 
According as formerly they pay there double what they receive here 
by that arrangement the food is to be repaid to the sotharnga Lyipeya. 

143 
His majesty the great king writes, he gives instructions to the 

sotharnga Lyipeya ; you must have knowledge of what I write [ ]. 
Here the tasuca Phumaseva says that he has a slave man called 
Moti[. .]. That (man) is to be sent here in the hand of Apta, (?) is 
to be handed over to the tasuca Phuinaseva. 

144 
• His majesty, etc Lyipeya informs us that he has a 

slave called Kacana. Sagana beat him. As a result of that beating 
the man Kacana died on the eighth day. Here you, the cozbo Somjaka 
received an oral command that the witnesses had to swear an oath 
and that if Kacana had died as a result of Sogana's beating, a man 
was to be awarded as recompense. Even so you pay no attention to 
this matter, and up to the present day have made no decision. When 
this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith an oath is to be sworn 
by the witnesses, and if Kacana did no work after the beating [ ] 
died, a man is to be awarded as recompense. If you are not clear 
[ ] written in a letter. 

146 
Parnmrairnna corn is to be given to the royal herds. 
(List.) 
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147 
In the 9th month, 5th day, at this date, the people who are masters 

of houses received tihe. 
(List.) 
They said that the hdla Rutraya and the monk Jivamitra were ill. 
Note : Read paJce for tiJce in all probability. 

149 
In the 9th year, 1st month, 28th day, the fugitive Masaga says; 

The property taken from me consists of four roughly woven cloths, 
three woollen cloths, one silver ornament, 2,500 mdsa, two jackets, 
two sornstarnni, two belts, and three Chinese robes. 

Note: This document is treated by Liiders, Textilien in alten 
Turkestan, pp. 21 ff. 

151 
Of the apsu Apniya, three gilarnya sheep and three sheep 

(or goats), etc., etc. 
Note : Gilarnya (gilarnya), an epithet of pasu occurs only here and 

is completely obscure. 

152 
U.O. To his dear brother sotharngha Lyipeya, etc the 

cozbo Nastimta pays respect, etc and thus (writes): (since) 
I went from there I have been in good health through your favour 
[ ]. Now I have sent some royal camels there. Among 
them there is a three-year-old camel. This is to be again sent back 
to the kingdom. There is a sealed wedge-tablet dealing with that 
matter. This sealed wedge-tablet is to be read in the presence of 
Sagamoya and then given to Sagamoya to keep. By all means let 
these people of my district (kilme) be under your care. I sent this 
letter while on a journey, so do not worry about a gift. Also I have 
delivered these camels over to this Sumata. From now on (this) 
acovina (Sumata) is to be removed from the aco. Also there 
is said to be a hanmna called Dharmapriya in Saluvaae's house. 
When this Sumata arrives there, orders must be given for handing 
over this sramana into the hands of Sumata. This sramana was a 
slave of Motge (son ?) of bhari Masdhige. A quarter of him was sold 
to me. We have made a decision about everything. This sramana 
shall now belong to you. 
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153 
(R.) . . . .] to be given. I have sent a horse there. He will bring 

one cow here. I have sent two presents. Certainly on the 20th day of 
this month Kumnaga shall come here. 

154 
(1) In the 29th year. 
(2) Ljnpeya's parcel was two milima and ten khi; (also) three khi 

of ghee. 
A. (1) Namarasma's parcel was four milima ten khi, etc., etc. 
Note: Of the commodities mentioned in the hst a number are 

still obscure. 
is some agricultural product measured in milima and khi. 

agisga should be read agisdha as suggested in the Index Verborum 
(cf. also Liiders, Textilien in alten Turkestan, p. 12). It is probably 
some kind of rug or blanket. 

fosami is something numbered, not measured, but there is no 
indication as to its meaning. 

155 
To be given to the cozbo Kranaya and the sotharnga Lyipe. 
In the 6th year, 5th month, 2nd day at the king's court in the 

great city. 
Note : The " great city " is Kroraina. 

156 
His majesty, etc There people are going hunting. 

They are wounding the horses and mares (so that they become) lame 
(and) cannot carry (their burdens). It is not right that the horses and 
mares should be wounded. They do not wound kisana and segani. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you they are to be stopped 
from that, so that they do not wound the mares and horses. 

Note: The words kisana and segani (if rightly separated) are 
completely obscure. 

157 
To the masters, etc sotharngha Lyipeya pays respect, 

and thus (writes): My wife who was ill here is alive 
through your favour. Also I have heard that you have kept blocked 
up the water there, and am very pleased. Also you wrote here about 
some people. The people will be taken there. Also there has been a 
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sacrifice of a cow at the bridge to the god Bhatro. The ari Kungeya 
says : "I saw a dream ; that sacrifice of a cow at the bridge was not 
accepted by the god." So the ari Kungeya says. In nanarnciya 
Opimta's cow enclosure there is a vito cow. He asks for that vito 
cow to make a sacrifice to the god Bhatro ; so says the ari Kungeya. 
This sacrifice is to be made at the farm of ekhara Motgeya. Let no 
slackness be allowed in the matter of this cow. The tasu^ca Lyimsu 
is to be quickly sent; along with the ari Calarnma he will bring the 
cow. It is not to be withheld. Again the ari Kungeya saw a dream 
about a pursa sheep from the three apsus to make a sacrifice in Bunini 
and Saniana (?). Quickly in that matter zeal is to be applied. 

Notes : tutahu (2) is obviously a mistake of the scribe for tumahu. 
sato (4) (5) should be read vito, a term applied frequently to various 

domestic animals. Its exact meaning is unknown. 
It is by no means certain that burnni- (also purnni) is a place name. 

\sa]manarnmi occurs only here and nothing is known about it. 

158 
. . .] is using up much. The tax is quickly to be sent here complete. 

159 
Also a letter of command has come here from the king s court, 

that from there, from Saca the ghee from the royal cows is to be 
unloaded from the Cad'otan beasts and abandoned (?) when the 
Cadotan Kupsu arrives there [ 

(R.) From there I hear nothing from you and the authorities. 
Considering this fact I have now sent two jars in the hand of the 
sadavida Kolyisa. One is to be delivered to Sacha and the other 
taken to Cad'ota. When he brings them there, immediately one jar 
is to be quickly sent to Cad'ota, and a document of account is to be 
quickly brought to my knowledge (telling) how much this year's 
ghee is. At whatever day of the month a letter of command goes 
there concerning the ghee, at that time the ghee is to be quickly sent 
here to the king's court. Do not allow any slackness here. This letter 
has been forwarded through a series of people, so do not mind about 
a present. 

160 
To dear brother cozbo Lyipeya, etc the tasuca Kunala 

and Sunaka, etc thus (write): From there you sent Catona 
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here concerning the water and seed, to do the cultivation. I have 
read the wedge-tablet here. In this wedge-tablet there is no mention 
of water and seed. The old people speak thus : The use of a farm 
was given to the cozho Lyipeya in Saca, water and seed were not given. 
According as how the field was received from the feet of his majesty, 
in such wise it belongs to you. Whatever hand-(written) letter there 
may be there concerning water and seed, or if there is a letter of 
command with a detailed account, it is to be looked for and sent 
here. If there is no such (document) there, the price of the water and 
seed is to be sent from there and the cultivation will take place here. 
Also the old people say thus : When Sarpika was settled here he used 
to provide the land, the people of Saca provided the seed and water, 
and the katmas did the cultivation. 

161 
To the great cozho Lyipeya, etc Kukita and Parpana, 

thus (write): One man there, a fugitive, was granted 
to me by his majesty. Certainly to this (man) Canaga [ ] 
you will do. Quickly what is right must be given him from you. This 
will be right for me. Also let this Canaga be by all means under your 
care ; whatever his needs are, certainly you must pay attention to 
them. If you do this thing for me I can do something in return for 
you there. Whichever of your people comes here in the future I will 
look upon them as my own. He is to be sent here in the hand of 
available messengers. We have sent a small present as a token of 
thoughtfulness, from Kukita one chotaga, from Parpana one lastuga. 

162 
To the masters, etc the cod)o Patraya, etc 

thus (writes): From there you sent Pgita here concerning the tax of 
the people of Peta-avana. Last year Lepata took sheep for three years 
(namely) eighteen. This year they have taken all the six sheep to 
the capital. We have sent three of ghee there. There are no arrears 
of last year's ghee or of that for the year before. What arrears there 
are, it is now the fifth year (since they were due). All has been collected 
and received. At that time a decision about arrears of tax was made 
by us. You commanded Sugita to go there—(but) now there is no 
arrears of tax, (so) for that reason Sugita did not go there. 

Notes : Read [ade^hi in U.O. 3 for [yd\hi [Edit., n. 4). 
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For galyiti, cf. Luders, BSOS., viii, 641, who takes it as 
<( sam > galyiti, indeclinable participle of the common verb sarjyal-. 

For tamhcimi (C.R. 2) read no doubt taw, ka •( laM y mi at that 
time " {Index Verborum). 

163 
Lyimsu (1) says : Kobala Sugita made three camels varmi { = ?). 

The vasu Oga [ ] in [Yirum]dhi[na]-avana. In Calmasa's 
district [ ] at Lyimsu's boundary [ ] 
Namarazma, one nikrona camel from Lyimsu's hand [ ] 
of Vasmana one arnklatsa. camel [ 

Note : nikrona shall perhaps be resolved into ni the possessive 
suffix and krona. 

164 
To the mastets, of pleasant aspect, honoured by men and gods, 

divinities in person, (namely) to his dear father cozbo Lyipeya and 
to his dear mother Sarpinae, and to Sugita, Sarvasrre, Sarvatrata, 
and the cutane Kud'e. Lyimsu pays respect at their feet and asks 
after the health of their divine bodies, again and again, many hundreds 
of thousands of crores (of times), infinitely; and first of all I am 
pleased at this, that I have heard that good health attends you along 
with the people round you; I am well here through your favour 
along with my beasts and my people ; and thus I say: Let my 
cutana son Kud'e be expressly under the care of you, my father and 
mother. Also here there has been no decision about my business. 
Bearing this in mind I asked Layimmaka (1). As regards the business 
of my farm keenness is to be applied, the stock of beasts is to be 
properly looked after, and they are to be well supplied with food 
and drink. Also I have not received even a small amount of provisions 
from there. Without fail provisions are to be sent in the hand of letter-
carriers. Also now here they are worrying (me) a great deal about 
the administration of the tax of the people of Peta-avana. Last year 
Pago did the pake tax. Also they are causing trouble concerning the 
tax of the kilyigarncis. If this letter arrives there, quickly the legal 
amount of tax is to be sent here. Also as regards the other tax from 
that province which they are asking me about—the samarena, tsarnghina 
and kvemamdhina tax, without fail it is to be quickly collected and 
sent here. Also without fail Pago is to be sent here. 

Notes : cutane (2 and 5) as an epithet of putra " son ", perhaps 
means " baby ", since Kud'e is the grandson in the family enumerated 
here. 
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The syntax of Une 6 is far from clear and it has not been possible 
to translate it fully. 

The word pake is perhaps the same as the common pake, occurring 
so often in account lists. If so pake seems to be a variety of taxation. 
Or we might take pake as more generally " parcel" and translate 
Pago pake palyi kida. Pago did the packing of the tax. 

The term kilyagamci, occurring only here is quite obscure. It 
may be derived from a place name. The terms samarena, tsarnghina, 
and kvemarndhina occur fairly frequently as kinds of taxation. Their 
exact significance is unknown. 

165 
To cozbo Kranaya and sotharngha Lppeya of pleasant aspect, the 

ogu Kirti&ma presents inquiries as to health, again and again, many, 
immeasurable, and thus (writes), namely: First of all I have sent 
from here a letter and a present in the hand of Magena and Pago ; 
from that you must become acquainted (with the state of things). 
Also in Peta-avana the arrears of last year's tax and the tax of this 
year is to be sent here all complete with those same people (?). If 
you send it either earlier or later than then and it gets plundered on 
the way, you, sotharngha Lyipeya, will pay it from your own farm, 
parcel for parcel. Also with the corn newly (harvested) from the land, 
a large quantity of ghee is to be bought and sent here. The tax of 
the vega kilme women and corn newly harvested from the land is to 
be sent here complete. Also a tax camel is to be sent here along with it. 
Do not keep back the camel from the torngas. Concerning that camel 
a detailed letter of instruction written with the king as witness went 
there. To you cozbo Kranaya I write. You must pay attention to 
this matter. This Lyipeya pays no attention to it. What affairs of 
yours there shall be in the future, I shall be able to do them for you. 
Whatever news there may be there of good or bad, a letter about it 
is to be sent here in the hand of a letter-carrier. What news there 
is here you will learn from Lyimsu. 

Note: Instead of bhuma navaka arnna we might read bhumana 
vaka arnna, ' corn paid as rent for the lands '. 

166 
Also concerning the camel, zeal is to be displayed. If this camel 

does not exist, you must give a female camel to Lyimsu [ 
Note: lagesati is presumably the Skt. lag (from the causative 

Idgayati, to judge by the form. But since the passage is fragmentary, 
and it occurs nowhere else in the documents, we cannot see what its 
exact sense is. 
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168 
, (1) Of Pitga one milima fifteen khi of wine as arrears ; Rasena's 

arrears ten khi. 
(2) In Svaya's hundred arrears of wine, fourteen khi ; in Lustu's 

district arrears, sixteen khi. 
(3) Caneya's arrears one milima two khi; "^ua's arrears eight khi. 

{Rev.) 
In Vugto's district [ 

169 
In the 26th year of His majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, 

son of heaven, in the 10th month, at this date, the people measured 
out the suki wine. 

{The rest of the document consists of a list.) 
Note : sfarna (E. 2, F. 5) cannot very well from the context be 

= suvarna (as taken in Grammar, § 49). It would be most natural to 
take it as a measure smaller than a khi. That, however, is elsewhere 
expressed by casaga. 

173 
In Sugiya's hundred one rug {kojava) is to be given. In Tgacas 

office thirteen khi of wine, etc., etc. 

175 
] old wine to the king's court, one milima thirteen khi 

[ ] the vasu Opgeya. 
] these people drink three khi of wine [ 

{List.) 
Note : The ve&diing purana[ga masu] {Edit., n. 3), is to be preferred. 

177 
Also let the little child be under your care. Also some gold 

has been left. When there is a suitable man there as messenger, it is 
to be sent here in his hand. Whatever news you have there, let me 
know about it here. He asks about the health of his dear brother 
Kunasena, many (times) beyond measure. Also I sent a small present 
earlier in the hand of [Salu ?]ve. 

Note: For cutanaga see 164, note. The next word is possibly 
culaga, in which case we have two more or less synonymous words. 

In line 2 read of course gami syati as two words. The term gami 
occurs fairly frequently denoting a messenger or courier. 
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179 
A. (1) In Lustu's district they received twenty meta. 
(2) In Vuru's district they received ten meta; the (number of) 

meia in arrears is ten. 
Note : meta occurs only here. Its meaning is unknown. 

180 
In the 13th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri 

son of heaven in the [. . .] month, on the 26th day, at this date, an 
account was written out of the royal camels as a reckoning :— 

A. (1) With the vasu Amti nine female camels, one male camel, 
and one young one has been born. 

(2) With Kunasena nine female camels, [one] male [ ] 
offspring. 

(3) With Kamci ten female camels. 
(4) With vasu Opgeya six Khotanese female camels, another one 

female camel, four recent births. 
(5) With {va\su Opgeya six Khotanese female camels, and four 

recent births from the female camels. 
B. (1) In the [ ] year, etc 
(2) With Varpe there are fourteen female camels alive, another 

two female camels have died, and two young ones have died. 
(3) With vasu Opgeya two young camels at a fourth birth, and 

two others at a fifth. 
(4) With vasu Opgeya there are eleven female camels alive ; two 

camels have gone to the king's court; (also) six other female camels. 
(5) With korara Rutraya eight female camels ; one camel has 

gone to the king's court; another one female camel has died. 
(6) With tornga Apemna three female camels. 
(7) With Kamci two young camels that have been born are living ; 

(also) ten female camels ; another six camels have died. 
(8) With [....] camels are alive ; another nine camels have died. 

182 
His majesty, etc Kamjaka informs us that he is a 

keeper of the royal camels. Formerly they used to provide from the 
state guards for the keepers of the royal camels ; now they are not 
giving guards to those people. Formerly the royal camels used to be 
vudhim (= ?) on the fourth day. Now in your province [. . . . 

Note ; Read as suggested alternatively roMavala (raksdpdla). 
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183 
At the time the Supis came to Cad'ota. 

184 
(R.) Thus the right amount of felt is to be sent. Now let there 

be instructions from the mouth of Bharu (Tsaru). Kuna[ ]. 
Do not worry about a present. I have sent a small thing to put you 
in mind of me (namely) a lastulga} and [ ] should be under 
your care. 

186 
In the 7th year the cozbo [ ]. Ogaca and Sarviga 

sold land to Kuvaya. The price was received—one cow in calf. The 
land (had a capacity for seed) of thirty khi. The witnesses were (a 
man) called Pugisa, a karsenava and sramana called Buddhavarma 
and the accountant Mala[. . . .]. They cut the string. 

Note : Judging from similar passages we must read \sutra] chinidati 
instead of [raga] chinidati. 

187 
In the 5th year, 7th month, 6th day of his majesty the great 

King Amguva[ka ], the gusura Viharavala, the [tuguja] 
Kapumca, the tasuca Rahulatga and the kitsa <( i > tsa Kude (Kutre) 
[ ]. Kuvaya, Mogata, Cimola, and Lyimimna—belonging 
to these there is a farm [ ] and arable land and a vineyard 
inherited from their father and grandfather. So now they have made 
an equal division of it all (including) the detailed items of clothing, 
bedding, etc. A decision has therefore been reached. Also this younger 
brother Cimola has beaten Kuvaya and broken a bone. Now Cimola has 
been punished. Seventy blows have been given him, he is much cut up. 
The recompense has been made a man five distis high. So from now 
on the elder brother shall beat the younger brother, and the father 
shall beat the son—so is an end to be made to this matter. With 
reference (to this matter), this (letter) has been written to the kitsa 
< i > isa Piteya. Whoever of these brothers injures another, they are 
to be stopped. Also the maravara Lepaya has a dispute with Kuvaya 
about a camel. Kuvaya shall come here. 

Note : In line (2) read (as offered alternatively) tuguja instead of 
vugaja. Tuguja occurs elsewhere as a title. Read (4) astarana vastarana. 
Cf. 431 and Luders, Textilien, p. 32. 
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188 
. . .] will take out to the bridge [ ] of three-year-old 

camels ten, and a second (? bi < ti » ten. Certainly you must do 
this. That beast is to be sent to the keepers of the bridge {jiirojpa\lM\ye)-
I have sent a present [ If] you have any things to be done 
I will be able to do them for you. 

189 
His majesty, etc The vasu Opgeya makes a representa

tion to the effect that the other keepers of camels do not provide 
attendants in Nina. Now they are asking for attendants from 
them (i.e. Op^e and his colleagues) When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, forthwith you must make a careful personal inquiry into 
the matter, and just as the other keepers of camels do not provide 
attendants in Nina, likewise these people have not to provide 
them. But if the others do provide them 

The vasu Opgeya, concerning attendants in Nina. 

190 
. . .] is to be shot with a bow. (If) he dies by that shot [ 

193 
R. In the 11th year, 3rd month, 28th day in the new village of 

the Queen, the son of heaven himself gave a command. 

195 
In the 15th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mahiriya, 

son of heaven, in the month of the new year, on the 20th day, there 
are some people of Bhagasa, brothers (and sisters), (namely)—the 
vasu Opgeya, Sugiya, the apsu Vuru, Kuleya, Vuruvisaae and 
Kutaga ; they have made a sacrifice. They have taken one arnklatsa 
camel from the vasu Opgeya to the sacrifice. If this camel dies or is 
lost, or an armed band carries it off, these brothers shall restore one 
camel of equal value to Opgeya. 

197 
0. To be opened by the vasu Opgeya dear to men and gods. 
R. With (him) quickly an ageta is to be sent here. Let no slackness 

be allowed on this point. 
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198 
His majesty, etc Kunasena makes a representation 

to the effect that formerly a camel belonging to them was sent to 
(your) province to feed. Now again a second camel has to be sent to 
the province. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, immediately 
thereupon, the two camels which were sent from him [ ] 
whichever one is fat, that is to be sent here in the autumn. That 
camel is to be handed over to the sotharnga's (taxation officials), 
they will bring it here. 

Note : Read ko pivaraga for kopi varaga. 

200 
To his dear neighbours, etc the secret agent Catgila 

sends health, etc and thus I write. Six milima of corn 
belonging to me was taken and deposited at your door. Now we have 
sent Koleta and Tami there concerning this corn. Tami's camel is 
to be loaded with three milima of corn, and my camel too is to be 
given a load of three milima. Also I have a claim (?) to ( ? ). 
Certainly you, Upasena, must send it. 

Note: muleya sa sodhake pala is completely obscure. 

201 
] you have deposited [ 

. . . .] Saluveta complains from you. Now it has become necessary 
to go to the king's court. Your own deeds up till to-day [ 

202 
. . . .] here the kala Pumriabala makes a representation [. . . . . » 

204 
In the 7th year of the great King Jitugha Vasmana Devaputra 

in the 5th month, 12th day, at this date at the potge, the elder Tamjaka 
and Mitro had a penalty imposed on them (namely a fine of) one 
sheep, and thirty blows. 

The dasavita presi Sugita and Dhainasretha. 
{The rest of the document consists of a list of names with a corrupt 

Buddhist verse in the middle.) 
206 

To his dear father sothamgha Opgeya, etc the sotharnga 
Dhamapala, etc thus (writes) : A letter went from 
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here (with instructions that) your son Apita was to bring the wine 
here along with Sujata. Sujata came here, but you kept this Apita 
back there ; the wine and the rest of the tax you did not send here. 
They are causing Sujata a great deal of trouble here on account of 
Aputa. Also they wanted to search for this Aputa here. I made an 
appeal at the feet of his majesty. As a result he was allowed ( ? ). 
Now indeed it is to be made ready. The year's tax in Ayamatu Vasa 
is to be brought here by him. If it is kept back further in Ayamatu 
Vasa, let not ( ? ), do not blame me. 

Note : Obscure in this document are cudaso, ayamatu vasa which 
may be a place-name, and varayam in the phrase ma imci varayam 
bhavisyati. 

207 
0. The arrears of tax in Ajiyama-avana. 

] is to be sent to the feet of his majesty. 
R. (2) Another parcel belonging to Kalyigeya 3 milima, [. .]Mt. 
(3) Another twenty-six [ ] was in arrears. Pomegranates 

[ ] 1 sap.ga, 6 milimM of ogana, 6 cloths, 1 cow, ghee 
[ 

(4) Another parcel belonging to Tsugelva is 2 milima of corn; 
by Kalpgeya [ 

(5) The sum of the arrears is : The new and the old ghee 18 khi, 
1 asamkharajiya (?), 6 rugs (kosava), 1 akisdha, 5 pieces of cloth, 16 
kamumta, 3 sacks, 3 baskets, 1 sheep, 1 milima 5 khi of wine potgonena, 
16 milima of com, 1 cow. 

Note-. Reado^awainR. 3for[a]^'al. It is some kind of agricultural 
commodity, foimd in other documents measured in milima and khi. 
For kaiyige vini, the alternative (n. 6) Kalyigeyena is to be preferred ; 
it is the Instr. S. of the Kalyigeyasa mentioned above. For potgone 1 
read (as alternative n. 10) potgonena. This is the form that occurs 
in the same connection elsewhere. Its meaning has not yet been 
determined. 

This document is also treated by Liiders {BSOS., viii, 642; Textilien 
APAW., 1936, p. 6). A number of the commodities cannot be 
identified with certainty; namely ogana restored above, akisdha 
some woven material, sap.ga which since it occurs nowhere else 
cannot be fully restored, and kamumta. Liiders {Textilien, p. 6, n.) 
identifies kamumta with kamamta (272, 714, preceded by camdri), 
and quotes Schaeder and Henning who compare N.Pers. kamand 
" noose Bailey also draws attention to Saka karnrnMi. It is not, 
however, certain that the two are identical. 
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208 
Concerning wine from ramga {tamga) Sugiya, to be carefully 

preserved by sotharnga Kuvaya. 

209 
In the 3rd year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, 

the Devaputra, the 1st month, 12th day, at that time, at this date, 
there is a man called Paige belonging to the kilme of the ogu Pumnyasa 
and Jayasa. He arose and they sold a woman called Argiyotgisaae 
to the rdsuvamta Apta. Paige received as price of this woman a camel 
seven years old. They agreed on equal terms. They made a decision 
in front of witnesses. The penalty (for violating the agreement) is 
similar (for both parties). They cut the string. They gave the olM^aga 
of a kapala camel. On that point they agreed to a like penalty. Who
ever should want to alter this agreement at a future time, they fixed 
a similar penalty (for each), (a fine of) one vito horse and seventy 
blows. The witnesses were the monk Priyosa, Panagara (1), and 
Kvinaga. They made a settlement. 

Note -. The meaning of the words kapala and o\(lu]vaga is obscure. 

210 
{A list of names with payments.) 
Note: The payments mentioned behind the names consist of 

3 muli, 1 muli, and 1 muli followed by twenty-eight payments of 
5 khi (of corn) each. At the end the total is given as 12 muli. It is 
clear therefore that 12 muli = 5 muli + 140 khi, i.e. 7 muli = 140 khi 
= 7 milima, since there are 20 khi to the milima. The muli therefore 
as a unit of value is the equivalent of 1 milima of corn. 

211 
(2) ] concerning [ ] I am sending a letter. This letter 

there ? [ ] you are appropriating the legal amount of tax 
from your own farm and you are not revealing {prag\atd\ nikhalesi) 
the tax of the other people. You are the third high oficial there 
to whom I have had occasion to send a letter about tax this winter. 
You have not sent even a third part of the third part of the tax. 
If they do not quickly bring the whole of this tax here, before long 
you will come here yourself in the rainy season of this year. Now 
[. . . . if ?] they do not bring the tax of the vega kilme women, we will 
[ ?....]. Also the last year's tax [ ] and in 
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the hand of Kunasena you sent interest due instead of the 5 khi of 
ghee. Here 2 khi of ghee was received ; there are 2 khi of arrears. 

Note: svachimna (2) is quite obscure. For mka muli compare 
Nos. 59, 309. 

212 
His majesty the great king writes, he gives instructions to the 

cod)o Somjaka. Now here Opgeya complains that Kake and Lyipe 
let loose some mares in his m'si(-field) to pasture. The Supis carried 
them off from there. Now they are making a claim against him for 
these mares. 

213 
. . . . . . . . ]  a r e  n o t  t o  b e  r e m o v e d .  S o  y o u  h a v e  p u t  t h e  cozho 

Samasena s horse in the charge of Samgila as an amtagi (express). 
When this wedge, etc you must inquire. Along with it 
the hire of the horse of ^adasuta is to be taken out on equal terms ; 
the hire of the horse is to be given. 

214 
His majesty, etc Now I have sent the ogu Alyaya on 

a mission to Khotan. For the sake of the affairs of your province 
I have sent in the hand of the ogu Alyaya a horse as a present to the 
King of Khotan. Provisions for this horse are to be given from Saca 
and Cad'ota : from Saca 10 vacari of meal, 10 vacari of phalitaga, and 
lucerne in two sacks, as far as Remena; from Cad'ota 15 vacari of 
meal, 15 vacari oiphalitaga, and lucerne in three sacks as far as Khema. 

Note : Read dui goniyarnmi aspista yava remenarnmi 
aspista tre goniyarnmi 3 yava Khemarnmi. The word aspista is Iranian 
meaning " lucerne ". Cf. NP. aspist, supust (Steingass, Bict.) " trefoil, 
clover , Pahlavi aspast, Pasto spesta " lucerne" (Morgenstierne, 
Etym. Foe. of Pasto, s.v.). 

Phalitaga is clearly some kind of horse food like satu " meal", 
and aspista " lucerne ". 

215 
In the 3rd year, at that time the apsu Apniya received three dead 

young animals. 
In the 4th year the apsu Apniya received one dead young animal, 

Kimciya received one young animal. In the 5th year the three susaga 
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received one young animal each. Two young animals they do not 
wish to receive. 

Note : An alternative reading for susaga is vuryaga, a term which 
occurs elsewhere. Susaga, however, is also attested by the variant 
form sujaga (387). If it is = Skt. sucaka it might mean " informer 

216 
The Khotani Presamdha fled from the hand of Arnti and went 

away. Now Dhraka [ ] took there. He ( 1 ) with Kilyagi 
concerning this man. Here we the great [king] have investigated 
the matter with sworn testimony. Lyipta and other people—the 
kala Mutreya and the \sada]vida Kungeya, "have sworn an oath; 
thus they said. That man, Presarndha the Khotani [fled] from the 
farm of Arati; unjustly does Dhraka ( ? ) with Kilyagi. For that 
reason the master [ ] at the [king's] court, the 
gusuras and (other) high oflicials must consider the matter in full 
detail. 

Note: The term pariharsa ajhati remains obscure. It does not 
occur elsewhere. 

217 
R. . . .] forthwith thereupon a fugitive man is to be quickly sent 

from there to the king's court here in the hand of a suitable man; 
one who is not an artisan and not a subject of dispute. Now if you 
[do not] send (him), be on your guard. 

219 
His majesty, etc Mogi makes a representation to the 

effect that he has a dispute with Camaka about a camel. When this 
wedge, etc 

222 
In the 22nd year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, 

son of heaven, in the first month and the 25th day, at this date the 
scribe Ramsotsa, Suguta, Sunamta, Kunita, and Casgeya arose and 
gave as a present to the cozbo Somjaka ain'-land of an extent capable 
of receiving 2 khi of seed of aEini, and some more land outside—the 
extent of both together was (such as to receive) 5 khi of adini. The 
cozbo Somjaka arose and gave as a gift to the scribe Ramsotsa and 
Suguta as a return for the land one rug (kojava) worth 10 muli. They 
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agreed on equal terms. From this day forth in that land the cozho 
Somjaka has full power to sow, plough, give it in exchange and do 
whatever he pleases with it. 

223 
His majesty, etc Samghila submits that he is about 

to go on a mission to Khotan. One express horse was to be given him 
there from the state. You did not provide a horse from the state 
(but) Samghila received a horse for hire. The cost of hire ought to 
have been provided there from the state. The cozbo Samasena was 
security. When this sealed wedge-tablet reached you, forthwith 
thereupon you must carefully inquire with oath and witness, whether 
it is really so and however much the cost of hire was decided to be, 
(so much) must be collected by Larsu and sent here. A decision is 
to be made according to the Law of the kingdom, etc 

Note^: Read na for 1 (U.O. 3). Read paRuvaga " security " for 
paUnaga. The variants are mentioned in the notes to the text. 

224 
] people in the state service. Beginning with Sunamta and 

Bimna the people are written down. In such a way (the people) 
from Samasena's household are to be written down. If it is different 
a decision is to be made according to law. 

225 
0. (2) The sramana Samghaparana received 1 milima of corn. 
(4) Another sowing (took place) in the land of [ 
(5) From Sokota there was a sowing [ 
(6) I sowed the land of Ktesana ; 2 milima of corn was received. 
(7) There was sowing in the land of [ ]; from that 2 milima 

of com was received, also 6 hhi of wine. 
(8) . . . .] 1 milima of corn was received, also two rolls of silk were 

received, also twenty-five sheep [ 
(^) ] and of Budhaghosa 3 hhi of wine was 

received. 
(2) The slave of Samgaparana entered into my house and ( ? ) 

three rolls of silk, (3, 4) also 2 sata racana, (5) and 1 vusparta 
{rasfarta). There he was ( ? ). On this elevated ground there 
was sowing. 
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(6) Further aresa [. . .] palasa [1]. 
(7) ... .] time here I received (pir.ci) 2 < milima (?) ) of wine 

potga and 3 milima of wine samiyo for the sake of a woman. 
(8) Further 3 hhi of girnta was received. 
Note: This document is rendered unusually obscure, partly on 

account of its fragmentary nature, and partly because of the number 
of isolated and unexplained words occurring in it. Unexplained 
words are : racana {sata racana, sata may of course mean " 100 ", 
in which case " 200 racana "), vusparta, the reading of which cannot 
be determined with certainty since it is found nowhere else, aresa which 
occurs elsewhere without its being possible to define its meaning, and 
girnta, some commodity measured in hhi, osadha cannot be = 
asusadha {Khar. Inscr., p. 305), since there is no reason why dh 
should change to dh. The word potga (R. 7) may be short fox potgonerm 
which occurs frequently in connection with masu "wine" as also 
does samiyo. Of neither has the meaning been determined. In that 
case understand milima before the figure 2. pir.ci may be connected 
with piro'' bridge ". 

226 
His majesty, etc The cozbo Samasena informs us that 

he has a dispute with various people (? jana janena) conceming a 
transaction Concerning camels and horses. In the [. . . .]th year they 
are to be waited for (while) in the charge of this man, after the fourth 
year they are to be handed over to this Samasena. When this sealed 
wedge-tablet arrives there, a decision is to be made thus. 

227 
. . . .] is to be sent here ; nothing is to be kept back and nothing 

is to be made short. 

228 
His majesty, etc The cozbo [ ] the other 

camel keepers are to be sent here. At that time the people of the 
cozbo Samasena's household [ ] are not to be removed. 
When the people of Samasena's household shall again come here, at 
that time a camel [ 

R. The cozbo Samasena, the old camel keepers. 
Note : Read utavala for sucavala. 

229 
the matter] is to be carefully investigated, and according 

as the law has been fixed of old in your province, in that manner a 
decision is to be made. 
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231 
] the son of one woman. In the Dnki mountain (there 

are) the son and daughter of another woman. When we come there, 
at that time, so that there shall be chamni, let the man be chamni 
on behalf of the man, and let the woman be chamni on behalf of the 
woman. For the sake of good luck, a present of one arrow has been 
sent. 

Note : The meaning of the word chamni is obscure. 

235 
His majesty, etc Kuunge's reports that Sugika (son ?) 

of Keniga is appropriating misi-land belonging to him without just 
reason. When this wedge, etc you must investigate whether 
that m'si-land really belongs to him and Sugika is appropriating it 
without just cause. Just as formerly it was the property of Kuunge, 
(so now) it is to be handed over to him, and Sugika must not take 
possession of it without just cause and against the law. If you are 
not clear, etc 

His majesty, etc In this autumn the Tcuvana corn 
from Cadoda has to be loaded. From that I the great king have 
allowed half of the packed corn as a grant to the cozho Samasena. 
The other half is to be brought. The half that has been relinquished 
is to be provisions for Larsu. 

In the 21st year, 1st month, 21st day, ths carnkura Kulavardhana 
was witness. 

241 
(Fragment.) 
• ] should receive the price, the man is to be sent. If 

otherwise [you] do not quickly send this woman [ 

243 
His majesty, etc Larsu informs us that Cakvala gave 

a horse to his father the 00260 Samasena as a present. As a return 
for this two sheep and three hasta varse were handed over [ ]. 
The cozbo Samasena died. This horse Cakva [la ] took. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, you must forthwith 
carefully inquire in person whether it is really true that a high official 
has given away as a present something legally belonging to the king. 
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244 
R. Also Kapgeya (son) of Cimola owes a camel to the arivaga 

Camaka. Let that Camaka be supplied (?) therefrom. Also Pgeca 
took three camels ; by all means let them be under your care. Also 
orders are to be given that the wine which is on loan with (various) 
people, is to be delivered. 

246 
R. The householder Tsugiya, the householder Kuleya, Ponicga 

Pogana, Kunita, Kilyama, Suvaya, Lyipamma, Tameya: orders 
are to be given for all the people mentioned here to be taken out to 
the bridge. A letter of command has come from the king's court that 
all the people from Cad'ota and Calmadana are to be settled down 
here. With reference to this a letter (setting the matter out) in brief 
has been sent there. Do not worry about a present. 

247 
To the master, etc ,. and thus I inform you; all is in 

(the sphere) of your divine knowledge. My wine is to be received 
[. . . .]. It is now the third year that you have not sent this wine here. 
My [ ] a man promised a horse here. The wine 
in his possession is to be taken. The wine must now without fail be 
sent in the hand of the sadavita Sugata. It is to be sent under seal, 
it is to be sealed with this seal which is the seal of the cozho. 
[ ] in the hand of Priyasaya. Also [ ] that is 
to be quickly sent here, and a letter in answer must be sent without fail. 

248 
] he gives instructions to the cozho Somjaka, and so you 

must know [ if] there is any news from Khema and Khotan, 
a letter of information must be sent to the foot of me the great king 
[ 

(4) as in other cases] there is punishment and restraining 
[of witches], so now punishment and restraining of witches is to be 
made. Also [ ] the fugitives who are there are all 
to be sent here. The royal camels there [ the suvesta. 
Ma ?] rega has to go on a mission to Khotan about important state 
business [ 

(7) atogammi]a,skedL{ya[j\ita). They have been handed 
over to the sramana [B]udasena. Instead of him [ ] 
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IS to be collected in one lump. As regards the royal camels there 

Note : (3) Read alpa pumna instead of alfi pamna. 

249 
{Fragmentary.) 

Note : Most of the preserved portion consists of the usual intro-
(mctory formula of a letter. Of interest is the phrase occurring in 
the^last line, . . mrdhena parichitama. This is obviously identical 
with the phrase occurring in 385 taha ahu uparyam mrdhena pratichami 
(to be read foRichami). What mrdhena is, is not clear. 

251 
His majesty the great king writes [ 
. .] The amhukaya Apniya went "on an embassy to Khotan. When 

this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you [ ] is to be given 
(If) again now it should be necessary to go, an arivaga should, quickly 
be sent to Remena. 

Note: Read remenarnmi for redvarnnarnni. 

252 
Also com is to be received by the sramana Samghapriya from 

Paruga. Sugita must inquire (into the matter). If he does not dehver 
the corn, ( ? ) is to be given. Also instructions must be given to 
these people not to do anything Sugita disapproves of. Also to the 
samu^ raya meat for eating is to be given, they are to be marked. 

(1) ] let them not keep back any of these things [. . . . 
(2 ) ] pomegranate, madder {rotarn), Sugita, and Pugo [... 
(3 ) ] Diiist come here with [....] by no means [ 
(4) . . . .] we will [ ]; as a token of remembrance, a present. 

of a bow-string has been sent and ( ? ). 

Note : The term samvda rayana presents considerable difficulties 
It IS apparently the same as-occurs in 387 (10). There, however, the 
text reads samurnta instead of samu^ here. Further, the passage in 
387 rans: samurnta rayana imci visajidavya. As the particle imci 
IS only used in the documents to strengthen the negatives na and ma, 
i t  IS c lear  that  the syl lable  na in  this  passage is  the  negat ive not ' '  
and has to be connected with the imci following it, and cannot form 
part of the preceding word (as it is printed). We must therefore take 
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the word as samurnta-raya not samurnta rayana, unless we assume 
that the scribe has omitted one syllable na. If that is so the kamvda 
rayana in this passage must be from the context a genitive plural, 
and the context further suggests that it is some animal that lives on 
meat. The term amgha (= afika) " mark " is quite in conformity with 
this, since they would be marked if they were animals. With Samurnta 
we may further compare samuta in. 15, where the element raya is 
absent. That document deals with hunting {nacira) and so would be 
quite in conformity with the word meaning some animal. 

The term arnbarnjayarnmi is completely obscure, as also is Suga 
bhava (0. 3). 

edesa (0. 4) is a mistake for edesa. 

253 
From those one arivaga (guide) is to be given to the coz6o Bhagasena 

[ ] and a keeper of the camel is to be provided as far as 
Khotan. 

Note : Read ca valagena instead of cavalagena. 

254 
His majesty the great king writes [ 
Here the vasu suvetha Bhimasena informs us that in Yave avana 

[ ] there she was taken in marriage by people belonging 
to the district {kilme) of the ogu Asoga [ ] sold. One son 
of hers in Calmadana, of the ogu Kirti [ 

255 
Suguta says that land in Tsaga belonging to the Chinaman Aryasa 

[ ] I have heard from the mouth of this Chinaman 
Aryasa ; thus he said : At this time there is no land to buy. Concerning 
the boundary of this land I desire [ 

R ] son. Now the field [. . . ? 
] is the farm of Sugiya. 

Note: Insert asiyade between aryasasa and srudemi. 

256 and 260 
] in the district of the kala Kacaka she was taken in 

marriage. By all means [ ] they made (an 
equal division) of all [the property they inherited], only Patraya 
remained common property. Rutraya and Pamcama had this Patraya 
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working for them for eight years. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, forthwith careful inquiry must be made into this matter, 
and just as Rutraya and Pamcama have had this Patraya working 
for them, so this Patraya is to be employed for eight years by the 
suvetha Bhimasena (260) and during these eight years Rutraya and 
Parncama are not to take possession of this Patraya. When again 
Rutraya and Parncama [ ] then the cudo is again to 
be employed by them. If on the other hand there is any dispute, 
when they are present here at the king's court [ 

Note: The two numbers 256 and 260 clearly form part of the 
same document, and so have been translated together. 

In 256 (2) supply [sarvd] 6A[a]^[a] kidati, a phrase used for the 
division of property inherited in common (cf. 18)or [sarva sama] 
bhaga as in 187. 

The word cudo in 260 (2) is obscure. It presumably refers to 
Patraya. 

Insert yati before puna in 260. 

261 
{Too fragmentary to translate.) 
Note: Read (1) matra dadavo for mahatvana and rotamna for 

gosamna. 

262 
His majesty, etc Ap^e complains that Bhagarka 

killed a camel belonging to him. This is the second time that a sealed 
wedge-tablet goes to you concerning this matter, (telling you) to 
send him here under escort; (but) he does not come here. When, 
etc 

265 
His majesty, etc The monk Sarngharachi reports 

that they are abandoning his portion for the sake of others in yamba (?). 
When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

Note : The meaning of the phrase amnesa choremti 
is not at all clear, and the term yambami is completely obscure. 

271 
To his dear brother, etc Lyi[pe]ya sends health, much, 

infinite, and thus (writes): The people of my district {kilme-) who are 
in Cadota should be completely under your care. Now I have delivered 
these (other) people of my district into your care. They are to be 
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taken as your own. Also the son [of .....] gave you a 
command ( ? ) villagers ( ? ) are to be taken. Certainly you 
must take notice of this point [ ] are to be taken. Where 
the ground is clear, in that district ( ? ), sandy land [ ]. 

Note: Obscure words in this document are niciye, teyarngaihi, 
and prothavena. 

272 
His majesty the great king writes, he gives instructions to the 

cozbo Somjaka, and so you must know what I write, namely : When 
I have given a command to do with the affairs of the state, day and 
night you must display zeal in the business of the state, guard is to 
be kept (over the kingdom) with care, even at the expense of your 
life ; when there is any news from Khema and Khotan, you must 
send a letter of information to the feet of me the great king. Also you 
sent from there a letter of information in the hand of the tornga Vukto ; 
from that I the great king learnt about everything. Also it appears 
that {ityartha) since last year you have been in great danger from the 
Supis and you settled the people of the kingdom (province) inside 
the city. Now all the Supis have gone ; where they were formerly 
settled, there they have settled. In your province there has come about 
a relaxation. Also there is peace and quiet from Khotan. Now the 
lautgairnci people are to be written down. Only the city is to be 
defended; the other people of the kingdom are to be left alone; 
they are not again to be harassed (by being crowded) in the city. 
Also last year the royal suka wine was collected there. Now it is heard 
that the tax-collectors and officials of wine department have used 
up all this wine. When this letter of instruction reaches you, quickly 
thereupon last year's suka-wine and this year's wine is to be collected 
all complete, and is to be poured together in one place. Also just as 
there the yatma Parkuta collected and deposited the kuvana, tsarnghina, 
and koyimarndhina corn in all the offices of the city, even so now 
let the kuvana, tsarnghina, and ko[yimarndhina ] corn 
be collected and [ ] in the city. Also letter-carriers shall come 
here to the king's court on speedy business, let a beast be taken from 
whoever possesses one and the hire be paid from the state at a regular 
rate, so that the affairs of state shall not in any way become slack. 
Also let lucerne for fodder be collected in the town. Day and night 
camdri, kamamta, rotam (madder), and curoma are to be sent here 
quickly to the king's court. Also it is heard that the people of the 
kingdom there are harassing each other on account of old debts _ 

E 
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These well-to-do people are to be prevented from persecuting the 
debtor people. When there is peace and quiet from Khotan and the 
kingdom is stable, at that time they will pay. Also it is heard that 
there the serviceable well-bom people are very much disobeying the 
C0260 Somjaka. They do not do right (to act) thus. I have put the 
kingdom into the hands of this man alone, (and) the state affairs are 
not to be mn by everybody. From now on he must be no more dis
obeyed. The man who disobeys the cozbo Somjaka is to be sent here 
to the king's court, and he will receive punishment here. 

Notes: Read masuvi for masu vi and cf. Grammar, § 75. Read 
sarva for sarve (5). Read parichiimvitarnti (5) as one word {Grammar, 
§ 104). For ya sa (7) read yasa (= yasa Gen. S.). The term lautgairnci 
(4) which occurs only here is of unlmown meaning. For abhithe read 
aspista " lucerne ", and cf. note in 214. Separate camdrikamtarotarn 
as carndri kamamta rotam. In 714 camdri kamamta occurs again. 
Since the two words do not occur separately we cannot be sure whether 
there are two different commodities which happen to be mentioned 
together on the two occasions where they occur, or whether it is a 
compound expression. For [nrve]na (8) read [rne]na " debt" which 
is demanded by the context. 

275 
His majesty, etc Since formerly from there the year's 

tax in Ajiyama-avana was assessed, twenty years have gone by. 
You have appropriated this tax there. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, forthwith this tax—we have sent an account-document 
from here—^with that account-document this tax is to be quickly sent 
here complete by Lepata, the yatma and the ageta; it is not to be 
kept back, it is not to be sent short. 

278 
(R.) Also we have put the cultivation under the care of Kurageya 

and Cuvalayina. Whatever food and drink is produced from it there 
is to be given to this Caraja, and a document containing the reckoning 
sent to me. Also of Kusamta (?) in the land Lyipana and Parvata 
sowed [ ] has been put under your care. The com from there 
is to be given to Camja. The reckoning is to be sent to me. If the 
kilmecis in Masina do not do his bidding, be on your guard. 

Note : For upta na read uparnna {Edit., n. 3). For cuvalasa read 
camjaasa. For matavo read dadavo. (3) For . . [to] . .ti read vavitarnti ; 
(5) after amna read catnjaasa dadavo. For da{c1ii]na7nmi read masinammi 
and after it kilmeci. These improved readings are due to an infra-red 
photograph. 
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279 
His majesty, etc The vasu Suvarnamasuga reports 

that Cakuvaae, sister of kala Acuni of the district of Yave avana, 
was taken in marriage by Pgena who belongs to the district of 
Ajiyama-avana. That woman's lote and \muke\si were not taken 
to Yave-avana. There, sons and daughters were bom to her. Camca 
belonging to the district of Yave-avana took the daughter of Pgena 
in marriage. The rest (of Cakuvaae's children) have remained belonging 
to Ajiyama-avana. On behalf of her mother Sarpina is in Ya^e-avana 
as wife of Canica. Inasmuch as the father Pgena has given his daughter 
in exchange, with this claim, by the sons of Pgena [ ]. 

Note : For parihasina read parihasena {Edit., n. 2). 

283 
] keenness is to be shown in the affairs of the kingdom, 

guard is to be kept with twofold, threefold care. If there is any news 
from Khema and Khotan [ ] you sent a letter of 
report. From that I the great king have got to know about all the 
affairs. Also you inform us that on account of the beast(s) [ ] 
the collection of suka-{ynne) is to be carefully deposited. Whatever 
now again [ ] in the autumn another [ ] 
the old enmity and suspicion that existed between them is to be 
forgotten. Those kidnapped people are to be set down gently and 
with food [ ] they are to be treated with kindness 
like skilled people (?), they are to be properly nourished with food, 
so that there [ ] all the tax in the city has been sent. 

Note-. 'Rea.di parasitaya (5) as one word = ̂ 3araOT«ae(-a^a)_" kid
napped ". For mrtugana read mrtugena {Edit., n. 3). It is the instra-
mental from mrdu-ka " soft " used adverbially. For masusya (6) read 
manusya and for priya sitavya, priyayitavya (Denom. verb from 
priya). 

286 
His majesty, etc Mogi complains that ( ? ). There, 

Kurndho, Platga, and Cam are witnesses. This dispute, etc. 
Note -. The passage edasa caru ogana gotha padita remains obscure. 

288 
At the feet of the master, dear to men and gods, honoured by men 

and gods, the Bodhisattva in person, the great cozbo Somcaka, the 
cozbo YiU and Namil^aae pay respect and send the health of his divine 
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body, much, immeasurable and such is our statement: It is a long 
time since we were able to send you a letter and a present. For that 
reason we earnestly beg your indulgence. Nothing should be unknown 
to your divine knowledge. This srdmanera Cakvala has been sent to 
you to convey (wishes of) good health to your divine body. Whatever 
communication he makes to you there, by all means his words must 
be Kstened to. Let this hrdmain^era be under your care. Let them do 
nothing in disregard of him. We have sent a small present so that 
you need not worry about a present. Later we will send a letter and 
present in the hand of Dharmapriya, which will be worthy of you— 
from Yili one rope, and from Namilgaae one lastuga. 

To the feet of his dear brother the cozbo Budharachi of unlimited 
merit, who abides in (my) heart, Dharmapriya sends health, much. 

Note : Read sampujitasa in U.O. 1. 

289 
(3) the people of the kingdom. If there is a 

document containing a register of these people, Seraka will bring it 
to you ; (a document) in which these people [ 

290 
R. col. D. They swore an oath concerning Catroae and 

Somjasrryae. These people who have been consulted are to go away 
from Namarasma. 

Note: Probably the scribe has accidentally omitted the aksara 
na before marasma. Namarasma is a common name. 

291 
His majesty, etc. (3) Formerly from there (the tax) 

of kuvana corn was assessed at 350 milima. The yatma Porkota has 
been sent there on the understanding that they will bring one-(third) 
part of it into the capital. When this letter of command reaches you, 
forthwith that corn is quickly to be collected. Forty camels are to 
be given loads of three milima each (each load consisting) of two 
parts juthi and one part sahini. (The remaining) two-thirds are to 
be deposited at Pisali. Fifteen camels whichever are ready first are 
to be taken out to (transport) the wine. These camels are to be taken 
from the military people. 

Note : (3) For chimditi read cimditi. (5) For the unintelligible 
prathame va ajho ire read pratJiame va atKove " the ones ready first 
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292 
gives instructions to the cozbo Sorajaka; (you) must be 

acquainted with what I write, namely when I have given a command 
concerning the affairs of the kingdom [. . ] so a letter of 
information is to be sent to the feet of me the great king. Also from 
there in the hand of the letter-carrier Sugi [ ] has 
now been handed over to the cavalry. Also again you report that the 
kuvana corn has been collected, (so) you report, (to the extent of) 
346 milima [ ] the corn is to be collected. Also those 
people of Cad'ota who were carried off [ ] have come there 
into their own territory to Alma Bhumi [ ] are to be 
looked after as if they were your own. Also you report on the matter 
of the fugitives. Farmland and house must be given to those fugitives 
[ ]. Also kharagi and seed is to be given to those 
fugitives, so that they can make copious and plentiful cultivation. 
^ Note : For vise sammi (4) read viseyammi (Skt. visaya). In line 6 
read probably abhiramisya{m)ti " they will be satisfied ". For vinila (6) 
read vipula. 

295 
] gives instructions to [ ] and the kala Karamtsa. 

Now the cozbo Suryamitra complains that the monk [ ]. 
Just as formerly the tax was a jar of pomegranates (containing) 1 khi, 
so now it is to be demanded. As regards the madder {rotamna) in 
Devi Catisae Avana, he has been excused from that, (so) do not ask 
for it. Again Suryamitra complains that a man Luthu in court, in 
the presence of the gusura and magistrates has contradicted (the fact 
that) he borrowed a girl Kuti from Suryamitra's farm. If this sealed 
wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith quickly the girl to him [ 

Note: For disita read yasita {Edit., n. 3), which is = Skt. yacita 
in the sense of " to borrow 

296 
His majesty, etc I the great king have granted to 

Mochakama in Varatu-avana one man (called) .Dhamakathiga from 
the Calmadana agricultural estate {misiyade). In his place now, by 
me the great king, a fugitive man has been given there in Vamtu-
avana. AVhen this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, whatever isolated 
Khotanese fugitive there may be, he shall be handed over to the 
messengers from Varntu-avana. 
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In the 10th year, 2nd month, 4th day, in the great city at the 
king's court. 

In Vamtu-avana. 
Note : For [kayhalcathiga read [dha]makathiga. 

297 
A. {N., X V ,  79) 

His majesty, etc The vasu camhura Cakvala reports 
that Tsugesila, a native there of Yirumdhina-avana is removing the 
hasga. When this wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith the matter 
is to be carefully examined there with sworn testimony, whether it 
is really so. According to the former law the hasga is to be sent here 
to the king's court. 

Yirumdhina Afana. 
B. {N., XV, 121) 

. . .] In that matter Pugo is a witness there. The ogu Purna^a 
seized two camels of Camaka. Thus the magistrates decided here 
at the king's court—that one camel from the cod)o Cimola and a 
second camel from the guards should be taken to Camaka. Up till 
to-day they have not taken them. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, forthwith you must make careful inquiries there in 
person and according to the decision at the king's court these two 
camels are to be delivered to Camaka. If again there should be any 
dispute, etc 

Note : There are really two separate documents here, which have 
been separated accordingly. A appears to be complete; of B the 
beginning is missing. 

In B read [sfasavarnnana] for \sorri\s.nasa\ca] (2) and \ni\tamti 
for [. .^sarnti. In line (3) read vyosildavo] for vyochirn[. . . .]. 

298 
In the 17th year of his majesty the great king Jitumgha Mairiya 

son of heaven at this date in the 4th month, on the 17th day Caku, 
Moge, and Asena made a lawsuit. Caku took it upon him to do the 
farm work, (while) Asena and Moge undertake to make the complaint 
at the king's court. Those ploughed fields of the farm which have been 
ploughed are to be properly watered and looked after. Both the internal 
and external cultivation is to be properly looked after. 

Note: Since the exact meaning and derivation, cf. vahos, is not 
known, the translation merely renders the general sense of the passage. 
The reading lathani, which was suggested instead of lathaya {Lang. 
Kh.D., index, s.v.), is not possible. 
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303 
{Fragmentary list.) 
Note: This document contains a couple of completely obscure 

words not found elsewhere, namely sfaciyana for which read probably 
sfaciya 2 and fatsa pona. 

305 
The hala Kunala sends health to his dear brother, beloved of men 

and gods, the cozbo Somjaka, much, immeasurable. I am pleased 
that you are well; you will be pleased to hear that I am well; and 
thus I (write) namely: You know all (about the fact that) the load 
of the ( ? ) beast(s) was to be taken from Cadota. The people of 
Calmatana loaded the corn from their  own.  Some took from i t ;  
others took from it again a second and third time. At that time 
the yatma Caule had to pack his load from that. He [loaded it] from 
his own [ 

Note : The reading and interpretation of [. .^tavigi remains obscure. 
sithe avasithe seems to mean " some others ". The 

combination does not occur again. 

306 
To be given to the tuguja Cimola ]. From Saca one camel 

is to be given (and) it is to be sent back from Cadota. Now in the 
spring-time he is going on speedy business. An unserviceable beast 
must not be given him, everything serviceable must be given him. 

Note: Read probably sarva rather than nadha. 

307 
The son of the great king, the hala Kupsuda sends health, 

much, immeasurable to the great cozbo Somjaka, of pleasant aspect, 
whose life is a hundred divine years worthy of him, a divinity in 
person; and I am exceedingly pleased to hear from you that you 
are in good health. I too am well, you will be pleased to hear, and 
thus (I write), namely: Just as formerly people belonging to my 
district have been under your care, so let them now be altogether 
under your care. Whatever tax (there is) from there, let it be collected. 
Also what corn had to be bought by (a payment of) wine, so let it be 
bought. Particular instructions must be given to the yatma and ageta> 
that nothing must be short and also to the yatma and ageta each of 
whom have to go in front. 

Note : eka dara na = Skt. ehatara-. 
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308 
His majesty, etc Samasena reports that he has a 

dispute with Cugapa about a man. On that point Namtiga and Cacuka 
are witnesses. When this wedge, etc 

If you are not clear there, only oath and testimony are to be written 
in a letter and a letter of report sent here. 

309 
His majesty, etc. gives instructions to the cozho Somjaka, 

as follows ; The people who were in charge of the government there 
before you, at that time they used to bring here 150 milinui of 
koyimarndhina com. During the time you have been in charge of 
the province, since then the corn has not been brought. In winter 
there was a letter of command from here (saying that) that com was 
to be brought to Calmadana. You have not sent it to Calmadana. 
When this wedge-tablet of command shall arrive there, forthwith 
this Icoyimamdhina [com ] is not, its equivalent in 
value (?) is to be purchased and sent here in the hand of Lyipana. 
It must not be held back. 

Note : The term suha muli is difficult. If it < Skt. sulka it may 
be translated either (1) " tax " or (2) purchase value. Since the usual 
word for tax is palyi and we do not elsewhere find suka used for it, 
the first altemative is unlikely. If we take it as < Skt. sulka in the 
second sense, it is probably a different word from the suka which 
appears regularly as an epithet of masu " wine ". The latter seems 
to have quite a different sense (Language of Khar. Doc., index, s.v., 
suka). The term occurs again in 59 where it should be read instead 
of suhha muli. 

310 
His majesty, etc The treasurer Kuvineya reports 

that two men, fathers, belonging to him escaped and are there. When 
this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith these men are to be 
carefully searched for. The bridge is to be put into the charge of 
Cimaka and Sekla, so that they shall not escape to another kingdom. 
In the year before last there was a wedge-tablet conceming these 
men (sent) in the hand of Su^i, (but) up till to-day nothing has b^n 
heard. Again there was a letter of command in the hand of the secret 
agent Lppta and again no decision was heard of. Again there was 
a letter of instmction with a detailed accoimt conceming these men 
in. the hand of Su^i. Now the matter has been carefully examined 
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here. (We find that) for three years these men have been working 
there and you do not send them here. If suitable people shall come 
here, these men are to be sent here in their hands, so that they shall 
not again disappear from the road. 

Note: For . . sta pi ta re read dui pitare. For cima kasikasa ca 
read cimaka seMasa ca. 

(The " traces of three or four lines " on the reverse can he read as 
follows):— 

(1) ede mamnusa .... patruga 
(2) sa ca istri mamtritamti avi 
(3) ede anada pruchidavya ya . . gramammi 
(4) ya . . gothammi huamti 

B 
(1) avi p.iTina.ka, sekla sa ca mamtritamti cadotammi asti jalpitamti 
(2) sugiyasa hastammi eka vara ede mamnusana prace anadi 

kilamudra gid'a biti vara 
(3) Ippta anadi lekha gid'a kapgeyasa hastammi a[na]ti lekha .. 

huati 
(4) caturtha vara sotharnga 
The women said that these men are [ ] and Patmga. 

They are to be carefully inquired after in whatever village and house 
they are. 

Also Cimaka and Sekla have spoken. They said that they are in 
Cad'ota. One time a letter of command conceming these men was 
taken in the hand of Sugiya. A second time Lyipta took a letter of 
command. There was a letter of command in the hand of Kapgeya. 
A fourth time the sotharnga [ 

Note : The text on the reverse, here printed, would seem to be a 
kind of postscript to the main document. 

311 
] is to be sent here in the hand of [ ]. If he 

takes compassion (?) on my Ufe, I will be able to do a good deed in 
return for that person of excellent virtues. As a present one hasta-
varsaga has been sent. 

312 
His majesty, etc Jihmaya complains that the hire 

of a man Karnki was awarded to him from Catata and Aya, (and) a 
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written document was made. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches 
you, forthwith you must carefully inquire in person whether it is 
really so. According to what was decided here at the king's court 
so you must make a decision there. You must not act differently 
from that. If you are not clear, etc 

313 
{List dealing with pake.) 
[Column C.) There is no mention of these people here (to the 

effect that you are employing them there). 
Note: In colimin C read nastisa hatha as proposed by Professor 

Thomas [Act. Or., xiii (1934), p. 55). 

314 
The cvamlayina Maltsuta sends health, etc 
A man Kolyisa [ ] took a camel there to fatten. They 

made witnesses the cvavalayina Maltsuta [ ] Parneya 
Dhama&a and Capeya. These people (who are) witnesses there [ 

315 
His majesty, etc The ogu Samasena reports that 

formerly from there tsarnghina tax was paid and that (now) they are 
not bringing even a quarter of it (and) they owe a great deal here. 
There the tsamghinava's must swear (an oath) and Kolpsa is to be 
carefully interrogated. When this wedge, etc 

(Cov.-tablet, Rev.) A careful inquiry is to be made into the small 
cattle producing ghee and the cows. So much as there is must all 
be sent here. 

316 
To her dear sister Pumnalazaae, Cukapae sends health, much, 

immeasurable, and thus (reports); I have sent you one pcimzavamta 
made of prigha, you must certainly send me a coat. 

Note: For this doc., cf. Luders, Textilien im alten Turkistan, 
p. 30. prighamaga is written for prighamaya. prigha is a kind of silk. 

Read 1 for na in line 3. 

317 
To the cozbo Somjaka of pleasant aspect, dear to men and gods, 

the cozbo Bhimasena [ ] am well here. Whatever 
business there may be, there is no correct account of it with me the 
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great king. Also [ ] also they are sending messengers. 
Even so you are unwilling, you do not allow [ ] should 
be suitable. These people who administer the royal tax there 
[ ]. The revenue which has been assessed from the 
town office there [ ]. You write here on account of 
the reckoning. So in protsa kresa [ ] time, so you 
must come here so that [ 

Note : Quite obscure is protsa kresa. It might be some place-name. 

318 
This document conceming a theft by Kacano (slave) of Samgila 

is to be carefully kept by Larsu. 
This is the seal of the cozbos Irndrasena and Kirtisama. 
In the ninth year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, 

son of heaven, on the 19th day of the 3rd month, at this date the 
ogus Asuraga, Piteya, Rohana, Jayasa, Kirtisama, and Ldasa, the 
cozbo Takra, the carnkura Purnadana and the cozbo Mitrapala heard 
(a case). Larsu reported, " property of mine was lost and was 
recovered from Kacano, slave of Samgila." (The property consisted 
of) 

One embroidered vidapa ; a jacket made of white silk ; a samimna; 
a l^okmana of many colours ; a yellow-coloured femna-garment; 
a jacket made of hempen cloth; a kharavarna garment; an 
embroidered lyokmana ; a hremeru ; a paliyarnaga garment; four 
golden dare ; one varsaga ; five hasta of woollen cloth ; two blue-
dyed kigi. These objects are valued at [ ] all the property 
has been recovered. 

Note: This document is treated by Luders, Textilien, pp. 29, 30. 
For vi da pa na da spa ta read vidapa 1 speta. For petavarnnidaga 

Luders suggests pitav° " yellow-coloured " ; but an examination of 
the original does not bear this out. For prahuni, perhaps prahoni 
should be read. Samhapatamae should be read instead of sarnnapata 
maha (Liiders, loc. cit.). Many terms still remain obscure ; of samirnna, 
lyokmana, kremeru, paliyarnaga, dare, kigi nothing is known. Varsaga 
is perhaps the same thing as appears elsewhere as hastavarsaga. The 
term urnna is taken as = Skt. urrm " wool", though usually the 
group rn is preserved. 

320 
[Rev.) ] will be. Considering that there is no other 

man there who would pay (proper) attention to (my) cultivation, 
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I am writing, now that I have an opportunity, to you; and I request 
you to take thought concerning this Phuvasena and let him go, so 
that he can take in hand my ploughing and sowing. If even so you 
do not take compassion and let him go, there is another man there 
called Sarpiga who is suitable. But this pagandtsa is to be written. 
By all means let Phuvasena be freed and let go, I request you parti
cularly. I have brought this matter to your notice now that I have 
an opportunity, lest there be an absence of opportunity in the future. 
I have sent this letter of request and greeting from the rocaJchora 
of the ogu Jeyasa, so you need not be angry about (the absence of) 
a gift. Since you went away from here your house and family are 
all well. 

Note: Read nirdvahdSa (n. 4) and ogu Jeyasa ni rocaJchorade. 
The words rocakhora and pdgandtsa occur only in this document, 

and remain obscure. 

322 
This document conceming a man of Khotan is to be carefully 

preserved by Kilyagiya. 
In the 21st year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, 

son of heaven, on the 11th day of the 2nd month, at this date, Pugo 
and the secret agent Opgeya arose and gave a Khotanese man called 
Sarnngo to the society of monks at Cadota. Now again the society 
of monks at Cadota handed over this man to the vasus Spirta and 
Kumnasena. This was written in front of the cozbos Yitaka and Vukto. 
Whoever in the future [makes a claim] against Kilya^ya, the Kala 
Pumabala, or the vasus and agetas, shall have no claim to payment. 

Note : For kilyagiga (C.O. 2) read kilyagiyasa. 
9 

323 
(Rev.) . . . .] news of peace. Another acovirnna man is to be quickly 

sent here. 

324 
In the 4th year of his majesty the great King Mairi the son of 

heaven, on the 13th day of the 3rd month, at this date ( ? ) the 
Supis came to Calmadana ; they plundered the kingdom and carried 
off the inhabitants. The Supis seized a man called Samrpina, a slave 
of the vasu Yonu and sent hnn as a present to Cinasgasi (the Chinaman 
Sgasi). Cinasgasi (provided) from here, as a recompense for the man, 
two golden staters and two drachmas. (Consequently) that man 
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became the rightful property (?) of Sgasi. His own master, the vasu 
Yonu, did not wish to remove the man himself, and permission was 
given to Sgasi to sell him to others. Considering this Cinasgasi sold 
this man to Katge. As the price of the man [ ] and one 
bow is right. Cinasgasi has sold well and Katge has bought well. 
From now on [ 

Note : Difficulties remaining are (2) mahaplo] . . . .  bulena kusena 
and (5) na cimaga. In both cases the writing is too faint to be sure 
about the correct reading. Read tanuvaga for na cimaga ? 

325 
(Fragmentary.) 
(Rev. 4 . )  . . .  f i f t y  b l o w s ,  a n d  a l l  h i s  b e a r d  ( s h a l l  b e )  s h a v e d  

off. Witnesses are [ 

326 
This document concerning the house and farm of the people of 

Trasa Avana [ ] and the house and farm and land of 
Kamaya is to be carefully preserved by the cozbo Samasena. 

This is the seal of the ogus Pamcatva and Conakara and of the 
cozbo Bhimasena. 

(Rev.) ] and Picga complained concerning the house 
and farm and land of Kamaya. The vasu Vugaca and the yatrm 
Yipicga [ ] the farm and house and land of Kamaya 
belongs to Trasa Avana. On that point there were no witnesses. 
The cozbo Samasena made a representation (saying): The farm and 
house of Kamaya is our inherited property. There many old people 
of Cad'ota came out as witnesses. Considering that the house and 
farm and land of Kamaya is the inherited property of the cozbo 
Samasena, we have decided that this house and farm and land, along 
with everything on it belongs to the cozbo Samasena. There shall be 
no payments or receipts on the part of the people of Trasa Avana, 
the matter has been cleared, a decision has been made. 

327 
In the 23rd year, 2nd month, 4th day of his majesty the great 

king [ ] it is at this date. A slave of caru Lustu and 
Tsimaya, called Asamna, sold thirteen kuthala in misi-land to Kolasi, 
slave of Acunaya. The price was given, one cow (worth) ten (units) 
in price. Further, as atga price, one kojava (rug) was given of the price 
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of five. The accumulated price was fifteen. Thus they agreed in 
front of the magistrates. The Utsayitsa f arpa and the kolas Kutreya 
and Karamtsa were witnesses. The cozbo Lustu was a witness [ ] 
and Karamtsa and the sothamgha [ 

Note: Eead tsimaya, probably, for tsomuya. 

328 
This is the seal of the guiuras Ca[k]urata and Asoga. 

] Katgaya shall have ownership over this man for all 
matters. Witnesses there (are) the ogus Cakurata, A^o^a, Cakuraya, 
and Samasena, and the kala Kunala. On the matter of ( ? ) his 
majesty must think. (This) has been written by me, Vutsava (?). 

329 
His majesty, etc (3) And now the business of the wine 

has come up at Calmadana. When this letter of command shall arrive 
there, forthwith wine (capable of being carried) by five camels is to 
be sent here in the hand of this Caulgeya. The load of one camel is 
1 mthma 1 khi, so that he can measure out 1 milima complete in 
Calmadana. From there [ ] together the wine is to 
be taken. This wine should be taken to Calmadana on the fifth day 
of the fourth month. By no means let there be any [ ] 
of the wine. 

Note: Read (3) caulgeyasa for ca opgeyasa, (4) yena for yana 
mavisyati for maviya deti, and sadha (5) for sarva. 

330 
Concerning aklatsa camels from the Khotanese [ ] and 

the Sramana Pumna[. .]ma—to be kept by the cozbo Samasena. 
This is the seal of the vasu Opge and the carapurusa Opge. 

] the kori Rutraya [ ] the sotharngha Sucama 
[ ] the scribes Vugeya and Budharachi. 

331 
This document concerning a girl adopted from Priyapata is to 

be kept carefully by Kacana. 
This is the seal of the kala Pumnabala. 
In the nth year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mairi the 

son of heaven, in the 2nd month, on the 8th day, at this date, (there is) 
a man caUed Priyapata belonging to the district of the son of the great 
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king, the kala Pumnabala. To him a daughter was born. They wanted 
to expose her on the ground. Kacana took her up from the ground. 
Kacana gave the " milk-fee " to Priyapata. It was settled as one 
horse. That girl is not to be sold by Kacana, nor mortgaged, nor 
removed from his house, and she is not to be ill-treated in the house. 
She is to be regarded as his own daughter With reference to this 
girl in the future, a second (different) statement is not to be brought 
up by the man Priyavata or by her mother. (The document) has been 
written by me, the sramana Mochabudhi at the command of kala 
Pumnabala, son of the great king. It is authoritative in every district. 

Note: Read dita satnjate in U.O. 3. \tve\ na in U.O. 4 remains 
obscure. 

333 
His majesty, etc (3) ( ? ). (4) From now on, a borrowed 

(?) horse is not to be sent out by you, only that which [ ] 
will send out. The fugitives from Khotan who have entered the 
bridge there, in this way [ ]. The \cv^rorm is to 
be sent here in the hand of Lyipta. The horse(s) (employed in 
transporting) the wine [ 

Notes : For [ya^naga read probably yajanaga = ydcanaka 
" borrowed ". 

masu arnmi is to be read as one word, locative of masu. 

334 
The daughter of Kamkuca, called Kamcgoae [? 
The daughter of the woman Ramotiyae was (taken in marriage) 

to Catisa deviyae avana ( 
The adopted daughter of Pleya Balavama [ ] wife. 
The mother of [ ka] is from Catisa deviyae avana [ ] 

by name is wife of Dhamakama. 
] taken in marriage to [ ] avana, in Catisa deviyae 

avana. 
A woman [ ] by name [ ] was taken to Catisa 

deviyae avana as wife of Mutrasra. 
The daughter of Kamkuca [ ] by name [. ] 

the korara Cakvala [ 

335 
This letter from the Khotani Sakha, concerning a camel is to be 

carefully preserved by Cugapa. 
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(2) and thus he says, namely: A long time has 
passed and we have not sent you from here a letter and present, 
nor have we heard anything from you there. For that reason very 
much [ ] should be. Also corn of yours was received 
here. The rest of that corn has been paid over [ ] 
the price of the corn must undoubtedly be sent from there [ ] 
should be paid [ ] we have sent; you should not worry 
about a present. 

336 
This letter from the scribe Ram8[otsa] concerning land is to be 

carefully preserved by the cozbo Somjaka. 

338 
To be opened by (my) dear brother, the cozbo Somjaka ] 

will be carried off. There in ( ? ) you certainly send new vachu. Of 
them such of the people of my kilme who do wrong against each other, 
(in their case) a decision is to be made according to the law. Also 
concerning the camel of Kua about which there is a dispute, a wedge-
tablet has been made. Of them [ ] is to be made. There 
will be a decision here : do not take counsel on the matter there. 
The arrangements for the exchange of wives {striyana mukesi) which 
have been made by the people of my kilme with outsiders (parasya 
mulade) Camaka knows. His counsel is to be taken. Such witnesses 
as there are—their evidence (mam < tra » is to be written down 
and sent here. One hastavarsaga is sent as a token of good will. 

339 
(To cozbo Somjaka.) 
His majesty, etc Sucamma complains that a camel 

has been awarded to him from Pgena. Even so (Pgena) does not give it. 
Further, Pgena bound (?) his father Kuimge hand and foot and beat 
him. When this wedge, etc concerning the camel a decision 
is to be made in accordance with the former award ; the beating [ 

Note: asita is not clear. Skt. as does not suit the passage. The 
translation " bound " suits the sense. 

340 
(To cozbo Kranaya and sotharnga Ljnpeya.) 
His majesty, etc The monk Samgarachi complains 

that now five years his [ ] up till to-day, the hire 
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[ ]. When this wedge, etc you must ask 
how many months and days [ ] the camel went away 
[ ] is to be decided. If it is otherwise [ ] a 
decision is to be made. 

Note : SarngaracM is scribal error for SarngaracMta{da), as appears 
from SamgarcKhida on the reverse. 

341 
His majesty, etc Also there the camels from the herds 

such as are three years old, and from that age up to eight years are 
to be sent here in the hand of the sotharnga Kolyisa and Calmasa. 
On the tenth of the eleventh month, Pisah [ ] (4) the 
camels are not to be sent. A letter of information is to be sent first 
from Pisali. When you have read these (letters) the letter is to be 
sent from Pisali. 

343 
In the eighth year of the great king Jitugha Vasmana son of 

Heaven, on the ninth day of the twelfth month, at this date the 
cozbo Larsu bought food for the order (sarnghabhata) for the price 
of a jacket. Received was muli 16, khi 15, and distributed. One muli 
remained over. 

Notes : muli here is used as equivalent of a milima of corn, as in 210. 
krita here may be either krta or krlta. 

344 
(To cozbo Kranaya and sotharnga Lyipe.) 
If he dies this one is to be taken back. A decision is to be made 

according to the former law of the kingdom. If you are not clear 
there, there will be a decision when they come before our presence 
at the royal court. 

345 
In the 9th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, 

son of heaven, 3rd month, 5th day, at this date, Larsu says: It is 
a fact that in Cadota the monk Anamdasena received 30 milima of 
corn on loan from Cugopa. Further he received 15 khi of wine on loan. 
In addition the slave of this monk Anamdasena, Budhagosa by 
name, he stole from the house of me (and) Cugopa 12 lengths of 
silk ipata) and also 3 urnavarande, 2 ropes (rasarnna), 3 felt 
garments [namati), 4 sheep, 1 aresa amounting in all {sarva-
pirnda-garnnanena) to the value of 100 muli. Concerning this matter 
Cugopa swore an oath. Thus the whole was to be paid over by the 
monk Anamdasena and received by Cugopa and Larsu. Further 
that monk was owing at the court (dvara[rnmiy) a fine of one cow. 

f 
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Now again the monk Anamdasena made representations with Larsu 
and made efforts. So Larsu desirous of acquiring merit together with the 
monk Anamdasena, they came to an agreement with each other outside 
(the court). This monk gave the thief man Budhagosa to Larsu as 
equivalent to the value (namely) 110 muli of the corn Anamdasena 
received on loan and the twelve lengths of cloth {etc.) that were stolen. 
Also the cozho Larsu abandoned his claims against the monk Anamda
sena for this 110 muli. From this day forth Larsu shall have no claim 
against the monk Anamdasena concerning this 110 muli and the 
[thefts] of his slave. Neither shall the monk Anamdasena have any 
claim against Larsu concerning this thief man of his. Everything 
has been settled and a decision has been reached. If at a future time 
the monk Anamdasena or his son or grandson, or any kinsman of 
his or son of a kinsman should want to alter this, or should stir up 
a dispute about the decision, in such a case their renewal of action 
{muha cotamna) shall be without authority and they shall incur a 
penalty. They shall pay as a penalty into the royal funds ([ra]ya]cammi) 
thirty lengths of cloth, and having paid all this penalty, without doubt 
it shall continue as is written above. Witnesses on this matter are the 
ogu Kirtisaina, Ldasa, Takra, and the carnkura Anugaya. 

(In) the monastery {sarngaramam): Cugapa, 3 masusa and 10 milima 
of corn; half has disappeared; pasdha (= ?); Priyasri, 1 milima 
of corn ; Sarnmarya, 1 milima of corn ; Sammapri, 1 milima of corn ; 
Jepriya, 1 milima of corn ; Capyana, 5 kJii of corn ; Dhammaramna, 
10 khi of corn ; Codistri (?), 10 khi of corn ; Narsita, 1 milima of corn ; 
Cimaga, 1 milima of corn ; [. .]kha, 1 milima of corn ; Cimgse, 1 milima 
of corn ; Sirsa, 15 khi of corn ; Tamcano, [. .] milima of corn ; Upateyu, 
1 milima of corn; Nasova, 10 khi of corn ; Saru, 10 khi of corn ; 
Codiru (?) and Titsa (?), 10 khi of corn; Tsgatsi, 10 khi of corn; 
Lakunagita, 1 vacarina ; Lgipava, 2 khi of mahuraga ; Manigi, 2 khi 
of mahuraga ; Capyana, 1 khi of mahuraga; Lyipama, 1 sheep ; 
Cugapa, 1 khi of mahuraga ; Priyasri, 1 khi of mahuraga; Larsu, 
1 khi of mahuraga ; Pepriya, 1 khi of mahuraga ; G. yamna, 1 khi of 
mahuraga. 

Notes : Before larsu (U.O., 1. 1) cozbo has accidentally been omitted 
by the editors. 

In U.O. 11-12 dasa toga is apparently a scribal error for dasa 
<cori>taga. 

U.R. 1. 2, read kosava for kusava; pasdha for pasdha; 1. 16, 
read mahuraga instead of mahurga. 
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346 
Men i^^nu'lsarupa) women (?)....,.... 

347 
(is) without water. When this wedge and seal arrive there, 

you must carefully inquire whether it is really so. 'At present the 
cozbo Samasena is speedily bringing a letter of command concerning 
the affairs of the potge. Caule must not bar his way nor take him into 
custody. At such time as they are in our presence at the king's court 
there will be a decision. 

Note : On potge see L.Kh.D., index, s.v. 
348 

To be carefully preserved by Kilyagi. 
This is the seal of Tsugesla. 
This document is dated in the 4th month, 21st day. At that 

time Tsugesla arose and sold a pot (kalasa). Kilyagi bought it and 
paid the price ( ? ). Tsugesla received it and a decision was made. 
In future the one owes the other [nothing]. This has been written in 
the presence of the cozbo Samasena. It has been written by me the 
scribe Budharachi and has authority for 100 years. Whoever at a 
future time shall disturb this arrangement shall pay a penalty—all 
to the Samgha—of twelve lengths of cloth. 

Notes : In U.O. 2 Kilyagi should be read a second time between 
krinita and muli. The phrase cora arnna rupa is obscure. 

For dharanaga the original actually has dhananaga which must 
be a mistake. Further a negative must be missing here and has been 
supplied in the translation in square brackets. 

dharnta must be for darnda. The local speech did not distinguish 
cerebrals and dentals, but it is unusual to find the distinction neglected 
in writing. 

His majesty, etc (3) Also there six camels of the royal 
herds [ ] 78 milima of corn. Of this corn [. ] 
this corn [ ] is to be given. ( ? ) also [ ] counsel 
is not to be given. An estimation is to be made of the camels of the 
royal herds, and people are to be prevented from [ ] the horses. 
[ .] There the female camels of the herd [. . ] 
wine, nor saRi wine is to be sent out. Also Cakuvala took two camels 
to kala Purnabala. These camels died. (In the case of) these two 
camels parncara is to be given. This corn is to be collected. Of this 
corn another yatmi is to be made. [ ] on the 24th day. 
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Rev. 
[To be given] to Somjaka. 
Concerning herds and camels [ ] brought. 
Notes : (3) Read so instead of yo. 
(5) var ja vi da [w] is not at all certainly read. 
(6) Foi khulana diti. .Tea,dkhulautiti For read probably 

SaUi. 
(8) The reading padeka for pajeka suggested in L.Kh.D., index, s.v., 

is not possible. 
350 

In the 4th year, 3rd month, 1st day, at this date the female camels 
of the queen have to be looked after by a man belonging to the cozbo 
Yitaka. 

Rev. 
{Fragmentary.) 

351 
His majesty, etc (3) And now many Supis have come 

to Navote. There they spoke thus [ ] with retinue [ ] 
in Cad'ota they pass the time. Concerning (this matter) we have 
speedily sent a letter-carrier there. If this letter of command reaches 
you, immediately [ ] so that no harm shall come from the 
kingdom. 

352 
If it is otherwise Kuge and Tsulga are to be sent under arrest here 

along with Kumsena (and) there will be a decision. 

353 
As a token of remembrance (I) have sent (you) 1 cinaveda (Chinese 

turban). 
354 

is to be sent here, with a letter of information and a present. 
On the eighteenth day of the (?) month, a man is to be sent. If he 
does not come at that time this affair is not [ ] shall be. 
As a token of remembrance one (portion of) ginger has been sent. 

Note : ya ti na masa is obscure. It may be the name of a month 

355 
His majesty, etc Now by me the great king one fugitive 

man has been granted to the kori Sujada. When this wedge and seal 
arrive there, forthwith (a man) such as is not a skilled craftsman, 
nor a subject of dispute, should be given (to him). There is to be no 
withholding of him. 
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356 
His majesty, etc Budhasena informs us that he has 

a camel with Kolj^sa. It died. When this wedge and seal shall arrive 
there, forthwith careful inquiry is to be made with oath and witness 
(and) a decision is to be made in accordance with the law. If it is 
otherwise, (or) you are not clear there, they are to be sent in custody 
here to the king's court, (and) there will be a decision. 

Note : The meaning of the word abramo is not known. 

357 
His majesty, etc (3) Also you have sent a letter of 

information in the hand of a letter-carrier, so we have become informed 
in detail. Also you inform us that people are harassing each other 
on account of old debts. They are to be stopped. When the kingdom 
is on its feet (again), then inquiry can be made. As regards payments 
of debts made since the plundering of the kingdom, inquiry must 
be made as to how they have settled such matters. Just as formerly 
you send from there torngas and their attendants {vaiayaga), at that 
(usual) time you must send them to the king's court. The tribute 
is to be sent under supervision to the treasury. Also a great quantity 
of cMroma is to be sent. Also rotomwa to the treasury. Just as formerly, 
so now it is to be sent. Karci, kamude, and curama are to be sent to 
the treasury. Other than that, nothing. 

Note : (4) Read arnnamandna. Delete na after daramnaga. Read 
katha, not katharn. 

(6) Read arnna for arnna. 

358 
His majesty, etc (3) We have been informed of every

thing from the letter of information which you sent from there in 
the hand of the letter-carrier Cadhi. Also you inform us that two 
camels belonging to the kala Purnabala will not stay there but run 
away. These camels are to be properly looked after there. Let them 
become fat. They are not to be brought here in the autumn. 

Also you inform us that a man belonging to Camaka of kala 
Purnabala is doing work there, and not other people; (and that) 
there are neither written documents nor witnesses. That man is to 
be removed in the name of the kala Pumabala. If anyone disputes 
this, they may complain at the king's court. 

Also (with reference to your request to the effect that), " They 
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who commit crimes here should die here," we sent (the culprits) to 
you. (Of these) it is heard that Viharavala is wasting and destrojang 
the wine and meat of his own tenants (Mlmeciyana). As daily sustenance 
there is to be given to Viharavala, along with his son(s) and retinue, 
from his own estate, flour (ata) and meal (satu) (to the extent of) 
4 vacari. He is to be kept under the conditions (prescribed) for criminals 
(in such a way, namely that) he shall not be free either hand or foot 
and shall not be balasta. Also they have sent from here to Sudar&na 
two pots. These are to be allowed to be taken in to him. In the (above-
mentioned) manner food is to be given him from his own estate {kilme) 
and in the same way he is to be kept well guarded. Also there are 
two households there belonging to Sudarsana. These people are to 
be made swear an oath, and no mere scandal is to be talked from here 
or heard there. From time to time these people are to be allowed to 
go in to Sudar&na. 

Also many times a letter of command has gone from here, (telling 
you) to give a fugitive man to the sotharnga Saluvi. Up to the present 
day you do not give (this). You play the procrastinator. You are 
quickly to give him: if again you do not quickly give him, have 
a care. 

Sihadhama's son is promptly to be brought out himself as a novice 
( ?) the sramana is to be given to others as a slave. 

Notes: This document has already been translated by Professor 
Thomas in Acta Orientalia, vol. viii (1935), p. 64. As will be seen 
the present rendering differs in a large number of points from his. 

(3) Professor Thomas takes saratarnmi with the preceding sentence. 
That is hardly possible, because always in this language the verb is 
at the end of the sentence. 

(4) karmveti here, as elsewhere, seems to mean " works " rather 
than " causes to work ". Compare No. 107 and L.Kh.D., § 104. 

(5) Before iseva insert tesa in the text which the editors have 
accidentally omitted. Read sutha vihedeti vinajeti divasi nisaga. 
The first sentence ends at vinajeti " destroys Viharavala although 
imprisoned was living luxuriously at the expense of his tenants, and 
wasting their substance. This is to be stopped. Divasi is quite clearly 
to be read and not dinasi. These adjectival forms in -i can be 
made from any noun, and are treated in L.Kh.D., § 75. Nisaga 
is in all probabihty simply = Pah nissaya. That ss- is 
intended here is quite clear because single medial s become s 
(voiced) in this dialect. In all the passages where nisaga 
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occurs we find s, not s. That g commonly represents y is pointed 
out in L.Kh.D., § 16. Naturally such a form cannot belong to this 
dialect. Since nissaya is well known as a specifically Buddhist term 
meaning the fundamental requisites of life, the word is obviously 
imported from that source. 

Viharavala, here as elsewhere, appears to be a proper name. 
(6) Read ap, yarn ca satu, as Professor Thomas points out. 
balasta is an unknown word. Professor Thomas separates ha 

lasta and regards ba as = va. This is not possible as initial v does 
not become b in this dialect. 

kuBa would be the regular form in this Skt. kvta, and so it is taken, 
tentatively, by Professor Rapson. Professor Thomas, however, 
regards it as equal to the common kudaga, and translates it as slaves 
(" boys "). There is, however, no authority for this word appearing 
without the sufiix -ga. Nor does it suit the general sense of the passage 
(as interpreted by me ; Professor Thomas renders it differently). 
Sudarsana is in prison. His friends have been sending him two pots 
(of ghee, or something). 

(9) kharnnavatagesi : " you play the procrastinator," as interpreted 
by Professor Thomas (loc. cit.). 

359 
(To cod)o Somjaka.) 

also he complains that of him there is a written document 
at the king's court (according to which) two camels were awarded 
to him from Pgina. Of these he (Pgina) gave one camel; the second 
camel he does not give. You must carefully inquire, and according 
as is written in the document, so you must now adjudicate in accordance 
with the law. You must not do otherwise there. Also he informs us 
that he received a camel on hire from Tsugesla, and paid all the hire. 
This camel Varpe brought. On the way it died. Now he makes a 
claim against him. On this point a decision is to be made. 

Note: ^ead varpe, not varpi. 

360 

To be given to tuguja Cimola, sevena Kolyisa, the kala Kuna[la]' 
and the cozbos Kolyisa and Somjaka. 

Note : sevena, which only occurs here, seems to be some kind of 
title. 
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361 
] in the hand of [ ] in former time [ ] 

of the deity Acokisgiya quickly here is to be sent in the hand of Vugaca 
[ ] is to be sent here. From there you sent a letter. 
The maker of bows (dhtmnulcam) [ ] you sought. 
He says, there is a withholding from me of (?). To-day early you 
sent [ 

Note: sto as it stands is unintelligible. Probably the scribe has 
accidentally missed something out. sto < rasa > might be intended. 

362 
His majesty, etc Also now the suvetha Khosa has 

been sent on an embassy to Khotan. He has taken the members of 
his family to settle them in Cad'ota there. These members of Khosa's 
family are not to be let go to Khotan. They are to be kept back in 
Cadota there. Let them be under the care of you the governor 
[rajadharaga). Let them not get the better (of you). If lack of any
thing {vekalya) affects them, they are to be properly looked after. 
(When) he comes back from Khotan, he will bring them here. 

Note: The last line, which is not legible enough to translate, has 
the appearance of having been written and then rubbed out. 

363 
To be given to hala Kunala. 

364 
(To cozbo Sornjaka.) 

] ^re quickly to be sent under custody to the king's 
court. They will make a complaint here in our presence, (and) there 
will be a decision. Let him (it) not be unlawfully taken from Camaka. 
Also Casgeya has worked a slave belonging to Camaka for twelve 

[ ] has brought. Again he demands the camel. This 
dispute is to be carefully examined in your presence with oath and 
witness. A decision is to be made according to the law. If you are 
not clear there, they are to be quickly sent here to the king's court 
under custody, and there will be a decision here in our presence. 
Also, they drag him round two cities in this dispute (?). As a result 
of that he died. 

Note : (4) For sava[tarn]mi read vivatammi. 
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365 
{Fragment) 

] There must be no withholding [ 

366 
(To cozbo Sornjaka.) 
His majesty, etc The hala Purnnabala informs us that 

there a man called Kungeya is ploughing lands in Navaga avana. 
And so he has taken from the farm. If this wedge and seal arrive there, 
forthwith careful investigation is to be made with oath and witness, 
(and) if it is really so, these lands are to be handed over to the people 
of Navaga avana as their property. As regards the [ ] of 
Kungeya [ 

367 
(To cozbo Somjaka.) 

Now Puse is carrying the royal business. Two camels 
and a guard are to be given him from Saca. They will conduct him 
as far as the frontier. From Cad'ota a horse and a guard fit for action 
{athove) are to be given him as far as Khotan. If you withhold (them), 
or give a guard not fit for action, have a care. 

368 
His majesty, etc (3) ( ? ) There is no water in the 

cultivated land, it has become waterless. Now the water is to be 
diverted into their province. It is not possible [ ] 
the people are to be written down. The whole amount (pimda) is 100. 

Along with the aresas they are to be taken on the fifteenth day 
of the seventh month to Saca in the hand of Camaka of Sapuka. 
You the cozbo Somjaka [ ] or (if) they go beyond the 
(stated) time, such affairs as are ruined in Saca, I the great king will 
demand (recompense) from you [ 

Notes : (4) Read sapuha ni camahasa, deleting the anusvara, and 
separating the words. 

(5) For vinatisyarnti, read vinajisyarnti. 

369 
This document is dated in the (?) year, 2nd month, 5th day. We 

will receive the count of the sheep—230. 
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370 
(To cozbo Somjaka.) 
To the beloved of men and gods, of pleasing aspect, blessed with 

a good name, his dear brother the cozbo Sornjaka, the ogu Alyaya 
writes asking after his health and well-being, again and again, much, 
immeasurable. And thus (he says), namely: I am your brother 
and kinsman [ ] on your account. If his majesty 
[ ] with feehngs of love. Also the young son has been 
sent there who from the people [ ] giving and taking. 
By all means let him be under the care of you the cozbo. Also we inform 
you thus: Some men of Kroraina have stayed in our house. They 
are debtors to us. Those people have fled there by night. By all 
means let this person be under your care. As a token of remembrance 
(I) have sent one hastavarsaga and flve [ ? ]. 

Note: (4) Read probably vasitae instead of asitae, as in note 4; 
from vas- " to dwell ". 

371 
(To cozbo Somjaka.) 

] Whatever instructions he gives to the people, they 
must quickly act according to his word. He who disobeys the cozbo 
Somjaka and does not act according to his word, I the great king will 
investigate (the conduct of) these people here. Also the dhamaJca 
household-people from time to time disobey the cozbo Somjaka, and 
do not have any respect for him. One time we will again investigate 
their behaviour here, and they will receive punishment. 

Notes : (1) For sa jarnnena read vacanena. 
(2) tasa ede cannot actually be read with any certainty as the ink 

has run. The meaning of dhamaka is quite obscure. 

373 
(To cozho Somjaka.) 
Also he informs us that there are two households. In that place 

there are other people near. If you have the wish, you may get the 
tax from there ; if going further, it is more plentiful than that, that 
is to be given. Also of this Casgeya they (?) the head in your presence. 
These are honest people who come there for an opportunity to live. 
You must act in such a way that they are under your care. You must 
make them inviolate {anavarajhi = anaparadhya), and appease the 
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hatred (that is felt against them). Afterwards we will make a letter 
and present. 

Notes : (1) Read icha tade as two words. 
(2)  Delete  yati before se dadavo. 
(3)  The verb pariyanamti remains obscure. 
(4) For tosu read dosa. dosa like Pali dosa clearly means hatred 

and not " fault". 

374 
(To cozbo Somjaka.) 
His majesty, etc Formerly from there the year s tax 

in Masina was assessed by the tuguja Sudar&na and the yatma Aco, 
both from the people on private estates (kilmeciyana), and the tax 
assessed on the royal lands (rajade). When this wedge and seal reach 
there, forthwith this tax, complete, quickly [in the hand of] the 
yatma Aco [ 

Note: Masina may be a place name, or it may possibly be a 
technical term of some kind. 

375 
(To cozbo Vitaka and tornga Vugto.) 
His majesty, etc Dmusvamta informs us that the 

household of the suvetha Cinasena was granted by me the great king 
to this Dmusvamta. From it Bagusama took away five people. For 
that reason a letter of command went there with full details in writing 
(to the effect that) these people were to be handed over to Dmusvamta. 
And so you did hand them over. When this wedge and seal reach 
there, forthwith the matter must be carefully examined with oath 
and witness. 

376 
] you have not sent a letter of information. A second 

matter: the Khotanese made a cavalry attack in Remena, and 
carried off {agasavida) Namarazma the son of Namata. You remain 
silent. A third matter : a letter with an ensign went (to you, telling 
you) to get ready the tsahernci people. You kept it quiet and did not 
get the people ready. Sugita took the letter of command to you. 
On the first day you read the letter, (and only) on the third day did 
you send the people out to the bridge. The porters (prthibhMri^e) 
[ ] complain (that it is) used up. A fourth matter; 
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Formerly letter-carriers used to go each month, (but) you withhold 
the letter-carriers. Opgeya demanded a letter in reply. On your 
account a letter is to go. For that reason I prevented him. A letter 
of reply was not taken in hand. From this letter of mine you can become 
informed in detail. Having read this letter, you must act quickly. 

Note: p,)j>adaha is presumably = Skt. pataka, Pkt. paddhd. 
a instead of d is unusual. " 

For guUi, gwja should certainly be read, which must be < Skt 
guhya. 

(3) For vatidesi read vajitesi. 
(6) For yatita read yajita. 
(7) For vatiti read vajiti. 

377 
(To the hitsaitsa "^arpa.) 

, ] now the fourth [ ] has been, (and) nothing has 
been seen. Of that camel [ ] has been sent there (?) 
Priyamae [....] should be worthy. If [you] are in agreement {samovati) 

^ should be sent. Here in the presence of the ogu I make 
a health-wishing letter for the sake of Priyaniae. [ ] the 
camel is not to be sent abramo. So later that camel ( ? ) is to be 
considered by you. Now it is the fourth year that this camel has not 
been seen. ( ? ) Now this Togaja, along with Namtuje, went there 
m the < ? > month. There by my command ( ? ). He must not 
in future be treated as an authority. 

Notes : (1) For utasa read utasa. 
(2) Insert yahi after picara siyati. 
(3) Read puratha for purata, svasti for svasti. 
(4) Read perhaps tena hararnna, not dhana haramna. 
(6) Presumably a numeral has been omitted in connection with 

mase. 

378 
In the 6th year, at this date, Cugapa and Laza received thubadauna 

on loan. 
To his dear brother 'cozbo Samasena, of pleasant aspect and dear 

to men and gods, the cozbo Piteya pays his respects [ 
Note : thvba da u na is completely obscure. 

380 
This document concerning the girl Somjafeae who was given as 

a present is to be carefully preserved. 
This is the seal of Namisyanae. 
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381 
] the hilmeci{s). For just so long are men and beasts 

to be released from duty, until cozbo Dhamasena's [ 

382 
Yapgu's tax has been paid (consisting of) two felt garments {namata) 

and in place of the ghee, one felt garment. The hire has not been paid, 
nor the keep (pacavara). 

Of Pleya, one kofava has been given instead of his consignment. 
The hire has not been paid, nor the keep. 

Of korara Rutraya, the hire of the camel has been paid (to the 
extent of) 1 muli. Left over are muli 2. 

Of Kamcaka, hire of the camel has been paid (in the form of) 
1 posara. Left over are muli 2. 

383 
This document concerning the royal camels which are alive, 

concerning the female camels, and concerning the camels which are 
dead is to be carefully preserved by kala Cugapa and Larsu. 

This is the seal of the vasu Kumsena. 
] putgetsa ; another camel a year old which is pursaka-^ 

one. Her daughter, 1 putgetsa (camel). Another camel [ ] 
another camel [ ]. Another black camel, 1 noni. Her 
daughter, 1 putgetsa. Another camel [ ] 1. Another camel 
1 vaghu. Her daughter, 1 putgetsa. Another camel [ ] 
1 arnklatsa. Another white {spetaga) camel 1. Another male camel, 
w h i t e  ( ? )  1 .  A n o t h e r  c a m e l  [  ] .  A n o t h e r  b l a c k  c a m e l  1 .  
Another two female camels were sacrificed. These camels [ ] 
at that time seven young camels died. Then again through that fault 
three female camels wandered away. Again from there [ ] 
died in Opimta's pond. Of that camel the apsu Calmasa was security. 
At that time the kala Sujata was keeper of the camels. This was 
written at the dictation of the vasu Kumsena [ ] witnesses 
of Kroraina [ ] witness. At that time the vasu Kumsena 
( ? ) the royal camels. Another koro camel, one. (These camels have 
been entered.) 

Notes : This document causes great difiiculties firstly because it 
is full of technical terms, and secondly because in many places it 
cannot properly be read. 

(1) For [a\rsiyo pur saka, read probably var si yo pur saka. 
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(7) For pusga tarn nikhami read pusgaramniyammi. For papnaga 
read paEuvaga. 

(8) For uta a[h,m]kalusu jata read utavala kala sujata. 
Insert vasu before Kumsenasa vacanena. 

384= 
This is a document of the cozbo Samasena concerning Capnuneya. 
(List of names.) 
An oath is to be sworn by these people. There stood as witnesses: 
{List of names.) 
Notes : R. (1) Read jamnasya, not jamnasa. 
R. col. A. (1) Read kakeya instead of Pakeya. 

385 
To the foot of the master, etc his dear father the great 

cozbo Somjaka, the scribe (divira) Namdasena sends his respects and 
greetings, much, immeasurable. I am pleased that you are well; 
I, too, am well here through your favour. This is what I have to 
say: All is in your divine knowledge. Whichever affairs you leave 
to me here, I receive them ( ? ). We are sending all the letter-carriers. 
Also by me there is to be received from the people there, from the 
monk Samgaratha one arnavaji, from Suyama (one) felt {namata), 
from caru Jimoya one namata, from the mararara Kuvineya one 
namata. By all means command must expressly be given to them, 
that they should send them here quickly. Also I inform you that 
rotarnna (madder) is due {kicamaga) to me here. The rotamna should 
be sent here in the hand of the letter-carriers {leha[raga]na). (It will be) 
possible to do you a favour in return. 

Notes: (3) uparyarn mrdhena remains obscure. Read pddichami 
for pratichami. 

(5) Insert avasa before tesa pidita. For ada read eda. 

386 
(To cozbo Sornjaka.) 
His majesty, etc [ ] informs us that the monks 

Mochapri and Samgaratha [ ] a man belonging to him, 
and worked him for a month. After that they let him go back. This 
dispute, etc 

Also the people of Cad'ota are to be prevented from doing injustice 
to the people of the mountains. 
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387 
His majesty, etc (3) You sent a letter of information 

in the hand of Opgeya. From that I the great king have become 
informed about everything. Also you inform us that the kuvana 
corn and the sukha wine [ ] should have received on 
loan. If they have received it, to such an extent {tatiyemi) the whole 
amount is to be requisitioned and collected [ ]. This 
revenue is to be brought here to the king s court. No obstruction is 
to be made. Also formerly from there, the camels from the herd 
and the horses of the klaserncis here [ ] the swjagas (?) 
are performing state duties. When this letter of command reaches 
you, forthwith quickly 1 milima 10 khi of rotarnna is [to be] taken 
from the klasemcis [ ]• Also in Samarena the revenue 
is to be quickly sent here complete to the king's court. Also when the 
torngas and their attendants {upastaga) here [ ]• 
Cirngasena has taken ten camels belonging to kala Purnabala there. 
If he has really brought them, these camels in equal numbers [ ]. 
Last year you withheld the camels. If again you withhold these 
camels, from your own farm [ ]• Now the Samurnta 
raya is not to be sent, only two felt garments are to be sent. Also 
a measure of thirty saEa are to be sent [ ] is to be 
sent here in the hand of the totnghas. 

Notes : (6) For sujata, sudaga should perhaps be read, which may 
be the same word as sude in 107. 

(7) Read samarenarnni. 
upastaga = Skt. upasthdyaka, Pali upatthdka. The usual form in 

this dialect is vathayaga. 
(10) Read samurnta raya na irnci. For saSa read sa3a. 

388 
] gives instructions to the cozbo Somjaka to the effect 

that now his [ ] in regular succession arivagas will 
have gone to Khotan [ ] is not to be made. 

390 
At the feet of the great cozbo Samasena, beloved of men and gods, 

honoured by men and gods, blessed with a good name, who has set 
forth in the Mahayana, who is of infinitely pleasing aspect, the tasuca 
[ ] makes obeisance, and sends the health of his divine body, 
much, immeasurable. And for that reason first I am pleased that 
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[ ] hearing that, you should be pleased. This is what I 
have to say : The tax there [ ] Pideya came [ ] 
called Suvamniya [ ] here again [ ] this matter 
[• 

392 
To his dear brother cozfto Somjaka dear to men and gods, the 

cozbo Kolyisa pays his respects and sends the health of his divine 
body, much, very much. And thus (he says): Now they have brought 
twenty royal camels from the king's court. [They are] very ill. We 
conducted the pracukamam nagara from this kingdom to the open 
lands (lathanami). They came here. (When) this letter reaches you, 
forthwith quickly you must send people. The pracukamam nagara 
are to be brought into the enclosed lands (kabhodharnmi). Pgena 
went to the mountain. Kuuna brought the camels there. 

Note : pracukamarn nagara remains obscure. 

393 
(To cozbo Somjaka.) 
His majesty, etc The vasu kori Rutraya informs us, 

that there a man belonging to the estate (kilme) of the ogu Viharavala 
owes twenty muli in Trasa avana. When this wedge, etc 

396 
His majesty, etc Cimaka and Sekla inform us that 

there the people in the state service disobey the cozho Somjaka, they 
( ? ), and do not act quickly at his bidding. When this wedge and 
seal reach you, forthwith there, the people in the state service are not 
to disobey the cozbo Sornjaka, or transgress his commands. 

397 
His majesty, etc The cozbo Samasena informs us that 

water in the potge [ ] you must inquire whether it is 
really so. Like the rest of the people the soldiers in the potge [ ] 
in such manner the people are to be written down by the cozbo 
Samasena. 

399 
Of their dear brother coz6o Samasena, of pleasant aspect, dear 

to men and gods, whose life is a hundred divine years worthy of him, 
famed with a good name, a divinity in person, the ogu Cimnaphara 
and the cozbo Cinyasa ask the health and well-being, again and again. 
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infinitely. For that reason we are pleased in the first place (namely) 
that we have heard you are well. We also are well; hearing that, 
you should be pleased. This is what we have to say : You have sent 
a man Lyimgeya here about the crows (?). In such a manner we have 
learnt about everything. Certainly you do not do right if you make 
a quarrel. As regards the blame of you which Kakeya, Lyipeya, and 
Posarsa have been expressing as a result of their hatred, we do not 
believe it. At the same time you do not do right if you seek a quarrel 
as a result of that. ( ? ) the untruths from which trouble results 
for you, in that case you have repeatedly besought us that we should 
prevent them from (doing) that. Here we have prevented them. We 
have made a letter of command from the royal office. A decision must 
be made from the written letter which is in the hand of S'imeya. 
If you do not agree, they are to be sent here to the king's court under 
custody. As regards the danger and alarm which (is reported) from 
the army, you must act in such a way that you do not come to any 
misfortime, as a result of which your ancestral name will be destroyed. 
You will become informed from the communication which L^^mgaya 
brings. 

To the great cozho Yitaka, of pleasing aspect, honoured by men. 
and gods, famed with a good name, the kala Kusanasena sends health, 
much, immeasurable. I am pleased that we have heard of good health 
of your body. I too am well; hearing that, you should be pleased. 
And thus I write, namely : Everything is in your mind. A camel is 
to be brought from you to me. You must not send a very old camel. 
For that reason this stovarnna has been sent there to demand the camel. 
When this stovarnna arrives there, having read the letter, forthwith 
the camel is to be sent in the hand of the stovarnna. An old camel is 
not to be given. Let it be such a camel as will cause the Khotanese 
to admire us. If you do not send a camel as a result of this letter, then 
I will be annoyed (pariklesami). Again I have sent as a present one 
arrow (kada). 

Of their dear friend cozbo Namtasena and Cataroyae, dear to men 
and gods, famed with a good name and of infinitely pleasing aspect, 
the monk Bamgusena and Pacgoyae, ask the health of their divine 
body, much, immeasurable. And now here I have heard the bad 
news that Anasena is dead. As a result of that news we have experienced 
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the shafts of great sorrow and grief in our hearts. That is something 
beyond even the powers of a Buddha, or a Pratyekabuddha, or an 
Arhant or a Universal Monarch. All come to the same end. Care must 
be exercised how we go, virtuous acts performed and purity 
maintained. 

Notes : 0. (1) Cinyasa — *Cinayasa. For the elision of the vowel 
see L.Kh.D., § 12. The two brothers' names are formed in the same 
way. Indian yasa — Iranian phara. 

(3) The passage yo gu sa mamtre ni asamta ahhatayutu, is still not 
properly cleared up. It is suggested in L.Kh.D., s.v., ahhatayutu, 
that tMs is miswritten by the scribe for abhuta yatu. 

(4) tade veya nitya vare < ma > mxirgetu is translated, on the 
assumption that the scribe has omitted the aksara ma before margetu 
by haplography. 

(5) kutu is = Skt. kutah, used here with a relative sense. 
R.B. (1) For pacguyae read Pacgoyae. 
(2) In hiditeya the di is added below. It is obviously intended 

as a correction. Therefore hi^iya or hideya, which would be the correct 
dialectical form, is what the writer intended. 

400 
His majesty, etc Amtasena informs us that Cakasa 

carried off Cramaena a man belonging to him to Khotan and bound 
his hands behind his back. Afterwards Cakasa came (back) from 
Khotan, (but) did not bring his man Cramaena here. So he speaks: 
" I have not brought him." When this wedge, etc 

401 
In the 10th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, 

son of heaven, in the 6th month, on the 10th day, at this date, there 
is a camel belonging to ari Kungeya with cozbo Larsu. Pleya, Casgeya, 
Yapgu, and Bhimasena took (it) on hire to the khani (mine, quarry ?) 
of the people of Yave avana. They did not bring the hire of this 
camel. They loaded it with make. A putgetsa (camel) is to be taken 
as the hire of this camel. It is to be taken to ari Kungeya. That 
hire is to be made ready for the ari Kungeya in the tenth month. 
This has been written in the presence of the gusura Kusanasena. 
There the witnesses are Kecana and Makasa. 

Notes : (1) For mahanuava read mahanuhava. 

403 
His majesty, etc Anamdasena informs us [that ] 

sister called Cinasyaniyae. That woman [ ] from 
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Khotan that woman came here with her brother Sagi[. . . .]. Here 
they were handed over to Jeyaka as refugees. [ ] took 
all the refugees. That refugee fled again from Jeyaka. In his place 
without just cause {arnnahetu) he has been working the woman 
Cinasyaniyae up till the present day. Such is not the law of the 
kingdom. (When) these people come here on state  business  [ . . . . . . . . ]  
should have'given. When this wedge, etc. . [ .] 
is to be handed over to Anarndasena and the fugitives [ .] 
are to be sent here to the king's court. [There will be] a decision here. 

412 
His majesty, etc Yapgu informs us that of him with 

Ogaca one sheep [ 

413 
His majesty, etc [ ] informs us that they 

[ ] the load is to be packed according to the law of 
[ ]. Of them Jimoya and Koneta [ ] 
the magistrates spoke. Koneta and Jimoya [ ]. Now 
the load is to be packed. Koneta and Jimoya [ 

414 
] is to be sent. If you still have to stay in Satre, so let 

there be nite (= ?) of  us .  Certainly you must  act  in such a  way that  
[ ]• The household-people have fallen ill [ • ] 
inquiry should be made. (He) should come here. Also you received 
a hand-written letter there [ .] such man as shall be 
serviceable, in his hand [ ]. Also from there you sent 
two sacks and two ropes for the kotareyas [ ] They 
brought one rope. They did not give it complete ] The 
name of the [man] is to be written here. 

Note: Since satre occurs only here, it is not possible to say 
whether it is a place name, or a noun of undetermined meaning. 

415 
Concerning the son of Tsina, a novice, and an adopted child, to 

be carefully preserved by Simema. 
In the 7th year of his majesty Citughi Mahiriya the son of heaven, 

in the 3rd month, 5th day, at this date. When the Khotanese plundered 
the kingdom of Cadota, at that time three young men of Khotan 
earned off the woman Tsinae. They came and gave her as a present 
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to the mother of cozho Somjaka in the house of the kitsayitsa Luthu. 
They gave that woman Tsinae along with her sons and daughters. 
( ? ) That woman Tsina gave her son, a novice, five distis high, as 
an adopted child to the man Kacana. As milk-payment a vito horse 
was given. This (transaction was made) in the presence of the cozho 
Somjaka. Other witnesses know about it (namely): the monk Parvati, 
the scribe Budharachida, the vasu Kolyisa, the son of a* good family 
Lpatga, the monk Vyarivala, Priyavada, and Casgeya. This was 
written at the request of that woman Tsinae. It was written by me 
the scribe Lyipat^a at the command of the magistrate. It has authority 
for a himdred years. 

Notes ; (3) For manare read probably manave — mdnavaka. 
(5) The passage khotaniye .... uthida remains hardly intelligible, 

and therefore has been left untranslated. 

416 
[Cannot be translated, as it cannot be read with enough certainty. 

It consists chiefly of a list of objects exchanged. For thavitaga (2) 
read thavastaga. For pari[kraya] (4) read pratikara. For mocKa ly. ma 
(6) read mocKakama.] 

417 
I the cod)o Kranaya have released the priest Budhapala from 

[ ]. In the farm one [ 
Note : ap[ni]gJiade in the text cannot be read with any certainty. 

418 
In the 36th year of his majesty Jitumgha Amgoka, son of heaven, 

in the 3rd month, 21st day, at this date, the priest Budhavama says 
that the priest Sariputra received as an adopted child from Denuga 
Amto his daughter called Sirsateyae. The priest Sariputra gave this 
daughter to the priest Budhavama as his wife in lawful marriage. 
The daughter of that woman Sirsateyae, Pumnavatiyae by name, 
was given as wife to the priest Jivalo Athama. This Athama died. 
Then this priest Budhavama, of that daughter Pumnavatiyae [ 

Notes : (1) Read samvatsare 20 10 4 2. For Amgonka, read Amgoka. 

419 
This document concerning a vineyard (bought) from Budhila 

and Budhaya is to be carefully preserved by [ ] and Samga^ri. 
This is the seal of the monks Samca, Sujata, and Dhamila. 
In the 28th year, 11th month, 13th day in the reign of the great 
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king Jitugha Amkvage, son of heaven, at this tmae Budhila and 
secondly Budhaya (two) of the sons of the sramamna Athamo arose. 
They sold a vineyard of four apcira, and another piece of letga kuthala 
land in the mm-(land). The whole amount is five (pieces of land). 
Anarnda bought it and paid the price, 1 golden stater and another 
2 muli, and a later amount of 12 muli. They agreed on equal terms. 
It was well bought and well sold. This was written in the presence 
of the bhiksu-saiigha at Cad'ota, at the request ofBudhila and Budhaya. 
Witnesses were : the monk Budharachi, elder of the sahgha, the monk 
Yipiya [ ] the monk, and dasavida Sarnca, the monk 
Dhamamitra [ ] the monk Dhama[kama], the servant 
of the reverend Ridhasena, Cigita, and the monks Tsagirsta and 
Sanaga. This was written at the command of the bhiksu-sangha 
by me the scribe Apgeya, and at the command of Budhila and Budhaya, 
Its authority is for a thousand years, as long as life. Whoever at a 
future time shall bring up arguments (in an attempt) to alter it, he 
shall have no authority in front of the bhiksu-sangha. The fine (for 
such an attempt) is five pieces of cloth, and the punishment [dharnta 
= danda) fifty strokes. Thus carefully (its) authority (is fixed). 
There is no end. 

The monk Budhavama and the monk Bhatra are witnesses. 

420 
In the 27th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, 

the son of heaven, in the 1st month, 14th day, in this reign the korara 
Kamjaka owes one vyala camel to the ari Saraspa. At the time the 
ari Saraspa was about to die he left an injunction with his sister 
Sariyae to ask the camel of Kamjaka. Now Kamjaka arose, and handed 
over to Sariyae and Srivamma one camel aged four years. For that 
reason ( ? ) Kamjaka took back one putgetsa and six arohaga mvli. 
There the witnesses are Arisa, a woman Seva^rryae; on a second 
occasion the witnesses are the kala Cugape, Samayamna, Larsu, and 
the vasu Kunita. The thread was cut. From now on Sariya and 
Suvamma [ 

Notes : (5) utvara in utvaravarsi remains obscure. 

421 
This document conceming a horse from the woman Suvisae is to 

be carefully preserved by [. . . .]. 
This is the seal of the cod)os Yitaka and Vukto. 
Note : Read vuktosa instead of Rarnsposa. 
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422 

In the 3rd year, 7th month, 8th day of the great king, the king 
of kings [ ], his majesty King Tajaka, the son of heaven 
—^it is in his reign. There is a man called Kuvaya, son of the tasuca 
Ogiya, and a second called Argiceya and his brothers Metroma, 
Cipit^a, and Mudhaiitsa; they are all domiciled in Ajiyama avana. 
They arose, and Argiceya and his brothers sold land to Kuvaya. The 
capacity for seed of the land is two milimas cuthiye, two milimMS. 
As price was taken from Kuvaya one agiUsa camel. They agreed on 
equal terms. There (the following) witnesses know of this. Of the 
Magistrates {mahatvana) the tasuca Calaya, the apsu Vugina, the vasu 
Arcaka, the sothaga Kustanaga, the scribes Tamaspa and Sidnaya, 
the ageta Tagu, the a^geta Sirzata, the ageta Pajrina ( ? ). The 
thread was cut. The uyoga was Pigita by name. This hand-written 
document was written by me the scribe Mogeya, son of the sothaga 
Motega. Its authority is as long as life. 

Notes: This is the only document dated in the reign of King 
Tajaka. Since it is removed from the other documents in date it is 
natural that it should show traces of certain Hnguistic peculiarities. 
Of these we may notice :— 

(1) raja king appears instead of the usual raya. On the treatment 
of -j- see Grammar, § 17. The usual treatment is y. 

(2) utJia for the usual wto " camel ". In this word th does not appear 
again, though in other words it appears regularly representing -tth-, 
e.g. vathayaga " attendantand JcutKachira. 

(3) In the native term agiUsa we have a variant for what usually 
appears as arnklatsa, a technical term denoting some kind of camel. 

(4) The genitive is almost invariably used instead of the nominative. 
For this reason sarvasu is probably to be regarded as = sarvesdm. 
The form is somewhat irregular, but an e- stroke may have been 
omitted by accident. 

In line (4) read avanarnmi instead of avanamnci which is a misprint. 

423 

] you do. When this wedge and seal reach you, forthwith 
this matter is to be carefully inquired into in your presence. A decision 
is to be made accoTding to law, the former law of the kingdom. If 
you are not clear there, at the time the roads are secure, they are to 
be sent here in custody. There will be a decision here at the king's 
court. 
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425 
This document conceming a transaction with the monk Jivamitra 

is to be carefully preserved by Cugapa. 
This is the seal of the monks Sirmitra and Jivamitra. 
In the 28th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, 

son of heaven, in the 4th month, 2nd day, in this reign, there is a 
mnnk Jivamitra by name. He made a transaction with the kala 
Cugapa [ ] released (from obligation). Of these two, 
the monk Jivamitra along with Cugapa, there shall be no more giving 
or taking one from the other, or taking possession. AVTioever at a 
future time wishes to make this otherwise and [stirs up] a dispute 
[ ] his representations shall be without authority, and 
the punishment will be pirngatsa [ ] the monks 
Sirmitra, Budharachi, Sronasena, and Sronaprema, [ ]priya, 
Samghabudhi, on account of the woman Camtroae, the former cozJo 
Sa [ ] a decision was made. A second time [ ] 
wrote a hand-written letter [ ] on account of the 
woman Camtroae. There is no giving or taking [ ] on account 
of the woman Carntroae. This food and drink one of another 
[ ] afterwards the children of Jivamitra have no 
claim against Cugapa. 

For pirngarnnka, read pirngatsa. 

430 
His majesty, etc Bimmasena informs us that he has 

received many offices there. From there you sent a letter of informa
tion concerning him. He is the yatma of the kvavana com. He is to 
be let go and released from that office. (Someone is to be made yatma) 
who has formerly been yatma of the kvavana corn. When this wedge 
and seal reach you, forthwith this Bimmasena is to be released and 
someone else is to be made yatma who is puke. 

Notes : For ta[tha]taya read tapadaya. 
puke remains obscure. \ 

431-2 
This docimaent is written concerning the wine in Yave avana. 
The suki wine of the people of Yave avana for three years is to be 

separately measured out. Of the people of the apsu Saca, and of all 
the people of Yave avana, the original suki wine is 19 khi (each). 
It has been collected for two years. In the third year a letter came 
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from the vasu suvesta Marega (to the effect that) this wine was all to 
be sold for clothing and bedding {astaramna vastaramnena). Of this 
wine Parsu brought the price, one horse five years old, and with 
that horse he received five khi of wine and two agisdha. Another 
second horse the ageta Spaga took from here to there, and the suvesta 
Marega received it. With the horse was one kojava and one agisdha. 
A third horse I send from the tomgha Saja. The suvesta Marega received 
it. (It is) four years old. Along with that horse one avale, two kojava, 
and also one agisdha were sent there. The total is forty-four, (also) 
one white kojava. These objects were all packed there in the capital 
by the tomgha Saja. In addition four kavaji made of felt and one raji. 
On another occasion the queen came here. She asked for one golden 
stater. There is no gold. Instead of it we gave carpet (tavastaga) 
thirteen hands kng- Seraka took it. Many people here know this 
matter as witnesses. (Also) one artavasa. 

Note: For roEi (saEi) read certainly rap, which occurs also in 
655 and 714. Cf. Liiders, Textilien, p. 21, n. 2. 

433 
His majesty, etc Bimasena complains that he and 

Vanamto received arnavaji ( ? ) from Kuule. Balasena and Cangeya 
are unwilling to pay the price. When this wedge, etc 

Note: u\la]maka remains quite obscure. 

434 
] The cozbo Sornjaka examined this dispute. Likewise 

there is a dispute between Kutreya and Budhasena's people. A long 
time ago Budhasena's daughter was adopted by Kutreya. After that 
they complained that Kutreya was owing on account of the milk-
(pajonent). In the first year a [ ] horse, in the second year a 
tirsa horse is to be handed over by Kutreya, and taken by Budhasena. 

Note'. pa^ma is corrected in the Index Verborum to 
The usual form in this dialect is 'prathama. 

435 
His majesty, etc Bhimasena informs us that they 

employed a camel belonging to him to carry a load of kuvana (-corn). 
It died on the way and did not bring its burden here. When this 
wedge and seal reach you, immediately careful inquiry is to be made. 
The traditional law of the land is that of whomsoever a man or beast 
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dies while in state emplojnuent, it has to be reckoned (=paid out) 
from the administration. So you must take this law of the land into 
consideration. 

Note : (3) For ima read ema. 

436 
This document, concerning a dispute with Samasena of Saca, is 

to be carefully preserved by Masdhige. 
This is the seal of the cozho Samasena. 
In the 19th year, 1st month, 25th day of his majesty the great 

king Mahiri, son of heaven, in this reign, at this time, there is a man, 
the Sadavita Masdhige. Samasena of Saca and Karcika complained 
concerning a man Rutraya. They said that as he was going on his 
way he was bound by Masdhige. Masdhige swore an oath concerning 
that and went away cleared. Again they said that he had been sold 
in Nina. Masdhige swore an oath a second time. Again a third time 
Rutraya complained and lamented before the kitsayitsa Sayamma 
in Saca. On his account they again complained of kidnapping. The 
cozbo Samasena decided this dispute. From now on Samasena and 
Karcika have no claim on Rutraya against Masdhige. They are not 
to take possession. There is to be no giving or taking. Witnesses 
there are the noble people, the torngha Vukto, Parncina the magistrate 
in charge of the boundary {simici mahatva). Rage, Cakvala, Rutraya, 
Sagapeya, the tasuca Cigha, Kacana, and the scribes Sunamta and 
Socara. This was written by me, the scribe Vugeya at the command 
of the cozbo Samasena. 

Note : U.O. (5). The phrase parasena muha rahitarnti is somewhat 
obscure. Rahitarnti is probably a mistake for *garahitarnti, as suggested 
by the editors in note 2. The word parasena is not a proper name 
(as it is considered in the Index Verborum), but apparently the 
instrumental of the word parasa which occurs frequently in the 
phrase parasa kritarnti meaning " carried off, plundered 

437 
This tablet (pati) concerning a girl Saganapaae (bought) from 

Su^i is to be carefully preserved by Masdhige. 
[This is the seal] of the cozbo Kapgeya and the kitsayitsa Luthu. 
In the 34th year of his majesty Jitugha Amgoka, son of heaven, 

in the 2nd month, 12th day, in this reign, there is a man of Cadota, 
Kornpala belonging to the kilme of the carnkura Kapgeya and his 
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son Sugi. These sold a girl five dMs tall to the monk Budhasena and 
Masdhige. The value of that girl was reckoned at forty-five muli, 
and they made the agreement. So this Kompala and Su^i received 
one viyala camel worth 42 muli. The remaining 3 muli was kept back. 
Concerning this sum, these people, Sugi and Masdhige, have now 
complained in our presence. The camhura Kapgeya and the kitsayitsa 
Luthu examined (the dispute) and made a decision. So the camhura 
has given freedom with reference to that girl to sell her outright 
[musdya (?)); so now that girl Saganapaae has become the 
property of this Masdhige. Even so as a remnant of the first price was 
kept back, so now that price is to be received with one addition {eka 
ayogena). The sum (is now) five. (Payment of) anything else is pre
vented, and the total amount {muli pimda) is to be paid by Masdhige— 
5 muli—and. received by Sugi. From now on with respect to that 
girl Masdhige shall have authority to do what he likes with her. He 
shall be master over her in all matters. Whoever at a future time, 
whether he be brother of carnkura Kapgeya, or brother's son, or 
grandson, or relative, or any other dependent {kilmeci), shall again 
bring the question up before the vasus and agetas concerning that 
girl, and shall desire to make it otherwise, his representations at the 
king's court shall be without authority, and he shall pay the penalty 
which ensues (namely, a fine of) one four-year-old gelding and fifty 
blows. All this penalty shall be paid, and this shall remain as is written 
above. This was written by me, the scribe Bhammeca at the command 
of the carnkura. 

438 
His majesty, etc Bhimasena informs us that he is 

not a hereditary arivaga. He does not know properly the Khotanese 
mata. You make him an arivaga. He is not to be made an arivaga. 

Note : The meaning of the word mata remains obscure. 

439 
His majesty, etc Bhimasena informs us, that he has 

received the queen's cows; that he is keeper of the sheep in Yave 
avana and also yatma of the kuvana corn; and that now you are 
handing over the king's cows to him. This is not lawful that one man 
should hold five or six ofiices. When this wedge and seal reach you, 
you must make careful inquiry whether he has really held so many 
offices. (If so) the king's cows are not any more to be handed over 
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to him. The king's cows are to be handed over to a man who has not 
held (any other) offices. 

Note : (4) For kuvi read probably bhuvi = bhui (573) " more " 
(Skt. bhuyas). 

448 
One kojava is to be bought by Kungeya with the royal corn. If 

you do not apply zeal in this matter, you will later receive dismissal 
(apanaya). The dasavida Ogaca and Kungeya: one kojava. Zeal is 
to be applied. 

Note: (2) For pacadara the correct form would be pdcadara. 
Misprint ? 

450 
Lyipana writes, he sends health to Kroae and Lugaya, much, 

immeasurable. And thus you must know what I write. In the spring 
there you must not take the opportunity of cultivating the land. 
It is now the fourth year that you cut off my tax. I have given 
permission for your house and land to be sold. You, along with your 
mother, wife, sons, and daughters must come here. The ploughing 
must be done here. (Of) my tax only rotarnna and curama is to be 
brought here. No other tax is due to me. 

462 
Obv. {List of names.) 
Rev. In the 5th month, 10th day, whoever does not come there, 

(there is) a fine of 10 hhi of his rations {pake arnna) and fifteen strokes. 

468 
His majesty, etc Whereas formerly from there the 

year's tax from the kilmecis in Yave avana was reckoned at a load 
of corn coming in all to 15 milima, (this time) they have not so brought 
it. The camel which was acquired by the kilmecis for hire, has been 
sold. It has come here for 100 milima of corn. The price of that 
camel is to be given by the kilmecis, it is to be taken from them. 
These kilmecis: are doing each other wrong. The powerful kilmecis 
do wrong to certain kilmecis [ .]. However much the 
load, little or big, is, in that manner, little or big [. . • 1 i®-
These people must not ask an excessive price {ajhi muli) [ 

Note: sataga is probably a scribal error for sa < yi > ta^a. 
Compare 52 na mahi parikrayena nadhami uta sayita. 
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470 
His majesty, etc Yapgu informs us that last year he 

took out a camel. You have made a reckoning this year. You have 
made a written document. This document has been brought here. 

Notes : (2) The reading asya is somewhat doubtful. In the edition 
vana is proposed as an alternative. The genitive asya (of the pronoun) 
does not occur in this language, and may therefore be ruled out. 
Probably tusya should be read. 

(3) Tcatvetha presumably means " you have made and so I have 
translated. If so it is an irregular and corrupt form. 

471 
] forthwith careful inquiry must be made in your presence 

there. The people whom they brought back, these people are to be 
settled there in the house of Kamguca. What the frontier guards took 
from these refugees, this is to be restored to those same Khotanese 
as their property. It is not right to take the property of refugees 
without a legal decision. It is not to be taken by the frontier-guards. 
Concerning this a document (silyoga) written in detail is to be sent 
to the king's court. These people in dispute are to be sent to the 
king's court under custody. 

473 
His majesty, etc Yap^ informs us that the monk 

Samga&a mortgaged a vineyard and ploughed field belonging to 
him. Careful inquiry must be made in your presence whether this 
has really been mortgaged. This ploughed field and vineyard, as his 
own property, is not to be abandoned by Yapgu. It is to be returned 
(to Yap^u) as his property by the man who mortgaged it. If it is 
otherwise, etc 

474 
His majesty, etc The suvetha Bhimasena makes a 

representation that the sister of Yap^ who is kilmeci in Yave avana 
was taken as wife by the sramamna Samgapala, kilmeci in Catisa devi 
avana. Neither mukesi nor lote have been taken. When this wedge 
and seal reach you, careful inquiry must be made. If she was taken 
in lawful wedlock, (the inheritance) is to be divided in equal portions 
between her sons and daughters. If, however, he has not made mukesi 
and lote, there will be a decision here. 
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475 
To the beloved of men and gods, etc And thus I inform 

you. These people of my household should certainly by all means 
be under your care. As regards the camel brought here by patsemne 
Bhagusena, certainly instructions about this are to be given to Cinama. 
This camel is to be properly looked after. 

476 
To the feet of their dear father Yapgu, etc And thus 

I write. We have all arrived here in health. The asa have not received 
their wages. (It is) 1 milima and 10 khi. (Also) the felt and cloth is 
to be sent. The sheep are to be sent. 

Note : asana is obscure and occurs nowhere else. We can take it 
either as one word or as asa na, na being the negative. The latter 
is perhaps the most probable since the things mentioned at the end 
of the text have presumably to be sent for this purpose. 

477 
In the 9th year, 11th month, 3rd day before the cozbo Lppe. 

This corn has to be collected by the elder Yapgu and given to the 
monk Mochasena. 

The dasavitas Jivadeya and Kalyanadhama, 2 milima 12 khi of 
com. 

The dasavitas Yonu and Uvasena, 2 milinm 2 khi of corn. 
The daiavitas Rutrapala and Rutrasena, 3 milima of com. 
The elder Yap^. 

478 
In the 10th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, 

son of heaven, in the 6th month, 10th day, in this reign, the army 
people came from the capital—the gusura Kusanasena, Caruveta, 
the sfetha Vidhura, the cvalayimna Pumnavarnta, the cozbo Namtipala, 
and Palugeya. Com for maintenance {arnna nisaga) was disbursed 
among these—for the gusura Kusanasena 4 milima and 10 khi of com 
for one month and three sheep ; for the cozbo Namtipala 4 milima 
10 khi of corn and three sheep for one month. 

479 
His majesty, etc Y"apgu informs us that Smthe received 

tarvardha from him. When this wedge and seal reach you, the witnesses, 
his friends, are to be immediately examined in your presence, whether 
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it is really so. If Sruthe has received tarvardha from them, by whom 
the house of Sruthe has been received, from him tarvardha is to be 
taken by them. If there is any dispute, etc 

Note: The word tarvardha which occurs only here is obscure. 
Nor is the reading perfectly certain. See the notes in the edition. 

480 
His majesty, etc Yap^ informs us that he in royal 

business [ ]. He makes a claim against him. This 
dispute is to be fully examined. When this wedge and seal reach you, 
forthwith this dispute is to be carefully examined in your presence. 
Just as formerly the dispute was investigated, so now a decision is 
to be made. If formerly the dispute has not been investigated, a 
decision is to be made according to law, etc 

481 
His majesty, etc Yapgu informs us that his sister 

Sugnumae is the mother of Dhamapri and Sumadata. Loti and mukesi 
have not been given. When this wedge and seal reach you, forthwith 
you must make careful investigation. Whatever are the vega kilme 
obhgations of Sugnumae, this tax is to be provided in Yave avana 
by the sons of Sugnumae. If there is any dispute, etc 

482 
His majesty, etc Saka complains that Moljana has 

received land in his estate {kilmeyarnmi). The sadavidas and karsenavas 
encroach on it and do not allow him to cultivate. They cut the trees 
off it and sell them. It is not right for people to cut down other people's 
property. When this wedge and seal reach you, forthwith you must 
make careful investigation with oath and witness, whether it is really 
so. The sadavidas and karsenavas are to be stopped from that (so that) 
they do not encroach on Saka. The former legal arrangement is that 
whoever cuts down trees with the roots is to be prevented (as regards) 
the trees (still) existing, and the penalty is (a fine of) a horse. If he 
cuts off the boughs {lada) of a tree, he is to be punished by the fine of 
a cow. A decision is to be made according to law, etc 

484 
His majesty, etc Yap^ informs us that he has one 

military camel. A letter-carrier came here by it. When this wedge 
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and seal reach you, forthwith careful investigation must be made 
in your presence whether he really has one military camel. This year 
[ ] is not to be harassed. If he has many military 
camels [ ]. If you are not clear there, there will be 
a decision at such time as they are at the king's court. There [ ] 
there is not the name of Yap^. 

489 
Eegulations for the community of monks [ ] to be 

carefully kept. 
This seal [ 
In the 10th year of his majesty the great king, Jitugha Mahagiri, 

son of heaven, in the 12th month, 10th day [ ] the 
community of monks in the capital laid down regulations for the 
community of monks in Cad'ota. It is heard that the novices do not 
pay attention to an elder, they disobey the old monks. Conceming 
this these regulations have been laid down by his majesty in front 
of the order of monks. The elders Silaprabha and Pumnasena (are 
to be) in charge of the monastery {viharavala). They have to administer 
all the activities of the community. (Disputes) are to be examined 
in accordance with the law. All the activities of the community of 
monks are to be administered by them [ ] so that the com
munity of monks shall be content in mind {atanarnna). Whichever 
monk does not partake in the activities of the community of monks 
shall pay a fine of one roll of silk. Whichever monk does not take 
part in the posatha ceremony, his penalty is (a fine of) one roll of silk. 
Whichever monk at the invitations to the posatha ceremony enters 
in householder's dress, shall pay a fine of one roll of silk. Whichever 
monk strikes another monk, (in the case of) a Ught (blow the fine is) 
five rolls of silk, (in the case of) a moderate (blow) ten rolls of silk, 
(in the case of) an excessive (blow) fifteen rolls of silk. Whichever 
householder to a monk [ 

491 
His majesty, etc Samgaratha complains that the 

Supis carried off a slave of his called Budha^ra. From there he fled 
and came back. Of that same Samgaratha [ ]. From 
now on no one else has authority over this slave. He belongs to 
Samgaratha. 
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492 
His majesty, etc The monk Mochasena informs us 

that Samajha pledged a woman of theirs, Camavati, with Yonge. 
Samajha died [ ] they produce a written document. It 
is not lawful to sell the property of a master without asking his 
permission. (The question) must be examined with oath and witness 
according to the king's law. If you are not clear there, only the 
testimony and oath are to be written in a letter and the document 
is to be sent here in the hand (of a suitable person). 

Such is not the law (that) a document is to be written without 
the master (?). 

Note : The last line is difficult, yena does not seem to make sense. 
An alternative reading proposed is vina, which has been taken for 
translation. On the other hand vina " without" does not appear 
elsewhere in the documents. 

494 
His majesty, etc They have now brought here a letter 

of information from you there (saying) that Pagina is now trying 
to recover a debt of gold from Mochapriya (lent) before the plundering 
of the kingdom. The established law here is that what has been 
given or received before the plundering of the kingdom by the 
Khotanese, cannot be the object of a legal dispute. When this wedge 
and seal reach you, forthwith careful investigation must be made 
in your presence. The debt (incurred) before the plundering of the 
kingdom which Pagina is trying to recover from Mochapriya, concerning 
this, Pagina has no right to receive anything from Mochapriya, he must 
not take possession. Whatever other dispute there is, there will be 
a decision in our presence at the king's court. 

In the 8th year, 6th month, 16th day, in Deviae Peta avana, at 
the command of the ogus [ ]. 

495 
In the 8th year of his majesty the great king Pepiya 

son of heaven, in the 2nd month, 24th day, in this reign, there is a 
TTian resident (kilmeci) in Yave avana called Apcula. He arose and 
sold land. Kalyigeya bought it. In that land [the capacity for seed] 
is 1 milima 10 khi. The price was given, one horse three years old 
(worth) 30 muli, and was received. They agreed on equal terms in 
front of the magistrates, the tasuca Cateya, and the kitsaitsa Piteya. 
There witnesses know this—the hitsaitsa Ainto [ ] 
Kararntsa, the kala [ 
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496 
In the 4th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, 

son of heaven, in the 12th month, 30th day, in this reign : As Lppeya 
has received in Cad'ota, in Catisa devi avana ( ? ) kurora land (with 
a capacity of seed) of 4 milima adjoining (anusamti) land in Vamtu 
avana, so the vasu and ogu [ ] made an agreement. 
When L;^peya shall plough that land, at that time 2 khi of ghee is 
to be sent here as rent {vaka). It is not to be stopped by the vasm 
and agetas in Cad'ota. 

Note : bumni komtserichambami remains obscure. 
(4) For dalimi read milimi as corrected in the Index Verborum. 

Likewise vamtu for amtu (5). 

498 
At the feet of the cozbo Kranaya, etc Balasura pays 

his respects, etc And thus I inform you. Actually my 
arable land there has not been given to anybody to plough. Therefore 
I have now received rent {vaka) from Lyipeya here. So the arable 
land (is at the disposal) of Lyipeya to plough. It is to be ploughed 
by him. Of any other man that land [ 

499 
At the feet of his dear brother Kalyanakarimitra, etc 

Sevasena, etc and thus (I write). As regards the letter 
and present which I sent from here in the hand of Purnasena, son of 
Ramaka, it is not to be known whether he has brought it there or 
has not brought it. If, however, he has brought it, you must certainly 
get acquainted with the facts from it. And to such effect you must 
let me know [ 

500 
In the 17th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mahiri, 

son of heaven, in this reign, at that time, there is a man of Nina called 
Narasaka. He arose, and received 2,800 mdsa from the monk Mocha
priya. They fixed the time. In the ninth month [ 

501 
[This is a literary piece. But it is too imperfectly legible, and 

apparently too corrupt in the first place to make much of.] 
H 
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502 
His majesty, etc The monk MocHapriya informs us 

that water was borrowed by Apniya. He gave to others from this 
water. When this wedge and seal reach you, careful investigation 
must be made (to find out) if this water was borrowed by Apniya 
and (water) from this water was given to others. (If) on the other 
hand an outlet {apanaya) was not provided, there is no claim against 
Apniya. If it is otherwise [ 

503 
] possession is [not] to be taken from Govadara. (If) 

there are suitable or reliable witnesses concerning the land, a decision 
according to law is to be made with witness and oath, etc 

504 
His majesty, etc For those people formerly a sealed 

wedge-tablet was made. The monks Pakusena, Mochasena, and 
Srananaprema were excused from the investigation (that took place 
in) the city. That sealed wedge-tablet was the authority. Even so 
these people are now to be excused. 

505 
In the ninth year, 4th month, 10th day, in this reign, the tsegecis 

are in the capital. -The tseges are the ekhara Mogiya and Tsugesla. 
He hired a camel for the sum of thirteen. Tsugenamma received pro
visions (consisting of) 2 milima 15 khi of meal, and 5 khi of maka, 
and one vest {kavasi). The total of provisions (is) three, of clothes 
{chataga) one ; also one knife {katari)—this Tsugenamma received. 
Now Tsugenarnma has no claim to possession against the ekhara 
Mo^ya. Tsugesla received one karoma. A second karoma Tsugenamma 
received in the capital. 

506 
In the 31st year of his majesty the great king Jituga Amgoka, 

son of heaven, in the first month, 10th day, in this reign, the ogu 
Varuna^ama, the suvetha Spalyaya, the jenavida carnkura Kuvineya, 
the tasuca Ponigana, and the cozbo Jivasama examined this dispute. 
The monk Tatiga took the monk Bhatra from the monk Samca. 
Along with him he came here to the capital. On account of the monk 
Bhatra Tatiga provided a slave called Srasdha to work for Sarnca. 

4 9 7 7 4 2  
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And thus they made the agreement. That slave Srasdha was not to 
be left in the house. He was to be worked by Samca until the return 
of Tatiga and Bhatra. Even now these monks have not returned 
from the capital. Srasdha took another slave called Sanamma 
belonging to Tatiga and handed him over to Sarnca to work for him. 
This Srasdha along with a slave of Samca fled to Khema. The monk 
Samca made a statement (to this effect): The people of Tatiga's 
house gave food and clothing to that Srasdha. He stole my slave and 
fled away. The monk Sujata (also) made a statement. The community 
of monks in Cadota examined the dispute and decided it. Tatiga 
had to swear an oath. Tatiga swore along with five people of his 
household. This Srasdha was to be looked for by Samca. They brought 
(him) to hand (him) over to Tatiga. Concerning (this) the monks 
Samca [and 

Notes: (2) jenavida appears to be a kind of title rather than a 
proper name. 

(5, 6) For acKati read aja vi. 
(9) Note the construction Tatiga savanm " Tatiga (was) to swear " 

and compare 498 taha bhumachetra edasa Lyipeyasa krisarnnae. 

507 
The cozbo Somjaka and the detective Opgeya made a decision. 

Witnesses there were the noble (people), the cozbo Yitaka, Namarazma, 
Lyimsu, the vasu Kakeya, the arivaga Rutraya, the frontier-guard 
tasuca Cimgha and Sekra. It was written by me the scribe Vugaca, 
son of the sotharngha Luthu, at the command of the authorities, and 
at the request of Pgisa and Su^ta. It has authority in all places. 

509 
His majesty, etc Casge informs us that he is the royal 

sruva tornga. He put these mares under the care of Suvaya to look 
after. He gave him keep and wages. From them Suvaya gave one 
mare for hunting stags. As a result of that the mare died. When this 
sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith careful investigation must 
be made in your presence (as to whether) it is really so. It is not 
right that he gives away people's property for other people to ride on. 
This dispute, etc 

Notes : Read gavasa as one word. Gavasa, i.e. gavasna is an Iranian * 
word meaning "deer": Av. gavasna-, Sogd. y'^zn, Khotanese, 
gguysna-. 

The term sruva tornga recurs in No. 524 as surva tornga. It refers 
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in both cases to a man in charge of horses. Tornga is the same word 
as occurs frequently by itself as a title. The exact significance of the 
term sruva (surva) remains obscure. 

511 
Whoever performs the bathing of the Ganottama becomes pure 

in the eyes, bright, pure in the limbs, tender and of good complexion. 
Whoever performs the bathing of the Ganottama does not have 

boils and pimples, elephantiasis, ( ? ), or the itch. Pure, he acquires 
a sweet-smelling body. 

Whoever performs the bathing of the Ganottama becomes big-eyed 
and bright, golden-limbed and of pleasing aspect, and sets off ( ? ). 

A gift in this matter is the best, the most excellent of gifts. In 
the works connected with baths it is an example of action. Let there 
be honour to the Jinas, the Tathagatas who take delight in the good 
of beings, and vision of supreme truth. 

Let there also be honour to those who exist in themselves, the 
pratyekabuddhas who have sought solitude, who take delight alone 
in the mountain caves, devoted to their own aims, delighted in 
continence and virtue. 

Also let the disciples, those dear to the Jina who have passed by 
in this interval of time, be honoured, of whom he from the Kod'inya 
family was first and Subhadra the last. 

Let those (who make) gifts on this point enjoy (the reward even) 
when the chief king of Ganas, the Elders, the middle, and younger 
monks have not arrived, and when they have arrived, let them be 
perpetually enlightened. 

May the monks who are assembled in this gathering, who bathe 
in the jarndaha-hdXhs, and honour and love their teachers, be pure in 
their current duties, with minds free from hatred (or fault). 

In this (matter of) baths let both he who provides material for 
removing dirt, he who provides oil for rubbing, and he who provides 
a dry bath, be free from fault and impurity. 

I am devoted to the Vihara, to the law of the Tathagata and his 
excellent virtue ; as a result of removing dirt, let their minds be calm, 
and let them undertake the lawful protection of men. 

All creatures that exist from the bottom of Hell up to the summit 
of being, on entering the doctrine of the Tathagatas, make an end of 
birth and death. 

Let there always be good begging and plenty; let Indra the 
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lord of sacrifice rain increase ; let the crops come up and the king 
(go forth) to victory. May he long abide in the law of the Blessed One. 

Note : The second portion has been left untranslated owing to its 
fragmentary nature. 

For suchati read suchavi. For ganuktam asya read ganuktamasya 
as one word. This is = garwttamasya. Compare gana raya utama 
below, and for the false restoration uktama in 1. 2. Read karmasu 
krya for karma sukrya. 

514 
Thousands of jars of ghee and hundreds of jars of oil are not 

worth a sixteenth of one piece of meat in my opinion. 
(If) he is liked by women, nothing pleasant results from that. 

Women are like the edge of razor. Who would speak praise of them. 
( ? ) 

{Rev.) This earth is no burden to me, nor Sumeru and the 
mountains. An ungrateful man is a burden to me, one who has no 
gratitude. 

I have a desire for knowledge of grammar, music, the happenings 
on earth and in the air, astronomy, the writing of poetry, dancing (?), 
and painting, to which the world is attached. 

Note : Tdlave is perhaps to be equated with Skt. tdndava " dancing . 
The -I- woidd be due to confusion with tdla meaning the beat or time 
of music and dancing. 

515 
To his dear brothers the cozbos Kranaya and Lyipeya, honoured 

by men and gods and of pleasing aspect, the cozbo Kranaya sends 
the health of their divine bodies, again and again, much, very much. 
And thus (I report) namely : Even now they say that there is reason 
to fear and be alarmed of the Supi. Other frontier-guards are quickly 
to be sent here. 

516 
His majesty, etc. Sunarnda complains that at the time 

there was trouble with the Khotanese there in Cad'ota, at that time 
. Catisae the mother of Sunamda received a camel on hire from Kamjaka, 
From here the monk Patraya took it to deliver it to Kamjaka. He 
did not deliver it. This camel Sunamda handed over to Kamjaka. 
Up till the present day [ 
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517 
The cvalayimna Pumnavarnta and the cozbo Lyipeya write, they 

give instructions to the tasuca Casgeya. What you must know is 
that the people are not here which you (?) [ 

(List.) 
If you bring these people here falling short of that mmiber, you 

will receive the penalty that (is to be given) to those people. These 
people are to be all brought together. 

The vamnamte Balasena has been taken by Opge. 

518 
His majesty, etc The ogu CinapBara reports that they 

are making Opimta, a native of Nina, a frontier-guard in place of 
others. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith careful 
inquiry is to be made in your presence. This Opimta is not to be 
made a frontier-guard. Whoever disputes this, there will be a decision 
at the king's court. 

519 
To his dear brothers, etc Cinasena, etc and 

thus I write. I have sent a letter five or six times concerning sheep, 
but have not heard anything from there. It is now the third year 
since I came there and handed over to you, Casgeya, and Pgu eight 
sheep with lamb and six males to dispatch here. After that the vulut
sukla brought ten items of small livestock here. They were all goats. 
That left four over. The other wretched animals you kept back there. 
These animals along with those belonging to the kilme are to be brought 
here to Calmadana attended by Sucama. I am writing expressly. 
I will be able to do something for you. Goats are not to be sent again. 
Also your father Suguta promised, in your presence, a camel and a 
horse. Let it not be forgotten. Also there are many people there [ 

Note : For vahuve read bahuve. The term vulutsukla is completely 
obscure. It could also be taken as an epithet of pasu. 

520 
His majesty, etc Sugiya complains that he is a tax-

gatherer (sotharnga), also a scribe (divira) in the royal administration, 
and that again he is performing the duty of frontier-guard (spasevarnna) 
along with Salve. Salve does not hold any other of&ces. When this 
sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith you must make careful 
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inquiry in person whether he really holds two ofiHiCes and on top of 
that is performing the duty of frontier-guard (sfasavamna). A decision 
is to be made in accordance with the law of the land. 

523 
(Rev.) 1. Just as a man travelling on a journey rests here and 

there when overcome with fatigue, so a man's possessions from time 
to time, having rested, come back again. 

2. First a man prospers, then he languishes; first he is praised, 
then blamed; first he grieves, then rejoices; first he gives, and 
afterwards he begs. 

3. When a man neither gives away (his wealth) through stinginess, 
nor enjoys it properly, the pleasures that are thus lost torment his 
mind, just like heaps of corn belonging to an avaricious man stored 
away in a granary, when they are (accidentally) burnt in time of 
scarcity. 

4. Alas the life of the poor ; and again alas the life of those rich 
people who have not the sense to enjoy or distribute (their riches). 

Note : On this text see J.As., xii (1918), pp. 319-327. The third 
verse presents difiiculties of reading and interpretation; the others 
are straightforward. 

A parallel to the second verse is to be found in Mahabhdrata, v, 
36, 44 (Poona Edition):— 

punar naro mriyate jdyate ca, 
punar naro Kiyate vardhate punah, 
punar naro ydcati ydcyate ca, 
punar narah socati socyate punah. 

524 
His majesty, etc The sotharnga Sucamma and Sunamta 

have lodged a complaint. The sotharnga Sucamma reports that; 
" I have heard from Sriste who said : ' It is a fact that my masters 
were the royal surva torngas. They however reaped a regular harvest 
out of the royal mares. They sold them here and there. The father 
of Sunamta arose and fed royal fodder to them. The fodder was 
( ? ). Through that cause the mares died' so he says. The kala 
Karamtsa arose and made an award of three mares against Suguta. 
" There is a hand-letter," he says. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, forthwith thereupon inquiry is to be made. If there is 
a hand-letter, in such manner a decision is to be made. As regards 
what Sriste said about the mares dying and the royal surva torngas 
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selling them here and there, if there are witnesses on this point, they 
are to be questioned on oath. A decision is to be made according 
to law. If there are no other witnesses, then a letter of information 
is to be sent here, and there will be a decision here. 

Note : The word dajavita remains completely obscure. 

525 
You Sotaya must come here quickly. Koleta's hand-letter is to 

be sought by the asgara Lyimsu, and the ari Aptatgi by the tasuca 
Casgeya, and brought here. By the apsu Opgeya Vurdhiya, Ucadhina 
and Peco are to be brought here. 

The monk Piteca, the trepe Jivamitra, the pulaya Sunamta, and 
the ari Salveta—these people are to be brought here by you Casgeya 
when the cock crows. 

Note: For ff.[^]ma[na], read possibly [hu]famalna] and cf note 
on No. 86. 

526 
His majesty, etc. Suguta reports that Tcalu Kuvaya 

received corn from him in the capital for a putgetsa camel. This camel 
t ] you send. Suguta came here. Dhapaya did not 
come. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

527 
In the 16th year, 12th month, 20th day, at that time Suguta 

and Svaka brought an action concerning 12 hands (length) of 
carpet and 6 milima of corn. With reference to that, an oath was 
to be sworn by Svaka. Suguta arose and in front of the cozho Tamjaka 
stopped him from (making) the oath. For that reason Svaka 
relinquished the 12 hands (length) of carpet, and 6 milima of 
com are to be paid over by Suguta and received by Svaka. At present 
3 mUimu of corn are to be given, and (the other) 3 miMma 
of com in the autumn. Concerning these 12 hands (length) of 
carpet, there is no payment to be made by either Suguta or Svaka. 

528 
His majesty, etc Sunarnda reports that his grand

mother (?) Ramomtiae by name adopted a woman called Ramasri. 
The people of Salve s household are taking all the sons, daughters, 
slaves, and dependents of Ramasriae, and employing them. The 
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arrangement made by the mother was that equal division was to be 
made of the children and dependants of Ramasriae. Now (however) 
these (others) receive nothing. This dispute, etc 

Note : This same dispute forms the subject also of Nos. 538 and 542. 
The word mahuli is here tentatively rendered " grandmother ", 

because Ramotiae is referred to as mother of Sugnuta (538, 542), 
while the latter appears as father of Sunamda (524). An altemative 
suggestion {L.Kh.D., index, s.v.), was that it = Skt. mdtuli, but this 
would need the existence of two Sunamtas. 

530 
His majesty, etc Suguta reports that Kuvaya received 

corn from him here in the capital (to the extent of) three milima.' 
They agreed on a putgetsa camel as the price. From that time many 
years have elapsed and he has not given (the camel). When this 
sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith careful inquiry is to be 
made in your presence. If it is really so, a camel is to be given after 
making allowance for the years that have passed, or else the com 
is to be given (back) along with interest. A decision, etc 

Note: In cirntidadavo, dadavo is to be taken as a separate word. 
The phrase varsagana (or grand) cirnti is not quite clear, but the 
general sense would be as translated above. 

532 
His majesty, etc The vasu suvetha Bhimasena reports 

that a man called Vusmeka who is a member of the kilme (district) 
of Yave avana, has moved out to Yave avana by mother right (because 
his mother was native there). On his father's side (?) he is of Cadota. 
He fled from Cad'ota and they have him working there (i.e. in Yave 
avana). (Only) people who belong to Yave avana on their father's 
side are to be employed in Yave avana. Because they have been 
employing this man there, for that reason they pay sikhi corn as hire. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith careful inquiry 
must be made. Wherever this man Vusmeka has been employed, 
he is to be handed over to Casgeya along with the hire, along with 
the monks. Whoever dispute this, are to be sent here. 

Note : For pidhiydva see L.Kh.D., index, s.v. The form is obscure 
but the context would seem to demand the sense taken in the transla- ; 
tion above. 

534 
Things deposited by me : 3 gumoca, 1 puchama, 4 pasatnvanUa 

made of cloth, 1 kayavatra, 1 [. . . . va^ca, a bow and arrows. 
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4 vase, 2 krataga, pothi, on one occasion 8, 1 rug {kojava), 1 carpet, 
1 felt-garment, 5 ropes, 4 kaSpiya. 

Note: Most of the objects mentioned in this list are unknown. 
For pasamnammo read pasamvamta and compare pamzavamta in 316, 
which is obviously the same word. Pothi occurs again in 17 in the 
phrase cama pothi. It may be the same word as Hindi, etc., 'pothi 
< Pr. potthid. Pa. potthakam, Iw. < Phi. postak, but we should expect 
-st- to be preserved in this dialect, giving a form *posti. 

536 
From Samghuti one milima of corn, etc., etc. 
{Rev.) Kamcgeya, Kungeya, and asgara ni Mogecika, these eleven 

people sowed the kuthala belonging to Yirumdhina {avana) in this land. 
Note : The term asgara also occurs as a kind of surname without 

the afl&x ni. Possibly it is a place-name of some kind, in which case 
asgara ni mogecika, would mean Mogecika of Asgara. 

537 
] reaches you, the sworn testimony of the witnesses is to 

be written in the letter, and a letter of information sent here. These 
people in dispute are to be sent here in custody. There will be a decision 
here in our presence. 

538 
His majesty, etc Suguta reports that a woman 

Ramasriae was adopted by his mother Ramotiyae. The people of 
Salve's household are taking all the sons, daughters, slaves, and 
dependants of Ramasriae, and employing them. The arrangement 
of the mother was that they were to receive equal shares of the sons, 
daughters, slaves, and dependants of Rama&iyae. Now (however) 
these (others) receive nothing. This dispute, etc 

Notes: Cf. Nos. 528 and 542. The last line of this document is 
unintelligible to me. 

539 
Ipgeya and Ap[e]na received 8 khi of wine, 

3 milima of corn, and 1 sheep. [ ] in autumn 4 khi 
of wine was received, and a second 4 khi was interest on the wine. 
The interest on the corn is [ ] 2 khi and 3 milima of 
com. [ ] The whole amount of the price is 19. 
In autumn, in the tenth month [ 
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540 
His majesty, etc Sunamta reports that without (good) 

cause Kacana arose and beat Sunamta, seized him by the testicles, 
and shaved off his hair In the meanwhile Kacana has fled from the 
king's court, from the dispute, and has gone there. When this sealed 
wedge-tablet reaches you, etc 

541 
To the feet of the great coz6o Tamjaka, etc the sotharngha 

Lyipeya sends his respects, etc and thus with (bowed) 
head I report. I have sent a scout from here to keep watch against 
the Supis. Whatever news there is there, I must be informed of it. 

Note : The texts on each side of this tablet are identical. 

542 
His majesty, etc Sugnuta reports that their mother 

was called Ramatiae. She adopted a girl called Ramasriae. Salu'^ya 
alone took all the sons and daughters of that woman. He gave nothing 
to them. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc are to be 
sent here. Also he reports that concerning the woman Kaciyae, 
conceming the giving of the hasga, they are making a claim against 
them, and have taken this woman into their hands. He comes here 
for the second time, (up till) to-day these (others) do not come here. 
There with oath and testimony, etc 

Notes: Cf. Nos. 528 and 538. The meaning of the term hasga 
remains obscure. 

545 
His majesty, etc Sugiya reports that the cozbo Kamci 

took a horse of his. In that matter Yitaka was (involved). No price 
was given in return for this. When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches 
you, forthwith careful inquiry must be made in your presence. If it 
is true that the cozbo Kamci has taken his horse and given no price 
in return [ ] the horse is to be handed over to Su^ya as 
his property by Yitaka. Whatever dispute there is, a decision is to 
be made according to the law. If you are not clear there, they are to 
be sent to the king's court under custody and there will be a decision 
here. 

Also he reports that Vusmeya took his bow, and has kept it from 
him up till the present day. Careful inquiry is to be made there in 
your presence. (If) it is true that he has taken the bow, that bow, 
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along with the hire of it is to be received by Sugiya as his property. 
Whatever dispute there is, a decision is to be made according to the law. 

Note : For tanutri (C.R. 3) read tanuvi. 

546 
To his dear friend of pleasant aspect, Casgeya, the monk Dhama-

priya sends health, again and again, much, immeasurable, and thus 
(I write), namely : Two camels of mine, one a vyalyi are to be taken 
from the people of Vugeya's household. I received here in Calmadana 
a female camel from the son of Vugeya. You were surety for it. I left 
the female camel in your hand. Now I have sent there from here a 
man Yilaga concerning this female camel. Certainly you must demand 
the camel from Pleya there. It is to be handed over to the man Yilaga 
in presence of the magistrates. That camel is to be taken there by 
the yatma Kolgeya. No obstacles are to be made. No slackness should 
be allowed. As regards Pleya's dispute, (when) he comes here, we 
wiU complain in front of the ogu vasu Bhimmasena, and there will 
be a decision. Also I have given this camel in exchange to Kolgeya. 
A hand-letter (contaming) the decision has been written. I have 
taken one three years old male camel from Kolgeya, and handed 
it over to the ogu Bhimmasena. By no means let it be withheld from 
Kolgeya there. 

Note : On patruvaga see L.Kh.D., index, s.v., pad'uvaga. 

547 
{List.) 
The hori Rutraya writes, he gives instructions to the monk Sotaya 

(who) must become acquainted with what I write, namely : Concerning 
the bundles in Calmadana, I will come there on the fourth day. I have 
sent [ ? ] along with Asena. I do not know whether you have brought 
the corn or not. It is heard that that corn is to be collected in one place. 
The people have taken the corn each to his own house. ( ? ) Asena 
will collect (it) here in the town. There it is to be collected by you 
Sotaya and Suguta. 

Notes: A proper name, the object of the verb would seem to 
have been omitted before visajidemi. 

In line (3) vya yi si ye remains totally obscure. 

548 
] a decision is to be made. If you are not clear there, 

they are to be sent here under custody at a time when there is peace 
and safety on the road. 
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549 
This deed is (dated) in the 4th month, 7th day. Mogata and 

Manigeya in the village of the great king Tomgraka [ '.], 
these brothers arose and sold to the monk Samghabudhi land with ^ 
a capacity for seed of 1 milima 10 khi. Manigeya and Mogata 
received as price 1 Khotanese alena rug and 5 milima of corn. 
The price was reckoned at 15. They made an agreement on equal 
terms. Whoever at a future time disputes this, his bringing up again 
of the matter shall be without authority at the king's court. Conceming 
this land Samghabudhi has ownership to sow, to plough, and to give 
away to others. Witnesses to this are the kitsaitsa [ ] and the 
apsus [ ] and Karamtsa. 

550 
His majesty, etc The cod)o Bhimasena reports that he 

has a slave called Opuge who is employed in the village of Kamcaga 
this is the tenth year. Concerning him he has sent instractions two or 
three times but he does not come. 

Note : For ga\na\ read probably [vara]. The letters are smudged. 

551 
. ] the girl was taken out as his property. This girl P^sa 

gave in exchange to Bhasdha. Bhasdha sold this girl to Sugnuta. 
Pgisa and Bhasdha made an agreement. Bhasdha says " I did not 
sell this girl[ ] This dispute, etc. 

Note : For tanutri read tanuvi. 

552 
At the feet of the sotharngha Lyipeya, etc Tgaca rubs 

his head, etc and thus (writes) namely: You the master 
have handed over to me people (to be sent) to the city (?). The women 
do not wish to go to the city with the tasum Tsmaya. The tasuca 
Tsmaya does not take them by force. However, the women do not 
want to go. 

Notes: Read striyamca as one word. For plurals in amca see 
L.Kh.D., § 62. • ' ; 

The alternative reading nagararnmi (note 2) has been taken tenta
tively as the basis of the translation. But reading and interpretation 
are not at all certain. 
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553 
His majesty, etc Sugiya reports that he has adopted 

a boy called Patraya from the priest Budhamitra. All the milV-
payment has been given. Now (however) you are handing over this 
adopted child to Budhamitra as his own. When this sealed wedge-
tablet, etc 

554 
The cozhos Kranaya and Lyipeya write, they give instructions to 

the apsu Opgeya, the tasiun Casgeya, and the monk Bharsavadhi. 
From there, from Pumni, all the officials, householders, monks, 
brahmans, and vurcugas, these people are to be quickly brought 
here by you to-day. If you do not bring these people here to-day, 
fifty strokes (is the penalty). 

555 
] with Kopernna there is a woman called Koparsaniae. 

If the mukesi of these women has not been given, if they have not 
agreed with these women of their own free will, in that manner a 
decision is to be made according to law. If, however, they have been 
taken in lawful wedlock, in that manner the question is to be judged 
according to law. If you are not clear there, at a time the road is 
safe they are to be sent here under escort. The sworn testimony of 
the witnesses is to be written in a letter and a letter of information 
to be sent here. There will be a decision here in our presence. 

556 
] forthwith careful inquiry is to be made. Since according 

to the agreement there is food and drink for the tsegeci, L;^msu must 
make a decision quickly. If there is any dispute on their part they 
are quickly to be sent to the king's court and there will be a decision 
here in our presence. 

561 
His majesty, etc Sunamda reports that concerning 

a theft, a dispute was judged by the kitsayitsa Luthu and the cozbo 
Kanici. An arnklatsa (camel), a putgetsa (camel), and an odara (camel) 
were to be taken from the slave of Jimoya. A written document 
was made. The putgetsa and odara (camels) were kept back there. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith careful inquiry 
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is to be made there. Just as the dispute was judged by the kitsayitsa 
Luthu and the cozho Kamci, in that manner a decision is to be made 
according to law. If there is any other dispute, they are to be sent 
to the king's court. 

562 
His majesty, etc Kuunge an Ogana are klasemcis 

for four armies and you, further, make them keepers of the royal 
camels. They are doing a job in the state service which added to 
their army (work) makes five. (In acting) thus, you do not do right, 
you do differently from the command of me the great king. When 
this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith, whatever suitable 
people there are, the camels are to be handed over to them from 
Kuunge. Kuunge and Ogana have to perform their original duties 
of klasernna [ ] in addition to that no state duties are 
to be performed. 

Note : ajhi (azi) also (U.O. 2) written asi = Skt. adhi, is here used 
as a post-position " in addition to 

565 
The first naksatra is called the Mouse. On its day he should do all 

things, and it will be successful. 
In the naksatra Cow the head is to be washed (?), and having eaten 

and drunk, one should enjoy oneself with music. 
In the naksatra Tiger battle is to be undertaken. 
In the naksatra Hare one should run away and he who disappears 

is difficult to find. 
In the naksatra Dragon endurance (?), everything is to be endured. 
In the naksatra Serpent he is to be kept from all business. 
In the naksatra Horse journeys are to be undertaken in an eastern 

and western direction. 
In the wafoaira,Sheep, the head is to be washed (?). 
In the naksatra Cock clothes and bedding are to be cut and sewn. 
(In the naksatra) Monkey everything is easy. 
In the naksatra Dog going and coming quickly (is suitable). 
In the naksatra Pig ploughing, sowing, and the tilling of vineyards 

(are suitable). There will be success and increase. 
Note ; The present document is translated and discussed in detail 

by Liiders in his essay " Zur Geschichte des Ostasiatischen Tier 
kreises ", to which the student is referred. The present translation 
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is substantially the same as his except for A. 4, where he has mis
understood palayidavya (= paldyitavya, not pdlayitavya). On triMa 
see L.Kh.D., index, s.v. The meaning and etymology of lohidavya 
are obscure. Liiders' suggestion that it = Pk. luhai (meaning majjai) 
does not carry conviction. 

566 
His niajesty, etc Kupsuta and Tilutamaae inform us 

that they have lost seven strings of pearls {mutilata), one mirror, a 
lastuga made of many coloured silk, and a suEi ear ornament. The 
tsarnghina Mosdhaya, when apprehended before the magistrates 
spoke thus; It is true that I stole these objects from Kupsuta and 
Tilutamaae. I sold them to Konumae. I have received no payment. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

Note : (3) For hhaja Liiders would read hhada = bhdn^, Textilien, 
p. 29. The regular dialectal form is hhana (149). 

567 
His majesty, etc Sugiya informs us that he has been 

a tax-gatherer {sotharnga) for four years. Much has been wasted in 
his house. Here in the wine-office a reckoning has been made. The 
sotharnga Sugiya and Pgisa owe wine to the extent of 150 milima. 
When this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, immediately careful 
inquiry must be made. If this Sugiya has wasted it in his house, he 
is to be removed from his office of tax-gatherer. Someone else is to 
be made tax-gatherer. The wine, the royal wine which they owe 
to the wine department, this wine Sugiya and P^sa must pay, and 
the old wine is to be collected (by them). As regards the new wine, 
Sugiya has nothing to do with it. It is to be collected by the other 
tax-gatherers. 

568 
Concerning sheep from Kapgeya, to be kept by Suguta. 
This is the seal of the cozbo Somjaka. 
In the nth year of the great king Jituga Mairi, son of heaven, 

in the 2nd month, 9th day, in this reign. Suguta and Kapge made 
an agreement outside (the court). I Kapgeya give ten sheep to Suguta 
as his property. Suguta shall have ownership over the sheep, to do 
what he likes with them. Whoever at a future time raises the question 
(again) of these sheep [he shall be without] authority, and a penalty 
will be incurred. Witnesses to this are the tornga Vugato, the vasu 
Opgeya. (It was written) at the request of Kapgeya. Its authority 
is as long as life. 
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569 
This document concerning Samamnera adopted from the woman 

Tsinaae is to be well kept by Kunita. 
This is the seal of the coz6o Somjaka. In the 13th year of his 

majesty the great king Jitumgha Mahiriya, son of heaven, in the 
2nd month, 10th day, in this reign, there is a woman called Tsimnaae. 
(Her) young son Samamnera by name was adopted by Kunita. The 
woman Tsimnaae arose and took Samanmera away from Kunita. 
Now they have lodged a complaint. The cozbo Somjaka and the 
detective LjHpta examined this dispute. Samamnera belongs to 
Kuiiita as an adopted child. The whole milk-pajnnent has been 
given. They have made a decision. As milk-pajTnent one arnklatsa 
camel has been given. Witnesses to this are the vasus Opgeya, Kakeya, 
and Saluveya, the arivaga Camaga, the sadavida Kapgeya, Kamcgeya 
of Parvata, the vuryaga Vuru, the girl Cagu, and the Sadavida Caneya. 
This Samamnera who has been adopted is not to be made a slave, 
nor sold nor pledged. He is to be treated as an adopted person. This 
was written by me the scribe Tgaca, son of the sotharnga Luthu, 
at the command of the magistrates, and at the request of Kunita, 
the woman Tsimnaae, and the monk Budhila. Its authority is a 
hundred years. 

Note : U.O. (9). The word valachidavo remains obscure. 

570 
This document concerning a female camel from Sarasena is to 

be kept by Suguta and Sugi. 
This is the seal of the ogu^ Dhapaya and Samasena. 
In the nth year, 2nd month, 1st day, in the reign of his majesty 

the great king Jitugha Mairi, son of heaven, the ogus Dhapaya and 
Samasena, the kori Togaja, and the cozbo Bimmasena examined this 
dispute. Suguta and Sugi complained conceming one camel, as 
follows. It happened that Kupsuta arose and took one camel from 
Sarasena by force. He handed over the camel to Suguta and Su^ 
on account of a debt. That camel was two years with Su^ta and 
Sugi. After that Sarasena arose and took the camel from Su^ta and 
Su^i. He caused its death in the desert. We have decided that in 
place of the pregnant female camel a kirsosa female camel of the 
same age is to be handed over by Sarasena and taken by Su^ta and 
Sugi. Any complaints Sarasena has to make he must bring up with 
Kupsuta. That female camel three years old is to be given. 
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571 
This receipt {pravarnnaga) concerning misi received from Konaya 

is to be carefully kept by the scribe Ramsotsa. 
In the 15th year of the reign of his majesty the great king Jitugha 

Artiguvaka, son of heaven, in the 12th month, 8th day, there is a 
man called Konaya. He sold mmya-land along with trees to the 
scribe Ramsotsa. The price taken was one camel two years old priced 
at fifty. Konaya received it. Other atga muli (supplementary payment) 
received was ten hhi of wine. Konaya received in all a price of sixty 
from Ramsotsa. In that land the capacity for seed is three milimas 
juthi. They agreed on equal terms. In that misi-land Ramsotsa has 
ownership to plough, to sow, to give to another as a present, to 
exchange, to do anything he likes with it. Whoever at a future time 
shall bring the matter up before the vasus and agetas, his bringing 
up again of the matter shall be without authority at the king's court. 
So they agreed in front of the magistrates. Witnesses to this are the 
hitsaitsa "^arpa, the hala Karamtsa, the kuhaneci cozbo Kuvineya, 
the vasus Acuiiiya, Cadhiya, and Vapika, the apsus Samca and Pitga, 
the torngha Karamtsa, Tamcgo, the agetas Lyipatga, Kuuna, and 
Kuvineya, and the yatma Kuvineya. Whoever shaU bring up the 
matter a second time shall receive a fine of one gelding and 
seventy strokes. This receipt has been written by me the scribe 
Mogata, son of the scribe Tamaspa, at the command of the magistrates. 
Its authority is a hundred years, as long as life. It was written at 
the request of Konaya. The torngha Samca by name cut the string. 

572 
This letter concerning huthala received from Signaya is to be 

carefully kept by Kunita. 
In the 21st year, 6th month, 13th day in the reign of his majesty 

the great king Jitugha Amgoka, son of heaven, there is a man, the 
scribe Signaya. He arose and gave to his neighbour Kunita ten huthala 
for growing barley (?) in misi-land. (The transaction) was in the 
presence of the magistrates hitsaitsa "^arpa and kala Karamtsa. The 
witnesses were the torngha Kuvaya, Kainjiya, the sothamgha Kleinjiya, 
Sugnuta, and the apsu Sanica. From now on Kunita has ownership 
in that kuthala to sow, plough, and do whatever he Ukes with it. 
Whoever at a future time shall bring the matter up again, his bringing 
up again of the matter shall be without authority at the king's court. 
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This was written by me the scribe Mogata at the command of the 
magistrates. Its authority is as long as life. 

Those huthala are in Yasala straight from Suryada (?). As given, 
it has been well given. Kunita has received and received well. 

573 
In the 7th year of his majesty the great king Citumghi Mahiriya, 

son of heaven, in the 11th month, 20th day in this reign, there is a 
man of Saca called Senimma. He and Aralyi gave the daughter (of 
Aral^) to Casgeya. The mother of this Aralyi was taken in marriage 
from Ajiyama avana. So they brought that girl Murntritsae there 
in exchange for (? musdhasi) his mother. Further on behalf of that 
girl Mutritsae Cateya and Cataraka took as price one camel and 
one horse. The camel was three years old and the horse was tirsa 
(? three years old). Therefore we have sent away that girl Mutritsae 
who belonged to us. Now I Senima, Aralyi, and Ogaca have given 
Mutritsae to Ogaca as his wife. We ask as yimila (= ?) present nothing,' 
not even a hair. So from now on whatever relation or son of ours 
there is, they are not to take possession of her. (This transaction was 
completed) with witnesses in the presence of the magistrate cozbo 
Somjaka. Witnesses to it are the kala cuvalayirnna vasu Kolpsa 
and Sucarnma. This tablet {pati) was written by the scribe Lppat^a 
and its authority is a hundred years. 

Note : C.R. (5). Read pati likhida as two words. For pati { = patti 
-ikd), cf. 437. 

574 
Concerning food and drink (produced on) ploughed land and a 

vineyard belonging to the kori Muldeya, to be carefully kept by 
Ramsotsa. 

This is the seal of the ogu Dhamapala, the kori Muldeya, and the 
kitsatsa Lustu. 

In the 34th year of his majesty the great king Jitumgha Amgoka, 
son of heaven, in the 2nd month, 24th day, in this reign, the kori 
Muldeya and Ramsotsa made an agreement. Ramsotsa bought land 
from the slaves of Muldeya. This land was returned by Ramsotsa 
and the price was to be sent back, (namely) one milima of wine 
potgonena and one vito horse. (This) was to be handed over by Muldeya 
and received by Ramsotsa. Concerning this the kori Mtildeya has 
now given permission to Ramsotsa for this year to dig up the vineyard 
and plough the land. However much food and drink is produced in 
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that land in the autumn (?) it shall be produced for Ramsotsa. (The 
price of) one milima of wine potgonena and one vito horse—by that 
Ramsotsa is to be paid off. From that land neither is corn as rent to 
be demanded of Ramsotsa by the kori Muldeya, nor is Ramsotsa to 
ask of the kori Muldeya (the price consisting of) one milima of wine 
potgonena and one vito horse. In the autumn they will make an agree
ment with each other and there will be a decision. If they do not 
agree on the price, the ratM trees and the parnni are to be taken from 
the vineyard by Ramsotsa as his property, and his own land is to 
be taken by the kori Muldeya, just as formerly it was kurora. Witnesses 
to this are the ogu Dhamapala, the kori Muldeya, and the kitsatsa 
Lustu. 

Notes: U.O. (6) kaBa tarnmi is difficult. It may be (as suggested 
in L.Kh.D., § 18) a mistake for saratarnmi. 

575 
This document conceming a payment from Lyipeya is to be 

carefully kept by Su^uda. 
This is the seal of the cod)o Tamjaka. 
In the 17th year of his majesty the great king Mayiri, son of 

heaven, in the first month, 22nd day, in this reign, it happened that 
the cozbo Cakvala brought a man called Cmaga from Cad'ota. This 
man Cmaga the cozbo Kolyisa took. He sold him to Lyipeya. Lyipeya 
arose and sold that man Cmaga to Su^ta of Cadota. The price 
received was one camel three years old, five milima of com, one kosava, 
one nam^ata, and one avalika. After that the master of that man 
Cmaga, Kuvayici of Parvata came forth. They brought an action 
at the king's court. That man Cmaga was the property of Kuvayici. 
The price (paid for him) was to be received (back) by Lyipeya from 
the cod)o Cakvala, and by Suguda from L^peya. From Lyipeya (the 
amount paid back) was a camel three years old, 5 milima of com, 
1 kosava, 1 namata, 1 avalika. As regards other additional 
(? orovaga) payment, on account of this Lyipe gave to Suguta one 
camel seven years old. They made a decision. From now on the 
question of this payment is not to be brought up a second time with 
Suguta and Sunamda, or Lyipe and Lppatga. Witnesses to this are 
the magistrate in charge of the province the cozho Tamjaka, the ogu 
Alyaya, (his) son Ardharasa, and the sothamgha Ugra. It was written 
by me the state scribe {raja divira) the monk Dhamapriya. It has 
authority in all places. 
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576 
This document conceming twenty muli and nine sheep (received) 

from the caru Ciniga and Platga is to be carefully kept by the scribe 
Sunamta and Casgeya. 

This is the seal of the cozftos Yitaka and Vukto. 
In the 21st year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, 

son of heaven, in the 12th month, 23rd day, in this reign, the caru 
Ciniga and Platga had a dispute with the scribe Sunamta and Casgeya. 
An oath was to be sworn by Suguta, the scribe Sunamta, Kunita, 
and Casgeya. Ciniga and Platga stopped them from taking the oath. 
They voluntarily admitted their debt. They placed a sum of twenty 
in the hand of the caru Kungeya and Ogala. In addition nine sheep 
are to be paid by Ciniga and Platga and received by Casgeya. Witnesses 
to this are (of the) nobles, the cozbo Namarasma, the sotharngha, Keniga, 
the attendant on the King, Lyimsu and the sotharngha Lj^peya. It 
was written at the command of the cozbos Yitaka and Vukto by me 
the scribe Socara. It has authority in all places. 

577 
This document concerning two camels from Raspara, and concem

ing one horse and a beating and whatever else has been falsely (? musa 
= mrsd) taken from one another is to be carefully kept by the scribe 
Suguta and Sunamta. 

This is the seal of the cozbo Samasena. 
In the 20th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, 

son of heaven, in the 10th month, 3rd day in this reign, the cozbo 
Samasena examined a dispute. Raspara and the scribe Suguta and 
Sunamta brought an action on a question of payment. We decided 
that Su^ta, Sunamta, the woman Sahiroae, and Kunita should 
swear an oath (lit. " eat an oath "). Raspara arose and stopped 
(this). He made a statement {sarnnati) and did not allow them to 
swear the oath. From now on concerning the two camels and the 
horse and whatever else has falsely been taken from each other, 
and conceming the beating, neither shall be entitled to any payment 
from the other. Witnesses to this are the apsu Vu^, the vasu Mo^ya, 
the sotharngha Cakola, the korara Sugita, the ekhara Motgeya, the 
ageta Sugiya, and the ari Saraspa. This was written by me the scribe 
Socara at the command of the cozbo Samasena. Its authority is as 
long as life. 
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578 
(U.O. 1). In the 11th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha 

Mayiri, son of heaven, in the 2nd month, 2nd day, in this reign, the 
ogus Dajapala, Dhapaya, Samasena, and Ldasa, the cozbo Jayatrada 
and the cozbos Bimbhasena and Sornjaka examined this dispute. 
Suguta and Priyavaga brought the action concerning a girl and a 
camel. (It is alleged) that Suguta gave a camel to Priyavaga to break 
in {dhamanaye). While with him it died. Therefore Priyavaga gave 
a woman called Koloae to Suguta. In return for the woman Suguta 
gave to Priyavaga a present of carpet eight hands (in length). Consider
ing this we have decided that henceforth Priyavaga has no claim 
to payment from Suguta on account of the woman, nor has Suguta 
any claim against Priyavaga on account of the camel. 

There is every reason to fear from the Supis. You must not be 
slack. Watch is to be maintained in Saca continually. Whatever news 
comes from Khotan, you must let me know. Whatever news comes 
from the king's court or from the Supis, you will be informed. Also 
you have investigated the goldsmiths of the people of Parvata there. 

One toan harnana. 

He is appropriating without just cause. (He is) appropriating 
much. (It is) hereditary property. 

579 
This receipt concerning land of Mogata is to be carefully preserved 

by the scribe Ramsotsa. 
In the 9th year of the reign of the great king, the king of kings, 

the great, the victorious, the just, abiding in the true law, his majesty 
the great king Amkvaga, son of heaven, in the 6th month, 15th day, 
there is a man the secret agent Mogata by name. He arose and sold 
ahri land to the scribe Ramsotsa with a capacity for seed of one milima 
ten Ichi of adimni. The price received was thirteen hands of carpet 
valued at twelve. So the scribe Ramsotsa has ownership over this 
land, to sow, to plough, to give as a present to another, to enjoy 
in all ways whatever is wanted to be done. They made this bujring 
and selling in front of the magistrates. Witnesses to it are the royal 
administrator, the hitsaitsa Piteya, the hala Kararntsa, the apsus 
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Apsiya, and Sarnca ; others beside (are) the togha Kuvaya, the vasu 
Cadhi, the apsu Karamtsa, the cozbo Lustu, the vuryaga Pgeta, the 
tsaghinava Kapota, and Sirasa the attendant of the kori Spalyaya. 
Whoever at a future time informs or disputes about this, his bringing 
up again of the matter shall be without authority at the king's court. 
This receipt was written by me the scribe Mogata, son of the scribe 
Tamaspa at the command of the magistrates. Its authority is a 
thousand years, as long as life. 

The attendant of the hitsaitsa, Sronga, and the karsenava Sodinga 
cut the string. 

580 
This document concerning misiya-la,nd of Sagima is to be carefully 

preserved by the sotharngha Ramsotsa. 
In the 19th year, 10th month, 6th day of the reign of his majesty 

the great king Jitugha Arngoka, son of heaven, there is a man called 
Sagima. He arose and sold to the sopiarngha Ramsotsa misiya land 
with a capacity for seed of a hhi in excess of (one) milima (?). There 
was also some afcn-land adjoining that (with a capacity for seed) of 
one milima. He sold both those pieces of land. And so Sagima received 
as price of the land from the sothamgha Ramsotsa, one horse four 
years old valued at forty. This was received by Sa^ma. Further as 
atga su^ price was received one milima ten hhi of corn. They agreed 
on equal terms in front of the magistrates kitsaitsa ^arpa and kala 
Karamtsa. Witnesses are the sotharnghas Vekumjiya and Kurageya, 
the sadavidas Pakuvaya and Kuluca, the sadavidas Vapika and Purza-
vara, the scribe Apgeya, the sotira tasuca Catata, and Kamjiya, son 
of the kala Kararntsa. Therefore in that misiya land and also in the 
akriyaAand., from now on the sotharngha Ramsotsa has ownership, 
to plough, to sow, to give to another as a present, to exchange, to 
enjoy in all ways whatever is wanted to be done. Whoever at a future 
time informs, disputes, or disagrees about this, his bringing up again 
of the matter shall be without authority at the king's court. 

We the magistrates have seen both those lands. That land is 
north of Seni. For that reason we the magistrates have issued a 
command, we have written a letter of command and a receipt. Who
ever a second time shall bring up the question of the land again, they 
shall impose a penalty on him, (namely a fine of) a horse and seventy 
strokes. This document was written by me the scribe Mogata, son of 
the scribe Tamaspa, at the command of the magistrates. Its authority 
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is a hundred years, as long as life. It was written at the request of 
Sagima. 

The ageta Konaya cut the string. 
Notes: U.O. (3) atri varo remains obscure. 
C.R. (2) After akpa, ve na kri tha is obscure. Possibly for ie, tre 

" three " might be read. Nothing can be made of the rest. 

581 
This hand-letter concerning a vineyard of Dhamaja is to be carefully 

preserved by the scribe Ramsotsa. 
In the 6th year of the reign of the great king, etc 

Arnkvaga, son of heaven, in the 4th month, 14th day, there is a man 
called Dhamaka, and a second, the scribe Ramsotsa. They made a 
buying and selling in a time of drought, a time of famine. These are 
both natives {kilmeci) of Yave avana. So this Dhamaja arose and sold to 
the scribe Ramsotsa a vineyard consisting in all of seven avacira. 
The price given was carpet {tavastaga) six hands long, one kavaji, 
two sheep, and one milima of corn. They agreed on equal terms in 
front of the magistrates kitsaitsa Piteya and kala Karamtsa. Witnesses 
are the cozbo "^arpa, the karsenava Saluveya, the yatma Cato, and the 
attendant Arispa. In this vineyard the scribe Ramsotsa has ownership 
to present it to others, to exchange it, and to enjoy it in every way 
whatever is wanted to be done. Whoever at a future time informs, 
disputes, or disagrees (about this matter), his bringing up again of 
the matter shall be without authority at the king's court. This hand-
letter was written by me the scribe Mogata, son of the scribe Tamaspa. 
Its authority is a thousand years, as long as life. 

The yatma Molyina by name cut the string. 

582 
This receipt concerning land of the monk Yipiya is to be carefully 

kept by the sotharnga Ramsotsa. 
This is the seal of the ogu Jeyabhatra, the carnkura [ ] and 

the cozbo Somjaka. 
In the 20th year, 4th month, 22nd day of the reign of his majesty 

the great king Jitugha Amgoka, son of heaven, there is a monk 
called Yipiya resident in Cad'ota. He arose and sold land to the 
sotharngha Ramsotsa (consisting of) twenty-five kuthala in the misi-
land. Formerly this land was misi but after that this land fell akri. 
From the sotharngha Ramsotsa the monk Yipiya received as price 
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of the land three horses ( ? ) valued at fifteen. This was received by 
Yipiya. They agreed on equal terms. From now on in that land 
Ramsotsa has ownership, to sow, to plough, to give as a gift to another, 
to exchange, to do whatever he likes with it. Witnesses to this are 
the community of monks at Cad'ota, the magistrates administering 
the kingdom kitsaitsa "C^arpa and kala Karamtsa, the vasus Acuniya 
and Ca(Jhi, the cozbo of Calmadana Suryamitra, Kurageya, and 
Vukimna. Whoever at a future time informs, disputes, or disagrees 
about this land, his bringing up again of the matter shall be without 
authority at the king's court. This document was written by me the 
scribe Mogata, son of the scribe Tamaspa, at the command of 
the magistrates. Its authority is as long as life. It was written at 
the request of the monk Yipiya. 

The vasu Cadhi cut the string. 
{Postscript.) In the 4th year, 2nd month, 28th day in the reign of 

his majesty the great king Jitugha Mahiriya, son of heaven, the ogu 
Jeyabhatra, the carnkura Cataraga, the cuvalaina Tiraphara, and the 
cozbos Somjaka and Vanamta examined a dispute (on this matter) 
in Cad'ota. This field was sown by an act of force. Now the '^asu 
Vugica and the scribe Ramastso have brought an action. This written 
tablet {sulga lihidaga) was the authority. A quarter of the seed is to 
be taken as his own by "Vugica, the rest of the corn and the land is 
to be taken by Ramastso. 

Notes: U.O. (3). Professor Thomas {Act. Or., xi, p. 38) takes 
the phrase akri patida to mean " fell out of cultivation ". There is, 
however, hardly enough evidence to decide the exact meanings of 
the terms akri and misi. 

U.O. (4) re ka so [ie] is quite obscure. 
C.R. (6). The word sulga is apparently another form of the word 

usually appearing as silyoga. 

583 
Concerning royal camels, to be kept by Ramsotsa and L]^pat^a. 
In the 33rd year, Tth month, 25th day of the reign of his majesty 

the great king Jituga Arngoka, son of heaven, the cod)o Kamjiya 
judged a dispute. Ramsotsa, the ageta Kuuna and Cato have a dispute 
about royal camels. Now they have given here from Ramsotsa and 
Lyipatga kajaha vamnaga two hands long, carpet {tavastaga) four 
hands long. Further Lyipatga gave one Khotanese kojava and carpet 
six hands long. What Ramsotsa and Lyipatga gave is settled (and 
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what) Kuritga received is settled. Whoever at a future time (disputes 
this), there shall be no payment due. 

Notes: C.O. 2. For thavidavo read tharidavo. 
U.O. i. Luders deals with kajafia vamnaga in Textilien im alten 

Turkistan, p. 23. Taking the alternative reading hatahavamnaga 
(Ed., n. 3), he compares Tcatathavamne, 207. This seems very plausible 
and the -Ji- may be an error of writing. The change th> h which 
is regular in the interior of words is hardly to be expected at the 
beginning of the second member of a compound like this. 

C.R. For na tanana graJiana read im tana na graJiana. This term 
usually occurs in the form of a dvandva compound danagrahana 
" giving and taking ", hence " a payment ". Here the negative is 
repeated before each of the component words. 

584 
This document is to be carefully kept by Kutreya and Ramsotsa. 
This is the seal of the gusura Jebhatra, the carnkura Caraga and 

the cod)o Somjaka. 
In the 4th year, 2nd month, 28th day of the reign of his majesty 

the great king Jitugha Mahiriya, son of heaven, the gusura Jebhatra, 
the carnkura Cataraga, the cuvalayina Dirpara, and the cozbo Sornjaka 
examined a dispute. Ramsotsa, Kutreya, and Cinika brought an 
action concerning sheep. When Kutreya was asga, at that time they 
took a gift of honour to Ramsotsa. They gave him four sheep. Vuginga 
gave them, Suguta took them. After that Kutreya, Vuginga, and 
Cinika carried off twenty sheep from Ramsotsa. This case was put off. 
Vuginga died. Suguta is in Khotan. When Suguta comes back from 
Khotan, at that time the matter is to be taken in hand. It is to be 
carefully examined with oath and witness. 

Notes : U.O. (4). The term asga occurs only here and is completely 
obscure. 

U.O. (5). samana is presumably Skt. sammdna- and is translated 
" gift of honour ". 

585 
To be opened by the great cozbo Somjaka of pleasant aspect. 

One horn of a deer and one chowrie, cut with a weapon, cut with 
a taravaca. 

At the feet of the cozbo Somjaka, etc Kulavardhana 
pays his respects, etc. and this is his communication. By 
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all means let the people of our district (kilmeci) be under your care. 
They are to be looked upon as your own. Also there was a slave 
man belonging to our district there called Amt^ya. He arose and 
gave as ransom (lote) for his own life a man called Cimgeya and six 
sheep. These were twelve sheep. This affair does not please me. 
The man is alive. Now I have commanded this Amtgiya to be brought 
here. The proper ransom has not been given. If there he gives the 
proper ransom (loteya) and mukesi, Kalyotsa will make a written 
decision there. Considering that wine was due to us there, we have 
paid two milima ten khi of wine into the royal account. Certainly 
instructions must be given there. No obstacles are to be put in the 
way of the wine (being sent). Certainly they are to be commanded 
to give it. As a token of remembrance one lastuga has been sent. 
Certainly let them be under your care. They are to be looked upon 
as your own. Now here in Cad'ota instead of him a man [ 

] considering this he announces at the feet of the master 
[ ] on account of that matter certainly in your divine 
knowledge [ ] is to be settled. Dhampriya [ ] 
to the master, dear to men and gods, the great cozbo [ 

Note : One is tempted to read taravarena here, " with a sword." 
See F. W. Thomas in Act. Or., vol. 13, p. 80, and for the word R. L. 
Turner, Nepali Diet., s.v., tarvdr. 

586 
This receipt concerning a vineyard of Dhamasa is to be carefully 

kept by the scribe Ramsotsa. 
In the 16th year of the reign of his majesty the great king Amkvaga, 

son of heaven, in the 6th month, 1st day, there is a man called Dhama^. 
He arose and sold to the scribe Ramsotsa a vineyard along with the 
trees consisting of fifteen sujada. The price given was one horse. 
They agreed and made a decision. In that vineyard from now on 
the scribe Ramsotsa has ownership, to prop, to knock down, to cut 
the grapes, drink (the wine), to exchange, to sell, to do whatever he 
likes with. They made a decision in front of the magistrates kitsaitsa 
V"arpa and kala Karamtsa. Witnesses are Acuniya, the vasu Cadhiya, 
the sotharngha Kurageya, the sadavita Pakvaya, the karsenava 
Tsaroka, the sadavita Mogata, the ageta Tamjika, the yatma Sronga, 
the sadavida Pursavara, and the vuryaga Ratgeya. Whoever at a 
future time informs, disputes, or disagrees, his bringing up again of 
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the matter shall be without authority at the Mng's court. This receipt 
was written by me the scribe Mogata, son of the scribe Tamaspa, 
at the command of the magistrates. Its authority is a hundred years, 
as long as life. They made a decision here in the parampuh, of Cad'ota. 
This was written at the request of Dhamaja. The vasu Cadhiya by 
name cut the string. 

Notes : C.O. (2). For thavidavo read tharidavo. 
U.O. (2). sujada seems here to be some technical term. It occurs 

again in 655. 
U.O. (4). For vracRi read as alternatively suggested by the editors 

trachi = Skt. drdksd. 

587 
This deed concerning land sold by Lyipta is to be carefully kept 

by the scribe Ramsotsa. 
In the 21st year of the reign of his majesty the great king Jitugha 

Arnkvaga, son of heaven, there is a man Lyipta belonging to Mangeya, 
and Samca. They arose and sold to the scribe Ramsotsa ciraimta 
land with a capacity for sahini seed of seven Tchi. They agreed on 
equal terms in front of the magistrates. From now on in that land 
the sothatngha Ramsotsa has ownership, to sow, to plough, to exchange, 
to sell, to mortgage, to do whatever he likes with it. They agreed 
in front of the magistrates hitsaitsa "^arpa and kala Karamtsa. 
Witnesses are the vasu Acuniya, the torngha Samca, the ageta Kuuna, 
the sadavida Mogata, the sothumgha Argiya, Arispa, and the yatma 
Cato. Whoever at a future time shall bring up this matter again 
before the vasus and agetas, their bringing up again of the matter 
shall be without authority at the king's court. This deed was written 
by me the scribe Mogata, son of the scribe Tamaspa, at the command 
of the magistrates. Its authority is a hundred years, as long as life. 
Ljnpta has sold and sold well, the sotharngha Ramsotsa has bought 
and bought well. This was written at the request of Ljfipta and 
Samca. 

As price of that land six hhi of wine and ten hhi of corn was given 
in front of those witnesses. The price given for that land was ten 
muli. 

588 
This document concerning property received from Pitga is to be 

carefully preserved by the scribe Sunamta. 
This is the seal of the vasu Mogi and Pitga. In the 20th year of 

his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, son of heaven, in the 
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10th month, 17th day, in this reign, there is a man Pitga. He has 
a claim against the scribe Sunamta. Now Pitga and the scribe Su^ainta 
have made a settlement; they have agreed. The scribe Sunamta 
has paid the whole debt; Pitga has received it. From now on Pit^a 
has no claim for payment from Sunamta, and is not to take possession. 
Witnesses there are the noble people (namely), the vasu Mogiya, 
the vasu Kakeya and Jeyaka, the tasuca Catugeya, the monk Sani-
gharachi, Pleya, and Dhameca. 

Notes ; U.O. (4) and (5). sarnti = sandhi ; samagra should be 
read samaga = samaya. 

589 
This deed concerning a girl Smitsae is to be carefully kept by the 

scribe Ramsotsa. 
In the nth year of the reign of his' majesty the great king 

Arnguvaka, son of heaven, in the 2nd month, 12th day, there is a 
woman called Lyipirntsaae and her son called Pgita. They arose 
and sold to the scribe Ramsotsa in time of famine a girl called Smitsae. 
The price given was one camel one year old valued at forty. Lyipimtsae 
and P^ta received it. As price of the head (?) four sheep were given. 
So the scribe Ramsotsa has ownership over that girl Smitsae, to do 
what he likes with her. They agreed in front of the magistrates hitsaitsa 
Piteya and hdla Karamtsa. Witnesses are the vasu Cadhiya, the 
togha Samca, the sotharngha Kurageya, Apgeya, Capuga, Mogata, 
Mangeya, Lyipta, the monk Dhamadara, and the yatma Cato. This 
deed was written by me the scribe Mogata, son of the scribe Tamaspa, 
at the command of the magistrates. Its authority is a hundred years, 
as long as life. The torngha Sarnca cut the string. That girl Smitsae 
is four distis high. Lyipirntsaae received half of the price, and the 
masina yatmM Cigitoya received half. 

590 
This deed concerning a woman Lyipaae is to be kept by the scribe 

Ramsotsa. 
In the 17th year of the reign of his majesty the great king Jitugha 

Arnguvaka, son of heaven, in the 4th month, 28th day, there is a 
man called Sarnca. He arose and sold a woman called Lyipaae to 
the scribe Ramsotsa. Samca received the price of the woman L^paae 
from the scribe Ramsotsa. He received one viyala camel valued at 
forty, and a second arnhla < tsa > camel valued at thirty, one carpet 
twelve hands long, and a second carpet eleven hands long. Also 
received were eight sutra muli. The total price is ninety-eight. So 
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they agreed on equal terms. From now on the scribe Ramsotsa has 
ownership of that woman, to beat her, to bind her, to sell her, to 
give her to others as a present, to exchange her, to pledge her, to do 
whatever he likes with her. Witnesses to this are the kitsaitsa "^arpa 
and the kdh, Karamtsa, the tomgha Kuvaya and Capuga, the apsu 
Pitga and the vasu "Vapika, the ageta Kuuna, the yatma Cato and 
Sapuga, the karsenava Vuginga, the sadavida Pursavara, and the 
karsenava Ricikga. Whoever at a future time informs or disagrees 
about this, his bringing up again of the matter shall be without authority 
at the king's court. This deed was written by me the scribe Mogata, 
son of the scribe Tamaspa, at the command of the magistrates. Its 
authority is a hundred years as long as life. 

This was written at the request of Samca. 
The Yatma Cato by name cut the string. 
Note : C.O. (2). For thavidavo read tharidavo. 

591 
This document concerning a man Prusdhaya is to be carefully 

kept by Lyipeya. 
This is the seal of the kala Rok^tsi. 
In the 15th year of his majesty the great king Jetugha Mayiri, 

son of heaven, in the first month, 11th day, in this reign, Lyipeya 
and Bosarsa bought a man called Prusdhaya from the kala Rok'tsi. 
The kala Rok'tsi received as price one camel five years old and one 
horse five years old, and further twenty-five atga. They agreed on 
equal terms. From now on Lyipeya has ownership of that man, to 
sell him, to pledge him, to exchange him, to give him to others as 
a present, to do whatever he likes with him. Whoever at a future 
time informs or disputes about this, his bringing up again of the 
matter shall be without authority at the king's court. Whoever at 
a future time stirs up a dispute and wishes to make it otherwise, shall 
receive a penalty (mugesa) of (a fine of) one castrated horse, and 
fifty blows. Witnesses to this are Tsmaya, brother of the cozbo, and 
the vasu Saluveya. This was written by me Sugarnta, son of the 
scribe Ramsotsa, at the request of the kala Rok'tsi. 

592 
Concerning the woman Lyimisoae, to be kept by the scribe 

Ramsotsa. 
This is the seal of the cozbo Kamciya. 
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In the 32nd year, 12th month, 20th day of his majesty the great 
king Jitugha Amguvaka, son of heaven, there is a man called Palnainto. 
He arose (and sold) to the scribe Ramsotsa a girl Lyimisoae four distis, 
high. The price given was one arnklatsa camel valued at thirty. 
Puhiamto received it and in addition as atga muli one Khotanese 
kojava. So they agreed. From now on Ramsotsa has ownership of 
the woman Lyimisoae, to beat her, to bind her, to sell her, to exchange 
her, to pledge her, to do whatever he likes with her. This was written 
in front of the magistrates. Witnesses are the cozbo Karnciya, the 
vasu Acuniya, the sotharngha Kuvaya, Sarivara, Kumtsena, Kusamta, 
Lyimo, the ageta Cato, the vasu "Vapika, the monks Dhamila and 
Silaprava and the ageta Opgeya. Whoever at a future time informs, 
disputes, or disagrees about this, his bringing up again of the matter 
shall be without authority at the king's court. This was written by 
me the scribe Mogata at the command of the magistrates. Its authority 
is as long as life. 

The apsu Vusdhaya cut the string. 

593 
This document concerning a three years old female camel from 

Balasemna and Kupsuta is to be well kept by Suguta. 
This is the seal of the cozbos Samasena and Pgo. 
In the 17th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mahiriya, 

son of heaven, in the 6th month, 20th day, in this reign, there is 
a man of Parvata (called) Kupsuta. He received a three years old 
pregnant female camel from Sarsena and gave it to Suguta. Sarsena 
arose and took it from Suguta. Now here Suguta, Kupsuta, Sarsena's 
son Balasemna, and his slave Srustinga have brought an action 
concerning (this) three years old female camel. This dispute was 
examined by the magistrates the cozbos Samasena and Pgo and the 
secret agent Opgeya. A decision was made. Now Kupsuta, Suguta, 
Balasemna, and Srustinga have no claim to payment from each 
other. Witnesses to this are the noble people, the cozio Dhamena, 
Su^i, Kuleya, the vasu "^arpeya, the apsu "^ua, the sotharngha Kutaga, 
the arivaga Rutraya, Sugita ( ? ) and Sugiya. 

594 
] is to be sent here in the hand of the atten

dants. Also in spring he spoke to you on the matter of the camels. ' 
Certainly now [ 
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595 
] along with the extra is to be paid in the autumn, 

ten milima five khi. 
598 

This hand-letter was written by me the scribe Mogiya, son of the 
scribe Motega, at the command of the magistrates. Its authority 
is as long as life. Khara cut the string. They brought the price. 
They received the price, fifteen. This Khara [ ? ] 
went. The son of the scribe Mogiya, Karamtsa by name, cut the 
string. Its authority is as long as life. 

599 
] is to be delivered here. On the fifteenth day of the 

twelfth month [ ] the land of the new people and the , 
ploughing [ 

600 
In the 21st year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Mayiri, 

son of heaven, in the 6th month, 20th day, in this reign the woman 
Laroae took a mare in exchange from the royal (stables). Now there 
has been a review of the mares in the king's court. Laroae took one 
mare, and deUvered over two. The daughter of that mare [ ] 
two, (and) three mothers. All have been handed over to the royal 
(stables). A decision (has been reached). 

604 
In the Tth year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, 

son of heaven, in the 6th month, 25th day, in this reign Sakhusa 
Sakha broke the seal. The seal was in Camu Prete. Water was provided. 
Witnesses there are the asgara Ljamsu and the monk Sevasena. 
When Casgeya brought sorngha (= ?) to the side of Ramaka, 
at that time the sotharngha Lyipeya broke the seal. At that 
time Sevasena borrowed water. Balasena cut off this water by force 
[ ]. By Tamcgo the seal was broken [ .] 
Lyimsu is witness. 

606 
His majesty, etc The monk Ayila informs us that 

a woman called Cadisaae burnt his yellow robe (kasara). When this 
sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, careful inquiry is to be made, and 
a decision is to be made according to law. If it is otherwise, or you 
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are not clear there, these disputants are to be taken into custody and 
sent here to the king's court, (where) there will be a decision. 

Note: For marnma in 1. 2 read narnma. 

612 
To the feet of his dear brother and virtuous friend Budhamitra 

of pleasing aspect, Sevasena sends the health of his divine body, 
much, immeasurable, and thus (he says): When this letter reaches 
you, you must quickly return to me. 

617 
In the 5th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, son 

of heaven, in the 1st month, 26th day, at that time, the arrears of 
pomegranates in the house of Jivamitra were written down. Of Batra 
the arrears, of pomegranates were two vacari, etc 

621 
His majesty, etc Sagamovi complains to this effect. 

He is a native of Yave Avana. There is a potter (kulola) called Carnca 
and this Sagamovi is his son. A member of the kilme of the ogu Afoka, 
he used to dwell when young next door to Cato. At that time Cato 
took to wife the daughter of the sramana Sundara, called Supriya. 
After that this Sagamovi and Supriyae fled from the house of Cato 
to the kingdom of Kuci. They stayed a long time in the kingdom of 
Kuci. Then they came back again to their own country through 
the influence of me the great king [ ]. Whatever this 
Sagamovi had in the way of wives, sons, daughters, and slaves, this 
Sagamovi abandoned all claim to them. Now the sramana Sundara 
and Lyipana are causing trouble in Yave Avana about the woman 
Supriyae. They are demanding a ransom (lode). When this sealed 
wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith careful inquiry is to be made, 
whether it is true that the sramana Sundara and Lyipana are causing 
trouble to this Sagamovi about a ransom for Supriyae. They are to be 
stopped. They are not to make claims to Supriyae against Sagamovi. 

Note : This affair is also the subject of No. 632. 

622 
The son of the great king kala Pumnyabala writes and sends 

health to the vasu Sagimoya, (who) is to become acquainted with 
what I write. The wine which is on loan there is to be quickly collected. 

K 
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This wiue is to be taken to the mountain and vasdhiga is to be made. 
Also four female camels and such male camels as there are, these 
camels are to be brought here with the tomghas and their attendants under 
your direction. Also the tax is to be brought here by you along with them. 
Also three carpets are to be bought with the corn and brought here. Also 
the full amount of ciroma is to be brought here. Also here Khotanese 
refugees [ ] I have sent there [ 

624 
] is to be sent to Patraya. As regards the letter and 

present, he will bring it. Where Patraya [ ] the camel 
is to be sent there. Also I have heard that you gave a camel to Cakla 
as price for land. Also the camel was brought and the land [ ]. 
If a camel is owing to Cakla, Cakla must take possession of the land. 
If the land [ ] the camel itself is to be brought [ 

625 
] The cozbo Kolyina was in charge of the province 

[ ]. A child called Caneya was sent to Saca in the hand 
of Camaka. The Khotanese carried off that child from the house of 
Lyimina. At the time you the cozbo Somjaka were in charge of the 
province, at that time the vasu Sagamoya and Lyimimna brought an 
action concerning that child Caneya. You decided it. Lyimimna 
dehvered and Sagamoya took a female camel eight years old. They 
made a decision about everything. At that time witnesses were [ 

629 
] is not to take possession. As regards the debt he 

contracted with people when he was a fugitive in Kuci, concerning 
this debt these people are not to claim possession from him. 

In the 4th year, 6th month, 2nd day in Deviyae Ogu Anugaya 
ni Avana. 

630 
His majesty, etc The kala Pumnabala has made a 

representation at the feet of me the great king. He asked for vachu 
people. I the great king considered and granted fifteen people as 
vachu to the kala Pumnabala from three uryagas. When this sealed 
wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith fifteen people are to be given 
to the kala Pumnabala from three uryagas, five each year. 
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632 
His majesty, etc Zagimoya informs us that it happened 

that he fled with his wife to the kingdom of Kuci. Through love of 
me the great king they came back here. I the great king considered 
(the matter). This husband and wife were settled there in Ca[dota]. 
They became attached to the kilme (district) of Yave Avana. Also 
it was considered that the house which formerly belonged to them [ 

633 
] you do not sell. Priyavata and Sukmana have to go 

to the mountain with Kyutseya. There kojava, carpet, and ghee are 
to be bought. Careful attention is to be paid to that matter. If again 
you allow things to be slack, have a care. Also goats (heili paSava) 
are certainly to be bought, and what you get are to be written down 
individually by name on a receipt and sent here. Also there is a jar 
of wine with Priyavata belonging to the year before last. He says 
that this jar is broken. These two jars are to be paid off by Priyavata. 
If you receive many goats they are to be brought here with Sukmana. 

634 
The son of the great king kala Pumnyabala writes. He gives 

instructions to the vasu Sagamoya, (who) must become acquainted 
with what I write. I have sent a letter two or three times (telling you) 
that you had to come here, and up to the present day you have not 
come. You are a man of little merit, a procrastinator. [ ] 
took [ ]. Now I have sent Cgito and Cakuvala there. 
You have to provide six milima of wine. Cgito and Cakuvala have 
to go with you to the mountain to make vasdhiga. Also the beasts 
of burden, the managa, the clothing (? chataga), and vusma which 
(are needed) there, are to be provided by you. If you do not pay 
attention to this matter have a care. When you return from the 
mountain with Cgito, you must come here with him. Of these C^ito 
Cakuvala, and Meghima [ 

Note: (3) For alpa purnnika na vatesi read alpapurnni kanavaksi. 
Compare kharnnavatagesi in 358. 

635 
] is to be bought and sent here. If you do not 

get much from there, more is to be bought from the mountain. 
Certainly much ghee and meat is to be dispatched here. Also you 
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Sagamoya must go to the mountain along with Multeya. A decision 
is to be made carefuUy about the corn. If you do not do this carefully 
now, you will later have to pay this corn out of your own. Also in 
the mountain yoga is certainly to be bought. 

Note : The meaning of yoga here is quite obscure. 

636 
His majesty, etc Sugita informs us that he has illegally 

been made [ ]. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc 

637 
In the nth year of his majesty the great king Jituga Mayiri, son 

of heaven, on the first day of the sixth month, at the time the queen 
made a journey to Khotan, at that time the hdla Kirteya came here 
to Cad'ota and made vasdhiga in the mountain, in the time of the 
cozbo Somjaka. At that time (the following) expenditure was incurred : 
Wine potgonena in the mountain 1 milima 4 hhi; further, dirpira 
corn 2 milima 10 khi, and flour (ata) 1 milima 5 hhi; further, 
as provisions in the mountains 1 milima 10 hhi. Further, the hdla 
fell ill and at that time the expenditure of corn was 1 milima 10 hhi 
in acona, and of wine 3 hhi in acomena. Further, the hdla Kirteya 
returned from the mountain, and at that time the expenditure of 
wine in Cad'ota, in the vasdhika, was 7 khi. Further, at the time 
of bis departure for the capital, wine for the journey, 4 khi potgonena, 
and again provisions for his attendants 1 milima 10 khi. Further, 
when the kala Kirteya was gone on an embassy to Khotan, at that 
time the expenditure of corn for their provisions was 12 milima, 
in all, and in addition they took 4 sheep along with 4 milima 
of corn. Further, (when) the kdla Kirteya returned from Khotan, 
Katila was sent from Nina and took 4 khi of wine potgonena. 
Further, from there a letter of command came from the feet of the 
kdla, (saying that) a present of wine was to be sent to the tasuca 
Dhapgeya. Further, we took a present of 3 khi of wine potgonena 
to the sadavida Tsugesla. Further, the kdla granted 1 milima of 
corn to Yitaya. Further, from the feet of the kdla, somgha was granted 
each year to the administrators of the province. Further, when the 
kdla Purnnabala made a journey to the mountains, at that time the 
expenditure of wine was 1 milima 4 khi, potgonena. Further, 
Sagamoya, Priyavata, and Lyipeya took 12 khi of wine potgonena 
to the Sacas. Further, 2 milima of corn was granted from the feet 
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of the kala to the keepers of the camels. The camels went out to the 
sacrifices. Further, Cikimto, the vasu Sagamoya, Tumpala, and Cakola 
took 4 milima of wine samiyena to the mountains. Further, from 
a letter of presentation, 5 khi went out to Patraya, 5 khi to the 
secret agent Piteya, 5 khi to the tasuca Dhapgeya, and 5 khi to Mogeci. 

Notes : (2) dirpira appears not to be a proper name here. 
(3) The terms acona and acomena are quite obscure. They could 

be place names. 
(10) The taking of wine to the mountains by Cikimto (Cgito), 

Sagamoya, and Cakola (Cakuvala) is mentioned also in No 634. 

638 
His majesty, etc Sucarnma informs us that formerly 

he had one urina, and now they ask of him two urina. When this 
sealed wedge-tablet, etc you must make inquiry. Just 
as formerly he had one urina, so now one urina is to be asked of him. 
He is considered as a newly established householder. The law of the 
kingdom is not to be administered in an unlawful manner. 

639 
His majesty, etc The ogu Azuraka informs us that 

there the Cad'otans belonging to the kilme of the ogu Azuraka go from 
here. You occupy the road and keep them back a long time. If they 
go on their own initiative, they demand a cow from them as recompense 
(for using) the bridge. This is not the previously existing law that 
the road of asmdti people should be occupied. When a letter of 
command comes to you from here (saying) that the road is to be 
blocked and the bridge seized, at that time it is to be blocked and the 
bridge is to be seized. As long, however, as a letter of conunand (to 
that effect) does not come from here, the road is to be left open in 
peace to the Cad'otans. The cow (demanded as) recompense for (using) 
the bridge is not to be relinquished. 

640 
This document concerning land from the office of L^patga, from 

the royal (property), is to be carefully preserved by Lustu. 
] Witnesses are the kitsaitsa "^arpa, the kdla 

Karamtsa, etc 

641 
In the nth month, 6th day, at that time Sugita took the cvalayina 

Purnnavanita's corn for subsistence {nisaga arnna), three khi. 
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643 
His majesty, etc Apemna informs us that ( ? ) dragged 

him out from his house at night and beat his face with hands and 
feet. This dispute, etc 

644 
(R.) ] is to be taken from [ ] of us will come 

there, he will ask, when (?) he pays. 
To his dear neighbour Vemasena, etc Pitseya, etc 

And thus I inform you. Last year but one [ ] a camel was 
under your care. Last year we brought this camel here. That camel 
ran away to you and is (again) in your care. Certainly orders must 
be given for it to be looked for, and likewise a return letter is to be 
sent. 

646 
To his dear brother Vammasula, etc the monk Samgara-

chiya, etc and thus (he writes). There is a hand-letter in 
the possession of Motage, son of Moteka. Vammasula is to try and 
find out what return there shall be for that letter. We are able ( ? ) 
to take.' Certainly you should send that hand-letter here in the hand 
of Yitgo. Certainly that must be looked for again, so that we can 
come there alive. Certainly you must send your advice here so that 
no one shall hear it. At the time we come there [ 

Notes : o tusa e ve so rajam remains completely obscure. 
In C.R. 4 read probably visarje ma as two words. Here, as above 

in line 2, visarje is perhaps a shorter form of the optative (= visarjeh), 
for the usual visarjeyasi. 

647 
Hearing that, the leader goes away : "0 Jivaka, endless are thy 

virtues. Listen with contented mind to the kind of result (achieved) 
by performing such ablutions." 

648 
In the 8th year of his majesty the great king, the king of kings, 

the great, the victorious, the just king Pepiya, son of heaven, it is 
in this reign that has come about in the succession of kings. There 
is a man called Tameya, and (another) called Parsuge. They (and) 
their fathers arose and sold land to Vumeya. The price, one horse, 
was taken. It is said to be vito. In that land the capacity for seed is 
one milima. They agreed on equal terms in front of the magistrates 
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tasuca Cateya and hitsaitsa Piteya. Witnesses to it are the hitsaitsa 
Arnto, the sotharngha Sigayita, and the sadavidas Napu^ and Samo^ata. 
The deed was written by me the scribe Apgeya at the command of 
the magistrates. Its authority is as long as life. 

Note : Nuava is presumably short for mahanuava = mahdnuhhdva. 
But it is curious that it should occur no less than three times (648, 
655, 656) in the few documents of Pepiya. 

652 
Concerning land of Dhamalada, to be kept by Lppatga. 
In the 34th year of his majesty the great king Amgoka, son of 

heaven, in the 2nd month, 13th day, in this reign, there is a monk 
called Dhamaladha. He sold land (with a capacity) of one milima 
to the scribe Ljnpatga. He received as price ten hhi of wine and three 
agisdha. The matter was settled. From now on in that land Lyipatga 
has ownership in all respects. This agreement was written by me 
Dhameca before the hitsatsa Luthu at the request of Dhamaladha and 
Lyipatga. Its authority is as long as life. 

Notes : U.O. (5). For agista read agisdha. 
For avidhameya read, as alternatively proposed by the edd., 

avisarnmeya = ahhisamaya " agreement ". 

654 
In the 8th year, 8th month, 21st day of the reign of his niajesty the 

great king Arngoka, son of heaven, there is a man [ ] called 
Micorca. He arose and sold agri land to Mogata (with a capacity) 
of three milima. Micorca received as price one vito horse. They agreed 
on equal terms. In that land Mogata has ownership, to clear (?), to 
sow, to plough, to give to another as a present, to do whatever he Kkes 
with. Whoever at a future time finds fault with this, his bringing up 
again of the matter shall be without authority at the king's court. 
Witnesses to this are the hitsaitsa Piteya, the hdla Kararntsa, the gusura 
Acuniya, the apsu [ ] Sarnca, the to{rn)gha Kuvaya, the 
sadavida Mogata [ ] the scribe Mogata, the scribe 
Apgaya, and the aryaga Piteya. This deed was written by the scribe 
Ramsotsa son of the scribe Signaya, at the command of the magistrates. 
Its authority is a thousand years. 

655 
In the 3rd year of his majesty, etc Pepiya in the 

2nd month, 21st day, this deed is (dated) in this reign. The monk 
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called Buddhasira and his son called Budhosa arose and sold mm-(land) 
to the monk kutajadaga Budhapharma. In that land the capacity for 
seed is one milima five khi. Also a vineyard. There thirteen apacira 
of vines are planted. [ ] In another apcira, six veda 
{reda). The price received was a four years old camel. [ ] 
also raji (and) two amila. The total price was ninety [ 
witnesses are ] the kitsaitsa Pite [ ] Pakuva 
and Acuniya. [ ] has ownership of this land and vineyard, to 
plough, to sow, to exchange, to sell, [ ] to do whatever 
he likes with it. This deed was written by me the scribe [Ta]maspa 
[ ] at the command of the magistrates. Its authority is a 
thousand years. [ ] by name cut the string. 

656 
In the 5th year, 8th month, 26th day of his majesty, etc 

Pepiya there is a man Cimola by name. He arose and gave 
from his own property a present to Tamcga [ ]. There 
the capacity for seed is two khi. Tamcga to his father Cimola 
[  ' . . . . ]  a  r e t u r n  [  ]  i n  f r o n t  o f  t h e  m a g i s t r a t e s  
(including) kitsaitsa Piteya. Witnesses to this are [ ] 
the apsu Karamtsa, the sotharngha Tamcga, [ ] son of the 
sadavida Yapgu, [ ] Tamcga has ownership [ ] 
whatever he likes to do [ ] at the command of the 
magistrates. Its authority [ 

659 
This letter of greeting. The ekhara Dhama^ and Suguta, Acuni, 

and Kurage ( ? ) Dhamasa and Suguta [ ] Acuni 
and Kurage received two milima. They agreed on equal terms. 

660 
Again after the time of his return from the capital 2 parndura (?) 

rolls of silk were paid out. 
From Pusgari they sent 1 roll of royal silk. 
Cetrakirti took 1 sdnapru. 
Rathapala took 1 palaga varna. 
Daruge took 1 roll of silk. 
Micgae bought a new palaga varna. 
Kapotae took 1 bound palaga varna. 
Pumnasena took 7 rolls of silk. 
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Of Mogaya they bought 1 new barndhaga kremeru. 
The mountaineers took 2 rolls of silk. 
Namilgaae took 1 roll of sanapru silk. 

661 
On the 18th day of the 10th month of the 3rd year, at this time 

in the reign of the king of Khotan, the king of kings, Hinaza Deva 
Vijitasimha, at that time there is a man of the city called Khvarnarse. 
He speaks thus ; There is a camel belonging to me. That camel carries 
a distinguishing mark, a mark branded on it, hke this YA. SO. 
Now I am selling this camel for a price of 8,000 mdsa to the svliga 
Vagiti Vadhaga, On behalf of that camel Vagiti Vadhaga paid the 
whole price in mdsa, and Khvarnarse received it. The matter has 
been settled. From now on this camel has become the property of 
Vagiti Vadhaga, to do as he likes with it, to do everything he likes. 
Whoever at a future time complains, informs, or raises a dispute-
about this camel, for that he shall so pay the penalty as the law of the 
kingdom demands. By me Bahudhiva this document (?) was written 
at the request of Khvarnarse. 

Note : This document was first translated by P. S. 'Nohh{BSOS., 
V (1931), pp. 445 ff.). The dialect has been discussed in detail by me 
{BSOS., viii (1936), pp. 430 ff.). Sten Konow treats of it in a useful 
article {Act. Or., xiii (1936), 231-240), from which certain improvements 
in reading have been adopted : for Hinajhasya a vijida , read 
hinajha deva Vijida and for aghita driju, aghi t^riju. Konow takes 
aghi as = ange, on the body. More likely as taken here it is = Skt. 
anka " mark " (cf. Grammar, § 46). 

663 
] We also are well here. [ ] and thus I report. 

According to your instructions from there, that whatever news 
should come from the capital, I should keep you informed, there has 
now come a wedge-tablet dealing with wine from the capital. It gives 
instructions as follows. [ ] wedge-tablet. This is the , 
wedge-tablet of the ninth month. On the fifth a wedge-tablet from 
the capital [ 

666 
Maltsigeya and the kitsaitsa Kalyi greet the feet of Sujada, and 

send health to him, much, infinite. We are pleased that you are well.. 
We too are alive through your favour. And thus (we report). Your 
slave Samgarama [ 
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667 
] concerning land of Rutra [ ] received (it). 

And now [ ] came. They say he has one camel. 
[ ] I am taking a letter and present. Considering this, 
varaga has not been allowed [ 

671 
0 ] Those keepers are to receive provisions for three 

years. 
R. To be given to the cozbo Rutraya and the hitsaitsas Cauleya 

and Signaya. 
675 

His majesty the great king writes [ ]a man of the 
mountains called Ratuka. He is a fugitive from the Supis [ ] 
will come. No one is the owner of this man. [ ] There 
there is no master [. . 

Note: (3) mci is probably an error for na {ka} ci. 

676 
This document concerning a cow eaten by thieves is to be carefully 

kept by Tsimaya. 
This is the seal of the hori Pultsaya and the tasuca Dhagiya. 
In the 38th year, 12th month, 2nd day of his majesty the great 

l^ng [ ] the kori Pultsaya and the tasucas Naramasena 
and Dhagiya judged a dispute. Tsimaya, Portsaya Varpeya, Tameca, 
Racge, and Tsordhoe brought the action. They (i.e. Portsaya, etc.) 
stole and ate a six year old cow belonging to Tsimaya. The skin and 
flesh ( ? ). Considering this matter we have decided on a recompense 
three times the amount. A quarter of this recompense, (namely) 
one six year old cow with calf is to be delivered by Portsaya, Tameca, 
and Varpeya. The (other) three-quarters, (namely) a three year old 
cow with calf, is to be dehvered by Racgeya and Tsordhoe. (These) 
are to be dehvered by these thieves and taken by Tsimaya. We have 
given them fifty blows. A decision [ 

677 
In the [ ] year of his niajesty the great king Amgoka, son 

of heaven, in the 7th month, 6th day, in this reign, the woman Kosenaya 
bought land from Sigayita by giving (land) in exchange {narrhanaga 
muliyena). ( ? ) gave a present of land to Kosenaya. The total land 
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(carries) three milima of seeAjhuthi. This land has become the property 
of the woman Kosenaya. She is to exercise authority over it in all 
matters. That land has neither seni nor niciri tax (harga). [ •] 
of Kosenae, we have made. Her sons do not properly approve of the 
reckoning. [ lier] sons li£iv6 no cloiim to possession 
in that land. This Kosenaya has ownership of the land to plough, 
to sow [ ] to give as a present [ ]• 
Witnesses there [ ] and Sudraneya. This was written 
by me the royal scribe, the monk [ ] at the command of 
[ ] and at the request of the woman Kosenaya. Its authority 
is a hundred years. 

Notes : yi starn svi na is completely obscure, as later is yarn ca va 
re va ma . . ne na. 

U.O. (4). seni harga is apparently a tax claimed by the 
military authorities, niciri is derived by Professor Thomas from 
nacira, and in that case niciri harga wo^d refer to some hunting 
rights. 

In U.O. (5) read edaya putrana larnce cita na drocernti. 

678 
In the [ ] year of his majesty the great king [ ]• 

There is a man of Kroraina called Camaka domiciled in Calmadana. 
This Cimaka sold to Yapgu Tcurora land with a capacity (for seed) of 
three milima (situated) on the south side (dachina sitiyarnmi) of the 
great city. The document (containing) the price which was received 
has been stolen (?). ( ? ) Camaka sold Well, Yapgu bought well. 
From now on in that land the sons of Yapgu, Lampurta, Pumnadeva, 
Dhamnila, and Dhamnapala have ownership [ ] to 
mortgage, to sell, to give to others as a present [ 

685 
A sheep of Kreya went away to Tryachi, etc., etc. 
Note: Dhyachi here is obviously the same as Dryachi {Tryachi 

in the next document, and no doubt should be read so. 

686 ; 

A 
] went away. 
. . . .] went away to the Chinese of Opirnta. 
. . . .] went away to the messengers from Khotan. 
. . . .] went away td the Chinese of Cahnadana. 

A cow of [. 
A cow of [. 
A cow of [. 
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Lamga took the cow of [ ]. 
A cow of [ ] went away to Tryachi (Dryachi). 

.Kayarndaga's cow went away to Tryachi. 
A cow of [ ] went away to Tryachi. 
A cow of [ ] went away to the Chinese in Niya (?). 

B 
Tagaca's cow went away to the Chinese. 
Onaka's cow went away to the cozho Kunita. 
Cinga took Smagarnta's cow. 
Kuuna's cow went away to Tryachi. 
Kumpara's cow went away to Pakhi. 
The sotharnga Pgena's cow went away to the Chinese. 
Note: A. 2. In this document opimta appears to be a place-

name, as opimtemci is exactly parallel to calmadanemci. Elsewhere 
it is a personal name. 

690 
Of dear son-in-law Pumtsoya, etc Budhanamti asks 

the health, etc We are pleased to hear that you are well. 
We too are well through your favour. And thus (we report). Other 
relations have received small presents. We have been ignored. We 
have heard from others that from you [ 

Note: (5) Read, as alternatively suggested [alpa lasa]. 

695 
] here I write. Whatever news there is of Darova, that 

you must learn from the previous letter-carrier. Now I hear (that) 
there [ 

696 
Vasudeva pays his respects at the feet of the master, his dear 

father the great gusura Bhatiga, and asks after the health of his divine 
body, again and again, many hundreds of thousands of crores of times. 
My report is as follows. I came here from Krorayina and brought the 
rete camels. Up till to-day there has been no buying and selling. This 
I make known at your feet. I wish to return to Krorayina. Whatever 
news there is of you there, you should send me a letter. I will bring 
it to my father the gusura in Krorayina, at the time you have to go. 
Also the royal dues {harga) from this village were granted to us from 
the feet of his majesty. Now the authorities are causing much pain 
to the slaves. For that reason, along with the gusura Pumnasa 
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[ ] is to be made. This is the third time that I have 
sent a letter of information to the feet of the gusura. I have heard 
nothing from there. To my dear elder brother Bhati&ma [ 

701 
In the 20th year, 5th month, 21st day, ( ? ) the people guarding 

the potge were written down. 
{Then follows a list of names.) 

702 
To the feet of the gusura Lesvamna, etc the cuva 

layina and Atamsiyae send their respects, etc And thus 
we report. Atamsiyae here has survived the pains of childbirth in 
safety and good health. A son has been born. You must all be pleased. 
So it will not be long before we (again) send (?) health to your feet. 
Also what from there in the hand of Ponigana [ 

] 1 dhane, 3 dhane of pepper {marica), 1 drahhma 
of ginger, 2 drakhma of pepper {pipali), 1 dhane of tvaca, 1 
dhane of small cardamoms {susmela), 4 sadera of sugar. 

Notes : 0. (3) aro is apparently a mistake for aro < gena >. 
0. (7) sarndhisecKyama remains obscure. 

703 
R. Also Ponigana informs us : There is no juthi seed of mine with 

my mother. A milima of corn is to be given to Saru. He will do the 
sowing. Also there is no juthi seed here. The land has been watered. 
Millet seed is to be sent from there, two or three milima. 

Also Kari informs us : Corn there has been given by me to the 
community of monks, milima five acKaniya. If this Sutasa comes 
there, this corn is to be collected and handed over to Sarngosa, (to 
the extent of) five milima two hhi, samiyena. 

Also Ponigana and Kaci point out that the monk Anamdasena 
has made ( ? ) to go there. If he comes there, by all means care is 
to be exercised in the maintenance of his body, to hve {dvanae) 
and as far as there is security for life, not to die. The samiyena com 
is to be given to Samghosa. 

706 
His majesty, etc By me the great king in Kroraina, 

the household of Caraka was granted to this Icanijahara Kalas^ha. 
From that household of Caraka there is a woman called [ ]. 
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That woman has settled in the house of Kapgeya's vasu. When this 
sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, forthwith that woman is to be 
taken from the house of Kapgeya and delivered into the hand of 
Kalasdha's brother Acila. 

709 
In the (24th) year of his majesty the great king Jitumga Arngoka, 

son of heaven, in the first month, on the 10th day, at this date, his 
majesty heard this dispute himself. The ogus Purvayana, Rutraya, 
and Cinasena, the suvethas Athama, Spalyaya, and Lasa, the cozho 
Dadavala, the Tcori Rutra, the cuvalayina Onugi, the tasum Bhu^a, 
and the cozbos Alyaya and [Jijvasamma judged it. Moge, Cimaka, 
Opge, and Kalu brought the action, concerning a man Pgi. (It was 
alleged) that P^ya, a slave of Moge and Cimaka, had a fight (kalihari) 
with Ropgeya the father of Opge. They struck each other. Afterwards 
that Pgiya, slave of Mogeya and Cimaka, fled. He is not alive, nor 
has he been seen dead. After that Opgeya's father Ropgeya [ ] 
they gave a boy to Moge and Cimaga, a man called Bhiyaga. Now this 
man Bhiyaga [has fled ] at a later time no one was 
able to say anything about the man Bhiyaga. After that this Pgi 
turned out to be in Khema. Mogeya and Cimaga got him from there 
with a price paid out of their own property. He died with them. 
On account of him there is no quarrel. There is a quarrel concerning 
camels. There has been a decision about everything. These people 
have no claim to payment from one another. 

713 
To the sothamgha Lyipeya the co^o Tagira, etc 

And thus I inform you. Now they have performed heie an 
unprecedented action, unseen before. This unprecedented action 
has resulted in everything being decided. The warriors ( ? ) have 
taken everything. What with the people they have slain in battle 
and those they have captured alive, everything has been decided. 
Only to hear this you will be exceedingly pleased. Also I make known 
to you that there in Ajiyama Avana, there are too many lands. Here 
again the kilmemciye inform us that the vasu Karncaga does not 
receive what is right. He gives useless lands to others. I am providing 
the maka and ogana (due as) tax from each of my own farms. This is 
not the law that others should plough the lands of the village {avana) 
and that I should provide our maka and ogana from my own farm. 
Now of me [ 
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714 
The cozbo Takra sends health to the vasu Opgeya and Tgaca, 

etc I have sent this Tsugeta there concerning the state 
of the taxation in Ajiyama Avana. Just as formerly the tax was 
assessed in Ajiyama Avana (as follows, namely): ghee, sheep, kosava, 
arnavaji, carpet (thavastae), raji, felt {narnmatae), carndri, and 
karnmarnta; in addition, wa^a, and croma ( ? ), and all the rest 
of the tax ; so now it is quickly to be sent here all complete in the 
hand of the ageta Lyipeya and Tsugeta. The tax of the ve^ga kilme 
women is to be demanded all complete. Also in the rainy season 
{varsavasammi) you vasus, agetas, and yatmas must come here in the 
fourth month from the exterior provinces and the central kingdom (?). 
There is an investigation into the conditions of taxation. He who 
really does provide his tax (well and good); he who does not is to 
be removed. Also you have a yearly deficit in your tax returns. If 
you again send the tax short, you will certainly pay from your own 
establishment. Just as formerly provisions were given to messengers 
so now they are to be taken by Tsugeta. You have cut off the tax 
from your own farm year by year. 

715 
In the 24th year, 11th month, 25th day of the reign of his majesty 

the great king Amgvaka, son of heaven, there are two men, a father 
and son, arrow makers, Mogata Cimola and Mogeya Mocha. They 
arose [ ] and sold /wmya-land with a capacity for 
seed of three milima. Mogeta Cimola and Mogeya Mocha received as 
price one nine years old camel. They agreed on equal terms before 
the magistrates. In that land the sadavita Ricikga has ownership, 
to sow, to plough, to give to another as a present, to do whatever 
he likes with it. Whoever at a future time finds fault with this before 
the vasus and agetas at the king's court, shall be without authority. 
Witnesses to this are the kitsaitsa ^arpa, the kala Karamtsa, the kala 
Acuniya, the ageta Kuuna, the yatma Cato, the karsenava Vukimtga, 
Tarncgo, the trigha Cakvala, the vuryaga Ratgeya, and the karsenava 
Sapuga. This hand-written deed was written by the scribe Ramsotsa, 
son of the scribe Signaya, at the command of the magistrates. Also 
the arrow makers Mogata and Mogeya [ 

719 
His majesty, etc Lyimimna complains that without 

just cause Sagapeya and Pgo take from him a vesi woman called 
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Camtamnoae, and also have intercourse with her by force. Two or 
three times a sealed wedge-tablet has gone from here about that 
matter. Up till now you have made no decision. This certainly is not 
right. When this sealed wedge-tablet, etc that woman 
Camtamnoae is to be handed over to Lyimimna as his own property. 
Whatever he owes to Sagapeya and Pgo is to be asked of him. If it 
is otherwise, etc 

Note : A fragment of one of the two or three kilamudms mentioned 
here is to be found in No. 730. 

721 
Of the sotharnga Opgeya of pleasant aspect, the ogu Pamcama, 

and suvetha Piteya ask the health, much, infinitely. We are pleased 
to hear that you are well. We too are well here. Hearing that, you 
should be pleased. And thus we write. From former times we have 
been united in a bond of friendship, and even so we are still united 
in a bond of friendship. You must not forget this. We have sent this 
Danutreya there to inspect the stock of draught animals. By all means 
let hiTTi be under your care. Whatever affairs you have are in like 
manner under our care. The ogu Pamcama has sent one prasta of 
mepoga; the suvetha Piteya has sent betel {drimpura) in a bag 
(prasevagami). 

722 
To be opened at the feet of dear apru Kunasena. 
( ? )  A  c o a t  i s  q u i c k l y  t o  b e  m a d e .  I t  w i l l  b e  c o m p l e t e  w h e n  y o u  

come here. 
At the feet of the master dear to men and gods, honoured, of 

pleasant aspect dear apru Kunasena, and of Visaliae, Kurnnaga, 
Sriyavamtiae, Svarnabala, Svarasena, Suhavati, and Purnnavati pay 
their respects and send the health of their divine body, much, infinitely. 
And thus (we write). There the oRina has been burned up (through 
drought). By all means let the adina be under your care. Water is 
to be provided. At present Svarnabala is to come there. News has 
come from Calmadana that there is danger from the Supi. Also a 
letter of command has come and the soldiers have to go. However 
many are in the army will be written down. After that Svarnabala 
will come there. 

Also I Svarnabala have an express request. Tamjaka there gave 
a bow to Camnaga. By all means this bow is to be sent here. Also 
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ten arrows are to be sent, (and) certainly dhipu is to be sent. By all 
means the bow is to be sent. 

At the feet of dear sveta Kamcaga, etc the secret agent 
Camtgala pays his respects, etc I have come in safety 
and health from Khamni. Also of you Visaliae[ 

725 
] Express instructions are to be given to the vasu Opgeya. 

This tax is to be sent here in the hand of the agita Kuumta and Sarpiga. 
Also a careful inquiry and reckoning of the tax is to be made by the 
Icamzavalis. It is to be sent here complete. Cows and sheep are to 
be taken by the royal cowherds and shepherds, the woman Kroae, etc. 
Having read this, it is to be given to the vasu Opgeya. 

729 
] that there is hand-written tablet there. In that manner 

a decision is to be made. Let them not administer the law of the 
kingdom in an illegal manner. If it is otherwise, etc 

730 
] Also concerning their having had sexual relations. A 

decision is to be made in accordance with the law. 

732 
] 2nd month, 28th day of his majesty the great 

king Mahiriya, son of heaven, the ogu Jeyabhatra, the canihu/ra, 
Cataraga, the cuvalayirnna Tiraphara, the cozho Somjaka, L^pta, 
and Phaklu judged a dispute of the cozho Smati concerning a man 
who was sent. The decision was examined. Claim for pajonent one 
from another [ 

734 
] is to be handed over. Seed and food is to be returned. 

Whoever disputes this, a decision is to be made there according to 
law. If you are not clear there, they are to be sent to the king s court 
in custody. As regards the field there belonging to the tenants (kilmeci) 
of the ogu Bhimasena which Rutraya and Pamcama claim as their 
own, a decision according to law is to be made there with oath and 
witness. If you are not clear there they are to be sent here in custody. 
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735 
] a man was put under the care of Opgeya. Now the 

people of Sugita's household demand a man from Opgeya. When 
this sealed wedge-tablet reaches you, whether really with Asi, of the 
Khotanese [ ] ( ? ) a fugitive has been received by Sugita. 
From there specifically a fugitive is not to be given to Opgeya. A 
fugitive is quickly to be given to Opgeya from among the other 
fugitives which there are. Opgeya will hand (him) over to Sugita. 

In the 4th year, 2nd month, 7th day. 
Note : Read tade for tadra. 

740 
] The ogu Bhimasena reports that in Sorkotsa, land belonging 

to Yave Avana [ ] the land [ .] ploughs the land 
b y  f o r c e  [ . . . . . . .  y  

741 
] milk-payment has not been given [ 

inquiry is to be made [ ] a decision is to be made, etc 

742 
His majesty, etc Opgeya complains that Namata and 

Pugo, concerning a woman [ ] went. Now Cakle is 
causing trouble. When this sealed wedge-tablet [ 

743 
His majesty, etc Opgeya has sent one camel from the 

herds. Again in spring according to the klasernna regulations a camel 
from the herds is to be released. When this sealed wedge-tablet 
reaches you, forthwith [ ] likewise an arntagi animal 
is to be provided by the klaserncis. Just as formerly an arntagi animal 
was provided by the klaserncis, so now it is to be provided. If it has 
not been provided formerly it is not to be provided now. 

750 
His majesty, etc Kuumta reports that formerly he 

made a complaint to the vasus in Pagina-avana. He did not take part 
(?) in the dispute of the cozbo Lyipeya, nor make a complaint. [ ] 
came here. He, in the dispute [ ] I have no clain^ 
against Kuumta [ ] he beats (him) and seizes fiim by 
the face. 
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751 
His majesty, etc Kuumta complains that they, along 

with Pgiya and Sugiya are taking out hasga. If this sealed wedge-
tablet, etc 

760 
In the 11th year of his majesty the great king Jitugha Vasmana, 

son of heaven, in the 7th month, at this date, people went far from 
the kingdom. Before that Tsugesla, Ramatsoga and [Suthu] were 
( ? ). The witnesses are Upasena [ 
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agiltsa, 422 

famgomhka, 418 
taii?ga, 154 
fagi?ta, 652 
agi?dha, 154 

*aglii, 661 
faghita, 661 
aco, 125 
acona, 637 
acomena, 637 

facKati, 506 
ajhi (azi) = adhika, 16, 17, 562 

fajho, 291 
atfiove, 291 
apane = apanaya, 502 

fabhithe, 272 
ambamjayammi, 252 
ayaga karyegu, 107 
ayoga, 140 
aresa, 225 

falamkalusu, 383 
alpa pumiia, 248 
alpa pumni, 634 
avajidavo. This verb = Pali avajjati 
avana. The statement (L.Kh.D., index, 

s.v.) that this word occurs only in 
connection with the place name, is 
incorrect. Cf. ima avan/xde 696 and 
avanemci bhuma 713 

avirpdhama. This word is Iranian. 
It appears in Manichaean Sogdian as 
Pnd'm (see W. Henning, Ein Mani-
chdisches Bet- und Beichtbuch, p. 122). 

•aspista, " lucerne," 214, 272 
aega, 585 
asgara, 536 
asana, 476 
asita, 339 
asiyade, 255 

fichatade, 373 
utamca, 132 
utavala, 229 
udi^a, 29 
umna, 318 
upamna, 278 
upastaga, " attendant," 387 
usasammi, 68 
plena, 272 

•ekadarana, 307 
ogana, 154, 207 
o[au]vaga, 209 
opimta, 686 
osa(tta, 225 
kajahavainnaga, 583 
katvetha, 470 

fkatham, 357 
*katha, 313 
*kanavategi, 634 

' 

aft-n 

kapala, 209 
kamamta, 207, 272 
kamumta, 207 
kampo, 12 

f[kaiihakathiga, 296 
kamaveti, 358 

fkasikasa, 310 
kakani, " crows " (?), 399 
kigi (bhigi), 318 
kilmeci, 278 
kilyigamci, 164 
kisana (?), 156 

fkimnita, 106 
*[ku]a]mana, 86 
kuda, 358 
kutit, 399 
kulola, 28 

fkuvi, 439 
fku^ava, 345 
kremeru, 318 
gafli = ghati, 523 

'ganuktamasya, 511 
galyiti, 162 

•gavasa, 509 
giipta, 225 
gilamya, 151 

*gu]a, 376 
fguta, 376 
*[go]huma, 72 
goma, 72 

•caulgeyasa, 329 
•camjaasa, 278 
camdri kamamta, 272 
canatu, 100 

fcavalagena, 253 
Cikimto = Cgito, 637 
cimditi, 291 
cinyasa, 399 
cimaga (?), 324 
cimaka, 310 
cutanaga, 177 
cutane, 164 
cudaso, 206 
cudo, 260 

fcuvalasa, 278 
cozbo. This title appears in all pro

bability in the form cobuva- in an 
inscription from the north-west of 
India. Cf. Konow in Act. Or., xvi 
(1938), p. 239 

chamni, 231 
fchimditi, 291 
jenavida, 506 

f(Jhyachi, 685 
tagastehi, 12 

•tadriju, 661 
ftanutri, 545, 551 
tapadaya, 430 
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*tainami, 125 
taravacena, 585 
tarvardha ?, 479 
tMave, 514 

ftiKe, 147 
tir^a. S. Lexi in lectures delivered in 

Paris, explained this word as meaning 
" three years old This seems to be 
supported by 573 muli nidati uta 1, 
aspa 1, trevarsaga uta, tirsa aspa, 
where it is used parallel with trevar
saga. Likewise he explained vito as 
meaning " two years old " and pursa 
as meaning " five years old See 
J. Bloch, BSL., 38, 3, p. 52 (1937) 

tuguja, 182 
teyaipgadhi, 271. The reading proposed 

in L.Kh.D., index, s.v., is not possible 
tto?u, 373 
•trachi = draksa, 586 
tricHa. With this word compare perhaps 

Pali a-triccha " insatiableness " 
[tro]dafe, 16 > 
tsegeyaipmi, 30 
tsomaya, 327 

•thavastaga, 416 
fthavitaga, 416 
fthavidavo, 583, 590 
dajavita, 524 
dadavo, 278 
danagrahana, 583 
dare, 318 

fdinasi, 358 
•divagi, 358 
fdiiSita, 295 
dui, 310 
dehi, 27 

fdravya, 26 
fdrij'u, 661 
dhamta, 348 

•[dhajmakathiga, 296 
dhamaka, 371 
naci, 675 
nacira. The existence of this word in 

an Indian inscription in the title 
nascirapati has been pointed out by 
Liiders (Act. Or., xviii, p. 37) 

napatu, 113 = " grandson ". The form 
must go back to an original *napa,tr-

nastisa, 313 
•nikareipti, 12 
nikrona, 163 
niciya, 271 
nitayatpti ?, 31 
niravakasa, 320 
nisaga = PaU nissaya, 358 
nisaipgana, 8 
nuava, 648 
nukamjena, 18 

t[nrve]na, 272 
pake, 164 

tpakeya, 384 
pajeka, 349 
pamzavamta, 316, 534 
pati, 573 

padaka, 373 
patruga, 310 
patruvaga, 546 
patsa poiia, 303 

•panirncanade ?, 140 
pamma, 23 
payita, 72 
parasitaya, 283 
parasena, 436 
parivatitarnti, 130 
parvade?u, 133 
palayidavya, 565 
paliyarnaga ?, 318 

tpa?dha, 345 
•pasdha, 345 
•pasarfivaipta, 534 
tpasamnammo, 534 
paganatsa, 320 
pimgatsa, 425 
pidhiyava, 532 
pita, 72 
pitare, 310 
pir. ci, 225 
pivamnaipnae, 586. This is obviously 

dittography for pivarjinae " to drink " 
puke, 430 
pursa, see s.v. tirsa 

•pusgaraipniyaijimi, 383 
potga, 225 
potgoiiena, 207 
pothi, 534 
posara, 382 

tpradasyati, 50 
prasavitaga, " granted." This verb 

probably represents *prasadapita. 
Prasada- in Skt. has the sense of a 
gift from some royal or superior 
personage and the verb used corre
sponding to this is prasadikrta. A 
causative-denominative formation of 
this type is to be found in kamaveti. 
The irregular contraction *prasada-
vida > *prasaavida > prasavida is 
due perhaps to the length of the word 

prasevagami, " in a bag," 721 
prahuni, 318 
prighamaga, 316 
prothavena, 271 
protsa kresa, 317 
phalitaga, 214 
balasta, 358 
bunini, 157 
bhaja, 566 
bhana, 566 
bhuvi, 34, 439 

fmatavo, 278 
mata, 438 

•manave, 415 
fmamma, 606 
masina, 278, 374 
mahanuhava, 401 
mahuli, 528 
muli, 343. Further examples of the 

value of articles in muli-waits should 
be added to those in L.Kh.D., p. 112: 
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437 parfica tithi ku^iya 1 = 45 muli. 
viyala uta 1 = 42 muli. 495 aspa 1 
trevarsaga — 30 muli. 549 1 kojava = 
10 muli. 782 1 uti putgetsa = 20 muli 

meta, 179 
mochakama, 416 

tyatita, 376 
yambami, 265 
yacita, 295 
racana, 225 
rachavala, 182 
raji, 431 = 432 
remena^lmi, 251 
rocakhora, 320 
rotamna, 261 
lagesati, 166 
lathaya, 298 
lyimsuvasya, 26 
lyokmana, 318 
lohidavya, 565 
vako^-, 298 
vacanena, 271 

•fvacHavala, 182 
fvatiti, 376 

varajjda, 345 
varayam, 206 

fvarpi, 359 
varsaga, 318 
vavitamti, 278 
va^dhigaiip, 140 
vastaramnena, 431 = 432. Cf. Liiders, 

Textilien, p. 32 
fvahuve, 519 
vito, 157. Cf. s.v. tirsa 
vidapana or vidapa 1, 318 

•vina ?, 492 
•vinaj'i^yamti, 368 
fvinila, 292 

vipula, 292 
vilomaya, 510. The reading suggested 

in L.Kh.D., index, s.v., is not possible 
vivega, 34 
vimspa, 82 
visarje, 644 
vulutsukla, 519 
vusparta ?, 225 
vyala, Konow (Act. Or., xvi (1937), 

p. 156) considers this word to be = 
Skt. vikala, which is quite possibly so 

fvrachi, 586 

Sakasyami, 12 
^agri, 349 

t^ada, 387 , . 
^ata, 82 

t^ato, 157 
^apuka, 368 
^amuda raya, 252 
^amunita raya, 252, 287 

•[•Sava[taiti]mi, 364 
^uka muli, 59, 211, 309 
^uga bhava, 252 

•f^ubha muli, 59 
909ami, 154 
§ataga, 468 
§atre, 414. 
^amnapatamae, 318 
?aminina, 318 

t§ukrya, 511 
§ulga, 582 
geklasa, 310 

•safla, 387 
fsamagra, 588 
samaga, 588 
sammana, 22 
samana, 584 
samarena, 164 

"fsamasenammi, 387 
sanipuj'itasa, 288 

fsucavala, 229 
fsuchati, 511 
•suchavi, 511 

sujada, 386 
suSaga, 215 
striyamca, 552 
[spasavamnana], 297 

fspaciyana, 303 
spama, 169 
sruva, 509 

•fsvasti, 377 
segani ?, 156 
harga, 677 
hali, 83 
ha^ga, 542 
hastama. In Konow's opinion (Act. Or., 

xvi (1937), p. 156) this form is pro
bably < *frastamba, and therefore of 
Saka origin 

fhiditeya, 399 
•hideya, 399 


